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This report contains papers and discussions presented at the Economic
Research Service meeting in_Washington, D.C., October 17-18, 1985. This
meeting focused on rural economic goals, market linkageS with metro,
national, and international economies, and the Federal Government's role in
rural labor markets. Researchers and academicians presented different views
on economic needs of employment and policy for rural areas.
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INTRODUCTION

The American economy has experienced dramatic changes over the past 15
years. The energy crisis, the rapid development in computer
technologies, the sluggiSh growth of manufacturing in the face of
foreign competition, the rise in two-earner familieS, the boom ard
bust in agriculture, the expansion of the service sector, and most
recently, the fall in oil prices have together resulted in p
constantly changing economy.

These national and sectoral trends have often been felt much more
strongly in some areas of the country than in others. Some areas have
prospered because of the boom in electronics; others have faced high
unemployment as npparel and textile firms moved their operations
abroad. Rural labor marketS, Vith their specialized industrial
structures, and small, widely scattered labor forces, seem to have
been most affected and least able to adapt to changes in the economy.
Since the late seventies, unemployment in nonmetropolitan areas has
been consistently higher than metropolitan unemployment. Moreover,
while the data are_sparse, they indicate that official figures
underestimate the extent of unemployment and underemployment problems
particular to rural areas. ChangeS in the character of Government
programs, reductions in the level of public support, and industrial
relocations and deregulations are having uncertain effects on local
employment and unemployment problems.

With these considerations in mind, the Agriculture and Rural Economics
Division_of the Economic Research Service Sponsored a symposium on
7RuraI_Labor Market Research ISsueS" in October 1985-1/ The symposium
brought together a group of reSearchers, from a variety of
disciplines, intereSted in promoting an exchange of ideas interests
and concerns about rural labor markets. The purpose was to identify
important policy and research questions relating to rural labor
markets.

To_stimulate discussion, five experts from a variety of disciplines
were invited to present paper§ at the symposium. They were asked to
Identify major reSearch issues pertaining to rural labor markets, to
assess the adequacy of existing data and theories for researching
theoe issues, and to assign a priority to the research questions
identified. Each paper was followed by comments from one of the ERS
researthers working on the Rural Labor Markets Performance_project,
and then by open discussion from the audience. These papers, the
comments, and a suuniary chapter that highlights_the major recurring
theftos from the symposium are collected here with the expectation that
the quest;ons raised and the insights offered will help to stimulate
furthe'r interest and research on this topic.

The symposium was organized arouna four major themes: efficiency and
equity; growth, stability, and adaptability; linkages with_national
and international economies; and the role of public policies amd
programs. Luther TOeten, an agricultural economist at Oklahoma State
University, and Marta Tienda, 3 sociologist at the University of

1/ James Schaub, an economist at ERS, was the symposium organizer
and presider.



Wisconsin, were asked to write and present papers on efficiency and

equity issues as they relate to rural labor markets.

Ideally, labor marketS Are efficient; people are allocated to jobs in

such a_way that productivity iS maximized. As Tweeten points out,
however,_the efficicat allocation of people to jobs sometimes results

in a distribution of jobs and incomes that may be considered "unfair"

or inequitable. In other words, an efficient labor market does not
guarantee a job for each person seeking work, nor does it ensure a

"living wage" fot everyone.

In his paper, _Dr. Tweeten diScuSses the successes and failures of

various government_interventions in altering the performance of labor

markets. He maintains that in many instances Government programs
designed to increase equity in the labor market have reduced

incentives to work and thereby have resulted in a loss of efficiency.

He also calls for improved measures of labor market performance. He

asserts that the current measure of unemployment, often_used to

indicate labor market performance as well as econanic hardship, is

unsatisfactory, particularly in rural areas. He suggests that a more

appropriate indicator would be a measure of underemployment.

Dr. Tienda's paper focuses primarily on the implications of industrial

and occupational restructuring for earnings inequalities between

metropolitan and nonmetropolitan labor markets and between males and

females within these two typeS of markets. She finds substantial
inequalities for both comparisont, even When differences in the
industrial and occupational distributions are controlled. In fact,

although there has been a striking convergence in the industrial and

occupational structures of metropoIitan_and_nonmetropolitan labor

marketS Since 1960, there has not been a corresponding reduction in

the earnings gap between males and females within metropolitanLand

nonmetropolitan labor marketa, Tienda also proposes an analytical

technique to examine how long=term change§ in the industrial and

occupational structures_result in inequalities of opportunities and

earnings for various groups within and between labor markets.

The Second major area covered in the symposium (growth, stability, and

adaptability in rural labor markets) was addressed by Steven_Kale,_an

economic geographer at Oregon State University. During the siAties
and early_seventies, employment and population grew faster in rural

areas than_in urban areas. This growth, however, was not evenly

distributed across_all_rutal labor markets. Employment remained
stable in some rural_labor_markets and declined in others during this

period of general prosperity. Similarly, the impact of the recession
and recovery of the eighties has been distributed unevenly. Kale

reviews the usefulness of various theories of regional growth and

industrial location for understanding this uneven distribution of

growth across rural labor markets. He examines recent empirical
findings_about the nature of thiS growth which suggest the increasing
importance of emerging_national and international economic trends for
rural labor market performance.

The linkages between local labor markets and the national and

international economy are the focus of the fourth paper in this
collection, written by economist Brady Deaton at Virginia Polytechnic
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Institute and State University, Deatnn emphasizes the importance of
the internationalization of the economy, recent technological changes,
and the growing farm/nonfarm intrrdependence for rural_residents.
Because rural labor markets tend to be small and to_specialize in only
a few industries, they are particularly vulnerable to such
international economic forces as foreign competition or foreign direct
investments. Throughout the paper, pe stresses the need to include
these "local" effects on rural labor markets in evaluating the
potential costs and benefits of various national macroeconomic
policies such as protectionism and deregulation.

In addition to their indirect influence on rural labor markets through
macroeconomic policies* Federal and State governments have a more
direct influence through local development aud unemployment programs.
However, as Vernon Briggs, an economist at Cornell University, points
out in the final paper, the various direct and indirect roles played
by Government sometimes work at cross-purposes. He contends that
recent policies designed to bolster the national economy have
adversely affected rural_economies. He suggests that education and
training programs will be of little use in a local labor market
witaout sufficient jobs, and that job growth will provide few benefits
to the local economy if the local labor force does not have the skills
necessary to fill those jobs. In this age of budget cuts and the
decentralization of many government programs, Briggs claims that it is
increasingly important_to ask how government policies and programs can
be integrated most effectively to support local areas.

These five papers frequently overlap and complement each other (there
are some disagreements as well.) The issues confronted are timely and
important, the ideas offered are insightful and stimulating, and the
questions raised are many and often difficult. It is hoped that the
variety of_perspectives presented here will encourage further
interdisciplinary discussion of and research on the nature of rural
labor markets in the United States.

7
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RURAL LABOR MARKET PERFORMANCE

Luther Tweeten 1/

This paper examines rural labor market performance as apparent in
economic efficiency and equity in public manpower and related
policies. Also of concern is private labor market performance and the
role of the_public sector in improving that performance. Data System
improvements_to gauge labor market performance are suggested. Several
manpower programs are reviewed for their contribution to economic
efficiency and equity.

Principal economic problems of rural_areas are poverty and
underemployment. Many of the poor are aged and disabled individuals
whose incomes_can be raised to at least government cost by transfer
payments. Earnings of many others with low incomes can be raised to
at least public cost by human resource development programs of
education, training, and job search assistance. Results of Federal
efforts to bring jobs to people through loans, grants, technical
assistance,_and_planning_of the Economic Development Administration
(EDA) and Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) have been disappointing.
Early "worst first" efforts of EDA were reasonably costeffective in
creating jobs. However, funding of EDA as well as FmHA business and
industrial loans was always too modest and diffused to have much
impact (rweeten and Brinkman, 1976, ch. 14).

EDA, in its struggle for political survival, eventually spread its job
development efforts so thinly among areas that a critical mass of
resources for development was seldom assembled. "Worst first7_has
long been abandoned. Urban areas disproportionately have_absorbed EDA
efforts and farmers disproportionately_have_absorbed modest FmHA
efforts to create jobs for rural_peopie. Meaningful targeting of job
creating efforts of_EDA, FmRA, or urban enterprise zones extended to
rural areas on the_basis of underemployment appears to be out of the
question in the foreseeable future. It follows that public efforts to
reduce underemployment in rural areas may largely come through _

manpower and other human resource development policies rather than
through industrialization policies.

Settilg and Perspective

If_rural and urban areas faced precisely the same manpower problems
and opportunities, a symposium would be unnecessary to help establish
an agenda for studying rural labor market performance. But labor
force problems and opportunities differ between rural and urban areas.
It is not possible simply to apply the extensive existing manpower
research results for urban areas to rural areas.

Compared with urban counties, rural counties display several
distinctive features:

I/ Luther Tweeten is a Regents Professor, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. This presentation
is based on a professional paper of the Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station. Comments of Dean Schreiner and Daryll Ray are
much appreciated.
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(1) Rural counties on the average have lower per capita income, higher
poverty rates, higher dependency rates, and lower labor force
participation rates. Nonmetro areas have lower proportions of
school7age youth_in_school_(Nilsen, 1961) and lower proportions of
persons in professional, technical, managerial, and administrative
occupations.

(2) Rural counties have lower rates of population and employment
growth. In the seventies, population and employment grew faster in
rural than in urban counties. _This departure from the historic
pattern_undoubtedly helped divert public attention from rural
problems. With return to slower rates of growth in population and
employment in rural than in urban areas in the eighties, it iS
appropriate to reexamine issues in rural manpower and economic policy.

(3) The most notable distinguishing feature of_rural areas is
population_dispersion. Sparsely populated areas offer environmental
and other amenities sought by many Americans but pose unique problems
in providing quality community services at low cost per capita.
Economies of size characterize many manpower as well as other
services. Finding an appropriate level of rural services and paying
for them is a continuing challenge.

(4)_Industrial composition of_rural counties is increasingly becoming
like that in urban counties, but rural counties continue to depend
disproportionately on extractive and natural resource based industries
such as farming, forestry, and mining. These industries along with
manufacturing, now the largest single basic industry in rural areas,
have been characterized by slow growth or decline, creating community
adjustment problems. In part because farming continues to be
dominated by large numbers of_family-sized operations while small
towns are dominated by small family businesses, self-employment is
approximately twice as frequent in rural areas as in urban areas.

Because of these unique rural characteristics, many national manpower
policies designed for urban areas do not work well for rural areas.

Efficiency _in Labor Markets

Participants in labor markets measure efficiency in different ways. A
potential worker might define an efficient labor market as one
providing a steady, pleasant job immediately and at high pay to anyone
who wants to work. A potential employer might define an efficient
labor market as one always supplying plenty of_steady, industrious,
and skilled workers at low pay. Conflicting labor market needs of
workers and employers must be reconciled.

In neoclassical economic terms, an efficient labor market is defined
as one in which job seekers search for jobs and employers search for
workers until marginal costs of additional search just equal marginal
returns. An efficient market is_free of arbitrary restraints such as
race, sex, or religious bias. Market failure such as divergence
between social and private marginal costs (or returns) can be
corrected by public intervention for a net social gain, if that public
Intervention provides benefits in excess of costs incurred. An
efficient labor market would be apparent in equal pay for equal work
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with exceptions for transfer costs. In short, an efficient market
moves industry to where labor costs are_low and moves workers to where
labor returns are high until resources are used efficiently throughout
the Nation.

Equity in Labor Markets

An efficient labor market is not necessarily equitable in providing
justice or fairness to everyone. In an efficient labor market,
workers are paid their marginal product. Those who bring little or no
human resources to the market can bring little or no earningS home.
Because talents are_somewhat randomly spread acroaS the Nation, a
well-functioning market would eliminate regional and sectoral poverty.
Individual or family poverty, called "case poverty" byJohn Kenneth
Galbraith, would persist. Structural unemployment, perhaps 4 percent
of the work force, alSo would persist because it is efficient to spend
time searching for Work that best utilizes one's capabilities.

Equity-Efficiency Tradeoff and_Compromise

An equitable_labor market always would provide a decent_job at a
decent wage to anyone who wants one. A corollary is that a worker
need not be productive in such a market because the worker is assured
of a job regardless of performance. Nations singularly pursuing
equity in national labor policies have sacrificed so much efficiency
that they have found it necessary to restore some incentiveS.

Although no government has pursued for long either pure efficiency or
pure equity, all governments intervene in labor markets to some
degree. _At issue is how to identify an appropriate_degree of
intervention. The term "appropriate" requires a norm of performance.
The norm here is a labor market that contributes most to well-being of
society. Such an allocation can_be expressed by what I call
novoclassical economics. Such economics is basically the competitive
neoclassical model_for efficiency with the added proviso that the
marginal utility of income or resources be equal among all individuals
(see Tweeten, 1979, ch. 16).

Estimates (Tweeten, Mylay, and Dellenbarger, 1985) indicate that,
compared with a family with national median income, a family without
income derives 40 percent_more satisfaction from another dollar of
income, a family with_half the median income derivea 20 percent more
satisfaction, and_a_family with double the national median income
receives only 60 percent as much satisfaction from another dollar of
income. Thus, a Federal project with a conventional_benefit-cost
ratio of 1.2 and transferring costs and benefits among those with
median family ilicome provides the same_contribution to well-being of
society as a project of the same magnitude merely transferring income
from taxpayers with national median income to recipienta with family
median income half the_national average. Thus, market Interventions
can increase well-being where individuals or families have inadequate
resources to earn a socially acceptable income or where market
imperfections interfere with efficient and equitableallocations.
Many past manpower policies undoubtedly have_been motivated by some
vague notion of equity-efficiency tradeoff less formal than the

1
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framework mentioned earlier, but with good intentions of increasing
well-being of people.

Private Market Performance

A considerable body of evidence indicates that individuals and firms
have responded to economic incentives. Massive movement of labor from
farms and growth of manufacturing employment in rural areas of the
South are examples. Workers have adjusted to occupations and regions
where labor earnings are highest and firms have_formed, moved to, or
expanded in industries and regions where returns are most favorable.
Once large differences in labor and capital earnings among reprions
have been substantially reduced. Major adjustments in the U.S.
economy have been the result more of private incentives and decisions
than of public incentives and decisions. However, public investments
in education, research, and welfare programs have played an important
role.

On the whole, the private market receives high marks for its
performance in directing workers and jobs to where returns are
highest. But it is critical to recognize the limitations of the
market. Market participants respond to private incentives; where
private incentives differ from social incentives, markets will not
allocate to bring outcomes that bring the greatest well-being to
society. The market alone will not meet the needs of those who, have
few or no resources to bring to the market. An appropriate public
policy is to use the efficiency of private markets to the greatest
extent possible but to supplement the market where necessary to align
private_with social_incentives_and provide for the disadvantaged_
unable to earn a socially acceptable income. Of_course, care must be
taken to avoid public interventions that entail greater social cost
than did the market failures which the interventions were designed to
correct.

The principal focus in the_study is on measures of labor market
performance and public interventions designed to_improve_that
performance. My conclusion is that public general education,
research, and welfare programs have had a large and generally positive
socioeconomic impact but that public labor force policies of job
placement, vocational-technical training, industrialization
incentives, and other programs for disadvantaged workers have had, at
best, a_mixed record. _In part, the problem_has been inadequate
planning, administration, funding, anth information. In part, the
problem has been overly optimistic notions of what public policies can
accomplish at favorable social-benefit cost ratios even under the best
circumstances.

Finally, a level playing field" in the form of sound macroeconomic
and trade policies is required for private markets to function well.
For example, agriculture, mining, lumbering, and textile industries,
which made large adjustments in past decades to approach an economic
equilibrium again face extremely difficult economic circumstances in
the eighties partly because of high real interest and exchange rates
brought on by large structural deficits of the Federal Government.
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Much of the remainder of this paper examines equity and efficiency
dimensions of past public labor force programs. We shall note that
data often are inadequateor_nonexistent to determine the payoff from
programs, especially for rural areas. Two principal points are
addressedt__(1) appropriate indicatorS of labor market performance,
and (2) success of past labor market interventions.

Data Needs

This section outlines_selected_data needed to measure performance of
labor and_other_resource marketsiin rural ateaS., Ih Si:6e instancesi
data are unavailable. In_many otheMinatanceSi data are available but
miss the mark in measuring the apprOpriate concept.

Underemployment

In the late seventies, ovel- $17 billion of Federal funda were
allocated anmually anong areas according to criteria of unemployment
levels or rates (Nilsen, 1980, p. 528). Unemployment, measured by
number of persons 16 years old and over actively_seeking work,
inadequately measures the need_for_public labor force services or for
economic development in rural areas. Unemployment statiStict
imperfectly measure economic hardship and labor market performance.
With_multipleearner families now commonplace, with unemployment
insurance, and with availability of Superior alternatives_such as
poverty to measure need, unemployment is an inadequate measure of
economic hardship.

At issue is how well unemployment measures labor market performance,
especially in rural areas. The issue hag two dimenSions: Is
unemployment as currently defined the correct concept to_measure
underutilization of human resources? If the proper_concept, is
unemployment measured with tolerable accuracy? The answer is no to
both questions.

First consider accuracy. The Current Population Survey (CPS), a
national sample taken monthly to determine unemployment rates,
provides statistically reliable eatimates of the unemployment rate for
some Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area_(SMSA) but is unreliable
for Specific rural areas. Unemployment is computed on a residual for
rural (nonSMSA) areas at the national level. The residual method
does_not work_for many States and counties. Using the complex
"Handbook Method," the Bureau of Labor StatiStica (BLS) calculates
unemployment rates for nonmetropolitan counties from CPS data
supplemented by information from unemployment insurance claims and
other sources.

The procedure substantially underestimates unemployment. A.

comprehensive personal interview survey in Gadsden County, Florida,
found 20 percent of the labor force unemployed compared with the
official unemployment rate of 9.2 percent (Korsching and Sapp, 1977,
pp. 2, 3). In a recent study, 1,861 randomly selected households were
surveyed in eight counties in the lowest_income_pocket of Iowa (Cole,
June 1984, pp. 9-11). The official unemployment rate for the week of
the_survey (March 1983) was 6.5 percent; the special survey showed a
rate of 17.5 percent for the same week. If theSe two studies (which



used questions patterned after those in the CPS) are reliable, the
official "Handbook Method" underestimates rural unemployment by 50
percent or more. Such bias shortchanges rural counties in allocation
of public programs.

Even if unemployment were measured accurately in rural counties, it
would be an inadequate measure of underutilized human resources and
need for remedial programs for at least five reasons:

(1) Relatively immobile but potentially productive rural workers often
are discouraged and do not seek gainful employment because of_chronic
lack_of local jobs. _Although not gainfully employed, they are not
classified as unemployed.

(2) Rural workers face few employers so that costs of additional job
search are large relative to likely gains after a comparatively short
time spent inventorying potential job openings.

(3) Rural workers_classified as employed are often underemployed
because the incidence of lowpaying seasonal work and selfemployment
is high. The selfemployed need work only 1 hour during the survey
week to be classified as employed, a condition met by virtually all
Selfemployed persons, however low their earnings. The parttime
farmer may simply fall back on the farm when the nonfarm job
terminates, even though farm earnings are small.

(4) The incidence of jobs covered by unemploywent compensation is low
in most rural counties.

(5) The Job Service office for rural residents is likely to be some
distance away in a metropolitan area.

The likelihood of registering for a job or applying for unemployment
compensation and hence for being recognized as unemployed is low in
the above circumstances.

Detecting the need for or focusing manpower services is difficult
without improved measures of labor market performance. A place to
begin is with measures of underutilized labor as apparent in
underemployment. Two broad approaches have been used to measure
underemployment. One approach is to supplement traditional
unemployment data with information from the CPS or Census of
Population. An example is the Labor Utilization Framework (LUF) first
proposed by_Philip Hauser,_extended by_Teresa Sullivan, and presented
with considerable theoretical and empirical detail by Clifford Clogg.
Underemployment was classified by Clogg (1979; pp. 9, 10) into five
categories as follows:

(1) Subunemployment, definedias discouraged potential workers:not
currently employed or actively seeking employment but who would like
gainful employment.

(2) Unemployment, the conventional measure of those without work but
actively seeking it.

14



(3) Part-time employment or part-time unemployment, workers who are
employed part-time but would like full-time employment.

(4) Underemployment by low incone, workers employed whose earnings are
belc/ the poverty threshold.

(5) Job mismatch, workers fully employed as moasured by time spent but
inadequately employed because their skill attainments are considerably
greater than the skill requirements of their jobs.

These uategories offer advantages for decomposing underemployment into
its sources but have several disadvantages. The categories
inadequately account for the self7employed, unpaid family workers,
agricultural workers, and 3econdary earners in families. Most
agricultural work is not easily defined in terms of time spent in
employment, income received from work, or skill requirements.

Clogg provided detail on underemployment by year, age, sex, and race
but not by sector. Underemployment estimates were provided by
Marshall (1974, pp. 80, 81) by sector. He concluded that:

Although the unemployment rates were roughly the same in
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas, the nonmetropolitan
subemployment rate was much higher for males; the male
metropolitan subemployment index was 4.6 times the unemploymPnt
rate, but the same ratio for nonmetropolitan males was 6.1.

Nilsen (1980, pp. 506-509) described seven measures of employment
status, including the official unemployment rate U-5, computed by the
BLS from the CPS. The most comprehensive series, U-7, includes the
total number of full-time jobseekers, plus half the numbe: of
unemployed seeking part-time work, plus half those working part-time
for economic reasons plus discouraged workers. The subemployment rate
is the above subemployment number expressed as a percentage of the
labor force plus the unemployed and discouraged workers. Although the
discouraged worker category is important, BLS had serious reservations
about that category "...because insufficient information is collected
from the CPS to develop an objective measure of these persons'
interest in employment" (Nilsen, 1980, p. 509). Discouraged workers
comprised only 0.9 percent of the labor force in metropolitan arew,
and 1.1 percent of the labor force in nonmetropolitan areas as shown
by Nilsen from CPS data fol. 1977. The rates were only a fraction of
those estimated by Marshall (1974; p. 81) for 1970 from U.S. census
data.

In short, CPS data provide considerable detail_to estimate components
of_underemployment on an_annual or even quarterly basis. But CPS
derived_underemployment data are subjective and underestimate the
number of discouraged workers;

A second general approach is to measure underemployment based on
economic calculations of earnings in any given rural area in relation
to normal earnings. The latter are established from nationwide
standards based on age, sex, education, experience, and other
variables. Rowe and Zimmer (1977) of the Economic Research Service of
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the U.S. Dc;,artment of Agriculture estimated a Manpower Economic
Utilization Index (MEUI) providing_detail down to the county level by
Sex, race, and sector. The MEUI is based on earning capacity rather
than employment. National median income is adjusted for the local
structure of age, educational attainment, employment status, labor
force status, occupational structure, and work experience in relation
to national norms to determine warranted income. In effect, warranted
income aSsumes that local residents identified by age, education, and
other characteristics would earn the median income reported for Cleir
counterparts in the national data if markets functioned well. MEIJI

for a county is its actual median income expreSsed as A percentage of
its warranted median income.

With refinement§ in concepts and data, MEUI has much potential to
me-6611re underemployment (see Tweeten, 1980, pp. 550-555). one
Argument against use of_this underemployment measure is its current
availability only for census years. The counter argument is that
programs geared to changing long-term supply ana demand for labor in
an area do not need a sensitive allocative criterion that changes
frequently. Furthermore, benchmark estimates from CPS_and other
sources (perhaps a Census of Population taken every 5 rather than 10
yearS) can provide the needed updating of underemployment statistics.

The literature_details the advantages and disadvartageS of various
measures of underemployment. Continuing conceptualization iS useful,
but the time has come for_the Agriculture and Rural Economics Division
(ARED, formerly Economic Development Division of the Economic Research
Service, USDA) to assume leadership in assessing various measures of
underemployment and testing their suitability to meet rural needs.

Underemployment estimates help to measure labor market performance and
the_need_for manpower services but are_less important to allocate
Federal funds than in the seventies. That iS becaaSe §everal programs
allocated partly by unemployment have diminiShed or terminated.
Examples include programs of the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Administration (CETA), general revenue sharing, and the Economic
Development Administration.

Poverty, Income, and Wealth

Major data_gaps exist in_farm income and wealth data, although auch
data are more complete than for other rural inddstries.Nationalifarm
income_data,are designed to meet needs of national income_and product
accOUntS rather than to measure the well-being of farm people.

Bawden and others (1977, p. 91) stated nearly a detade ago that

A clear picture of the economic position of perSons engaged in
farming requires data on the level and diatribution of personal
disposable income and wealth by various categories including type
of farming, tenure, economic sales class, time spent farming,
age, education, and geographic_region._ Finally, theory and
d-Tirical evidence points to variability of income and wealth as
an important dimension of satisfaction.
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...how many poor pewle are engaged in tarrying, and what are
their key sociodemographic characteristics? Do poor farm
families shift from a low-income to a more favorable income
position from one year Lo the next? How do returns to part-time
farming differ by type of farm aril geographic region? How are
capital gains from real estate distributed by family income
level, tenure, and economic sales class? Combined with data on
age and education, this information will permit uS to monitor the
economic well-being of farm families and to evaluate the
performance of programs to asSist farm people.

Data on personal income of farm and other rural families by size and
type of farm need to be adjusted for in-kind payments as well as
wealth, adjustments of special importance in determining poverty.
Off-farm income data of farm people are inadequate especially at the
State and county levels.

CoSt of Living Differences Among Areas

It is impossible to measure labor market performance, particularly
using the MEUI approach, without reliable measures of buying power in
rural areas.

The Panel on Statistics tor Rural Development Policy stated:

Meaningful comparisons of economic well-being among communities,
regions,_and program target groups requi:. that wages, salaries,
income, net worth, transfers, outlayS, taxeS, and other dollar
indicators be expressed in comparable units. Often this means
deflating series for the cost of living among regions and
SectorS. Meaningful measures of labor, industry, and capital
market performance also require data adjusted for cost-of-living
differences among regions and sectors.

(Cilford and others, 1981, p. 134)

Standard Rural Statistical Areas

Standard Metropolitan statistical Areas (SMSA's) are used extensively
for statistical purposes. For various reasons, including higher costs
per unit of data collection, the "balance of State" or nonmetropolitan
data are simply State totals legs SMSA totalS. Manpower data reported
on that basis provide neither detail nor reliability.

Because of economies_in data collection, analysis, and reporting, it
is sometimes feasible to collect and supply data for rural areas
(multicounty districts) that could not be provided at acceptable cost
for each rural county. Standard Rural Statistical Areas (SRSA's)
would be rural counties but otherwise would be treated much as SMSA's
are treated for statistical purposes.

The Panel on Statistics for Rural Development Policy supports thiS
concept:

Procedures for obtaining, analyzing, and reporting data should be
developed to provide data for rural people and problems that are
comparable in scope and reliability to those for SMSAs.
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Designation of standard statistical areas (SSAs) encompassing the
entire geographic area of the nation would provide continuous,
inclusive, and systematic data based on boundaries that would be
changed_less frequently than the presently relaxed SMSA criteria.
The SSAs would be delineated in cooperation with states,
conforming where possible to substate planning and development
districts, but encompassing more than one such district when
necessary to meet the statistical reliability standards now used
for SMSAs. Delineations would consider nodal and homogeneous
areas as used in designation of substate districts. The
procedure would_preserve the_building-block approach for county
data with appropriate urban orientation codes to facilitate
analysis of county differences within rural SSAs as well as among
rural and urban SSAs. If continued use of the label "SMSA" is
deemed useful for an urban subset of the SSAs, the rural SSAs
could be labelled standard rural statistical areas (SRSA6).

(Gilford and others, 1981, p. 196)

Counties in each SRSA grouping would be contiguous and would not be
grouped into homogeneous categories of the "urban-orientation"
classification now used by the Agriculture and Rural Economics
Division. The two approaches serve different purposes and complement
rather than compete in meeting information needs regarding rural
areas.

Conclusions

It is not possible to list all the data needed to measure labor market
performance of rural areas. References such as those cited above
constitute a rich source of information.

Many questions remain that better manpower data can help to answer:
Do financial and real capital markets function well to equalize
returns adjusted for unique local circumstances? Do minimum wage
laws, regulations imposed by organized labor, and local government
policies interfere with efficient market allocation? To what extent
do lack of knowledge, tradition, home ties, spouses, discrimination,
and rural amenities slow economic adjustment of human resources and
create chronic resource disequilibrium among rural areas and between
rural and urban areas?

Earnings differ substantially among groups classified by race, sex,
and sector (Tweeten, October 1980, p. 10). To know why, we need more
refined estimates of earnings profiles for various groups and adjusted
for sociodemographic characteristics.

Appraisingerformance of Labor Market Interventions

ARED has capabilities not only to analyze regularly reported
statistics but also to keep abreast of manpower policy performance,
particularly as it relates to rural areas. A principal reason for
doing so is because no other agency is doing so.

Manpower policies have a reputation for urban bias. SomEtimes this
means that programs are solely for urban areas; other times this means
that national programs are never evaluated for their impact on rural
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people or areas. One purpose of this section is to inventory past
manpower policies to determine implications for rural areas, as well
as for ARED activities.

Distributional Overview

The distribution of Federal trainiqg and employment funds by urban
orientatf.on of counties is shown in table 1. Rural (nonmetropolitan)
counties accounted for approximately 28 percent of the Nation's
employment and populatioa in 1980 but received only 13 percent of the
Federal funds for employment and training. A major reason for the low
percentage is because rural people go to metro Counties for training;
economies of size veclude having facilities in every rural county.
Yet, funding for various programs appears to be unduly concentrated in
metro counties.

U.S. Department of Agriculture and U.S. Department of Interior
programs are disproportionately in nonmetro counties_but the programs
and funding are small. U.S. Department_of Labor programs were largest
and 88_percent of funding for these programs was in metropolitan
counties. Although the Employment Service has been criticized for
not serving rural workers, Federal funding for the program is less
metro oriented than is any other Department of Labor program. The
U.S. Job Corps is somewhat nonmetro oriented in funding because many
facilities are in rural settings. Enrollees, however, are largely
from metro counties.

The Public _Employment_Service

Provision of job information and a clearinghouse to match job seekers
and employers has some properties of a public good that the market
operating alone will not provide in efficient quantity. Private firms
may have difficulty_appropriating benefits of job information made
available_to_all workers and employers. Also, only one private agency
is able to operate efficiently to provide a job clearinghouse at
acceptable cost per unit in some local labor markets. Such a natural
monopoly, if not publicly operated, may require public regulation to
avoid excessive charges to customers. Nonetheless, arguments for
public provision of job services are not strong enough to warrant
providing such services without careful attention to benefit-cost
ratios and appraisal of alternative job service delivery systems,
especially in rural areas.

Operation of Employment Services (ES, also known as Employment
Security Offices or Job Services) in 2,600 locations throughout the
country is the respmsibility of_State governments but with funding by
Federal_grants to_States. Federal legislation establishing the
employment service in 1933 focused on overcoming labor market
imperfections in matching workers to jobs and in overcoming skill
shortages. Beginning with the war on poverty in 1964, the emphasis
Shifted to labor initiatives targeted at minorities, welfare
recipients, and low-income youth. Fairly comprehensive programs
providing train: as well as job market information include the
Manpower Developm, ir and Training Act (1962), the Economic Opportunity
Act (1964), the C- prehensive Employment and Training Act (1973), and
the Job Training Pdit-nership Act (1982). In constant 1983 dollars,
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Table 1--Distribution of federal funis to metro ard =metro counties, fiscal year 1980

Agercy ard program 1/

: -Normetrepolitan eanties

Urdted : Metro : : : LESS : Irtally

:Type 2/: States :counties: Trtai : Urbanized : urbanized : rurai

: : Ncmr : : Nonr : : Nonr

: Adjar: adja-: Adja-: adja-: Adja-: adja-

: -: cent ; cert : cent : -mt--:luarri: cert

Million

dollars of U.S.Percentage tctal

Population distributio; 1979 72.0 28.0 7.1 3.9 6.8 6.8 1.2 2.3

Trainirg ard enploymert 8581.8 86.8 13.2 6.2 2.0 1.3 2.5 .2 .9

Department of Agriculture : 106.0 24.1 75.9 10.6 4.9 11.4 26.3 1.6 21.1

Employmert & trairring RSD projects, Flak : PG 2.0 0 100.0 0 0 50.0 50.0 0 0
Employment ard training assistance 3/ : CP 104.0 24.5 75.5 10.8 5.0 10.6 25.9 1.6 21.5

Departmert of Education : PG 3.5 79.6 20.4 13.8 0 0 6.5 0

Departmert of the Interior 169.9 61.1 38.9 9.3 7.0 7.0 9:9 1.3 4.5
Edployment and training assistarre3/ : CP 25.4 _34.2 65.8 0 17.5 10.1 14.9 8.6 14.7

Employment ani_trainirg assistance- : SE 1.2 100.0 0 0 0 o o o o
Young aeult conservation corpcmationr :

grants to States 3/ : PG 143.3 65.5 34.5 11.1 5.2 6.5 9.1 0 2.7

Department of Labor : -- 8293.7 P:.2 11.8 6.1 1.b 1.0 2.1 .2 .6

Comprehensive amploynert and training

programs, ETA 3/ : FG 5529.1 89.7 10.3 6.4 -.5 .4 1.5 .6 .5

Employment and training assistance : SE 1.2 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Employment services CETA, ETA : FG 707.2 72.1 27.9 7.5 5.9 5.0 7.8 .6 1.0

Job Corps, El& 3/ : PG 333.4 80.5 19.5 3.4 1.4 6.8 4.2 1.8 1.9

Prqgram adrairdrniaticm; ETA : SE 101.2 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Research and development projects, :

ETA 3/ : PG 17.5 96.6 3.4 3.2 0 o .2 0 o
Sper el prograns/activities-disadvartaged:

ETA 3/ : PG 158.0 97.2 2.8 1.9 .4 .3 0
Summer yruth employment programs, ETA 3/ : FG 667.8 90.1 9.9 5.9 1.5 .5 1.2 0 .7

Work incentives : SE 10.7 100.0 0 0 0 o o o o
Youth community conservation ani .

improvements, ETA 3/ : FG 101.6 88.6 11.4 5.1 2.4 .5 2.2 0 1.2

Ycuth employmert and-training prwrams :

ETA3/ : FG 640.4 89.4 10.6 6.0 1.8 .5 1.5 0 .8

Ycuth incentive entitlement pilot project:

ETA 3/ : FG 25.5 99.8 .2 .2 0 0 0 o

Action (youth employment support) : PG 1.6 99.8 .2 0 .1 .1 0 o o

Community Services Administration : PG 7.0 72.9 27.1 0 27.1 0 0 o o

11 FUR-Farmers Home Adadnistratioq ETA - Employment ard Training Assistance; GETA - Comprehersive Employment ani

Tiiirdpg Act.

2/ PG project grants; CP - contractual procurement; FG - fcmmula grants; SE salaries ard /2xpenses.

17/ Estimated distribution.

Source: Reid And Whitehead (1982, p. 45).
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annual expenditures on these programs rose from approximately $3
billion in the late sixties to a peak of around $14 billion in the
late Seventies, and declined to approximately $4 billion with further
cuta programmed for the next several years (Burtless, 1984, p. 18).

As Federal funding through grants to States has declined in recent
years, responsibilities of the ES have increased. The ES, for
example, administers work tests that determine eligibility for welfare
and food stamp programs. Use af the ES to assist the poor in
obtaining employment may have comprnmised the agency't effectiveness
with other workers. Neither individuals seeking nor firma offering
better paid jobs use the Employment Service. The Congressional Budget
Office (July 1982, P. 23) reports, "The Service has_acquired a
reputation for dealing largely with economically disadvantaged job
seekers with low levels of skills." A Department of Labor survey
reported that only a fourth of all employers, representing 36 percent
of all job vacancies, listed their openings with their public
employment service (U.S. Department of Labor, 1976). A much smaller
proportion, about 5 percent, of job seekera finds jobs through the ES.

Data on use of the public employment service in rural areas were
obtained from family heads in the control and experimental groups of
the rural income maintenance_experiment in Iowa and North Carolina in
1970 (see Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976, ch. 4). Family heads were asked
where they would refer someone looking for work. Two-fifths of the
respondents were unable to suggest a place to get help. Twenty-three
percent of respondents suggested the public employment service.

The frequency of rural heads who_had experienced employment problems
wag not mach less than the frequency of farm heads who had experienced
crop problems', A_high proportion of farm heads knew where to go for
crop-problem advice; a much smaller proportion of rural heads knew
where to go for employment advice. Furthermore, because of greater
investment by taxpayers in making services of the public extension
service available to farmers and for other reasons, 43 percent of
those Oho had problems used it,_while only 15 percent of the rural
heads who had employment problems used the public employment service.
Intensive surveys confirm that many who could potentially benefit from
labor services do not register, in part becauSe the ES relies heavily
on referrals to local employers who cannot meet needs for employment.

The Department of Labor has an interstate clearing system between
State agencies in a central office in Albany, New York. The System,
operated by mail, attempts to match employeeS Willing to relocate with
employers willing to recruit_out-of-area workers (Congressional Budget
Office, July 1982, p. 51). The system might operate more efficiently
if the linkages between Albany and State offices were by computer.
However, an evaluation of the Job Service Matching System (JSMS), A
computerized process matching workers to jobs and operating in 24
States, indicated that computerization had done little to improve the
effectiveness of the Employment Service (CongreSsional Budget Office,
July 1982, pp. 46, 47).

In_short, the public employment service has_many_shortcomings;
Interarea recruitment 1.6 minimal. When_used_at all,_serviceS_are
mostly to proVide workers for existing or potential local employers.
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The service rarely refers potential workers to the best opportunities
available anywhere.

The matching of workers and jobs, if done well, is complex.
Computerized nationwide information systems, systematic job counseling
beginning at the high school level, and mobile, well-staffed
employment teams for rural areas are a few of the potential
improvements. _These_improvements should be monitored for efficiency.
If social costs exceed benefits after a reasonable period required to
become established, the programs should be changed or abandoned.

Training Programs

CETA training programs in 1980 had 360,000 participants in classroom
training at an average cost of $2,700 per trainee, 100,000 in
ont-the7job training at_$2,100 per trainee, and 300,000 in the work
experience program at a cost of $2,200 per tr3inee. The Latter
program provided subsidized jobs that gave some training and
encouraged favorable work habits and attitudes. CETA trainees were
mostly the disadvantaged and included a high proportion of enrollees
from families receiving public assistance (33 percent) and from
minorities (44 percent). Most enrollees were youths, only 15 percent
of trainees were over 44 years of age in 1980.

Considerable followup data on CETA trainees were obtained by the
Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey. The above data, showing
small outlays per trainee, reveal that CETA programs could provide
little more than an introduction to training. That observation helps
to explain results from an evaluation (Congressional Budget Office,
July 1982, p. xvii):

(1) Training increased the earnings of females more than of males.
The principal reason was not higher wage rates; it was more hours
worked. Women were frequently not employed or worked part-time
before enrolling in CETA. The program gave enough :encouragement,
guidance, and skills to be employed more hours. Each of the programs
(classroom training, on-the-job training, and_work_experience) raised
earnings from $800-$1,300 per year. This is a modest addition indeed
to an income which averaged less than $5,000 per year before training.

(2) Training did not significantly affect average future earnings of
male_participants, probably because men had previously been employed
atd because CETA had little impact on wage rates.

(3) Men and women with_the_least employment experience had the largest
earnings gains after training.

The_study concluded that, because CETA participants seemed to gain
moreifrom job_placement than from training per se, more emphasis
should be on job placement services and less on_formal training.
Studies suggestithat intensive group (for example, job club) search_
produces high placement_rates, and nle approach needs to be explored
(see Congressional Budget Office, July 1982, p. 44).

Under the voucher training system, eligible recipients were provided a
voucher paying some or all of their training costs. The training
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institution and iiald of study were chogen by the client rather than
by counselors or specialists, the latter being the tradition for
pubiicly supported training program§. A review of results of several
scientifically deSigned experiments for the disadvantaged provided no
evidence that clients themselves_made_decisions more or less superior
to those made by counselors or job specialists (Sharp and others,
1982, p. 95). Occupations selected by voucher holders were similar to
those picked for them by "experts.- Recipients made extensive use of
4 year and community collegeS, particularly of vocational-technical
programs such as Secretarial or data processing in community colleges.

-- The economic payoff from training programs tended to be modest. A
Seattle-Denver voucher experiment found that small earnings
differences found favored the control group that did not receive
training voucher subsidies.

7- NO tbre than a third and probably considerably fewer of those_most
in heed Of further education and skill enhancement will seal( training.

The variety and quality of programs and institutions providing CETA
training under the voucher system are uneven, with the most inadequate
resources in smaller communities and rural areas.

The study (Sharp and others, 1982, p. 101) concluded:

All indicators suggest that if CETA training is viewed as a means
for promoting employability and economic independence for the
most severely disadvantaged members of society, vouchering
training would be an inappropriate mechanism for the pursuit of
this goal.

Previous studies and data
or its successor, the Job
rural labor force of over
training program§ for all

systems provide few clues regarding how CETA
Training Partnership Act, has influenced the
30 million. Despite cutbacks in Federal
sectors, the issue is of continuing concern.

State and local vocational-technical programs have grown in recent
decades and are far more important than Federal programs in providing
training. The State programs serve broad classes of people and tend
to have higher completion and placement rates than Federal training
programs for the ditadvantaged. Many of the programs are of
sufficient duration and quality to add muchito income.

On the other hand, increasing evidence points to frequent cases of
low-quality vocational-technical training or training for jobs that do
not exist. A related problem is placement efforts focused narrowly on
the local job marl,et without Sufficient attention to regioual and
national marketF And to the projected supply-demand balance for
various skills. Many local State vocational-technical schools need to
improve outlook, placement rates, and training quality. These issues
including the private and social payoff from vocation-technical
schooling as it relates to rural areas is a priority item for research
(see Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976, ch. 4, for earlier studies).

Off-farm wages of farmers increase with additional schooling according
to a number of estimates. However, vocational training frequently has
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had a negative affect on off-farm wage rates (see Huffman, 1985). One
explanation is_that vocational training has little affect on improving
earnings. An alternative and perhaps a more plausible explanation is
that individuals who choose vocational training are less able and earn
a lower wage than others, other things equal. Vocational training
does increase the probability of farmers' participating in off-farm
Work.

Negative Income Tax and Manpower

Various welfare reform proposals have had important implications for
rural manpower. Experiments have shed light on two major contenders
for reform--a negative income tax and a wage/earnings supplement.

The Rural Income_Maintenance Experiment conducted from 1970 to 1972 in
Iowa and North Carolina estimated that a negative income tax with a
45-percent tax rate and income guarantee at 80 percent of the poverty
threshold would reduce hours worked by families as a whole by 13
percent (Bawden and others, 1976, p. x). Responses differed greatly
among family members. Husbands reduced hours worked very little while
wives reduced hours worked for wages by 27 percent and dependents by
46 percent. Labor supplied by farmers was not reduced by the negative
income tax.

The Seattle-Denver negative income tax experiment, initiated in the
early seventies and considered to be the best run of several such
efforts, included 4,800 families. Prime age males in the 5-year
negative income tax program reduced annual hours of work by 9-10
percent, their spouses reduced work by 17-20 percent, and women
heading single-patent families reduced annual hours by as much as 32
percent (Burtless and Haveman, 1984, p. 108).

These reductions for urban families in the Denver-Seattle study were
greater than for rural families in the lowa-North Carolina study and
much larger than for farm families. In the words of Burtless and
Haveman (184, p. 108), these reductions

...are large enough to cause alarm among conservatives already
opposed to a NIT [negative income tax] and even among centrists
with no strong opinions about the desirability of a NIT.

Subsidized-Empleyment

In view of the inability of Federal job search and training programs
to add much to income and in view of work disincentives in negative
income tax programs, it is weh to examine a major tlternative to
raise income of the disadvantaged, that of subsidized employment.

Public service employment programs for the disadvantaged have been
criticized for providing only make-work, dead-end jobs. Such
employment produces little of value, it is said, because conventional
public and private workers, firms, and agencies_do not want
competition. Public employment programs cluster persons with
job-finding and job-holding deficiencies into groups where they often
reinforce each other's inadequacies rither than learn by interacting
with competent, experienced workers.
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The Employment Opportunity Pilot Project (EOPP) was established by the
Dcpartment of Labor in the late seventies. It provided comprehensive
job services up to and including public employment if other measures
failed to gain employment for participants. To be eligible for
subsidized employment or training, an individual had to participate in
the job search phase witnout obtaining employment, had to be the
family's primary earner, and had to either receive Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) or have income low enough to qualify
for AFDC.

Of the 120,000 eligible for all EOPP services, including subsidized
employment and training, only_21,00C_or 18 percent enrolled and only 3
percent obtained public service employment jobs (Burtless and Haveman,
1984, p. 122). The authors concluded (pp. 122, 123) that:

...a guaranteed public jobs program aimed at the welfare-eligible
Poor would be considerably less expensive than anticipated
[but]...the program would be_much less successful than expected
in reducing welfare dependence since only a small percentage of
AFDC recipients would apparently be forced to participate in such
a program.

Public service employment has a mixed but generally unfavorable record
of success. Public-private partnership arrangements have worked
better. Given the current budget_stringency, it is well to reexamine
alternatives to_reduce public cost and raise the value of output
through subsidized private employment for the disadvantaged. Many
countries including the United States have used wage-earnings
supplements. An early U.S. Federal effort was Job Opportunities in
the Business Sector (JOBS), a program begun in 1968. It was
cost-effective, utilizing public funds to induce private firms to hire
and train the disadvantaged (Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976; p. 115).
Shortcomings of the program included (1) inadequate Federal funding
and_perhaps related failure to reach its employment goals, and (2)
little use in rural areas, in part because small firms, especially
prevalent in such areas, found the programs burdensome given limited
personnel available to train workers.

The first sizable earnings subsidy scheme was the Earned Income
Credit introduced in 1974. The maximum subsidy for a family head with
children was only 400 when earnings were $4,000 per year. Congress
extended the program in 1978 and increased the maximum credit to $500
with earnings of $5,000. A negative earnings tax_imposed at a 10
percent rate applied to the supplement above annual earnings of
$6,000, thereby eliminated the subsidy at earnings of $11,000.

The Earned Income Tax Credit was paid to employees. If their
employment decision was unresponsive to wage or earnings, the
supplement would have little impact on labor supplied. If workers
desire to be employed, but employers will not hire because of minimum
wage laws or other impediments that keep wages above the value of
workers' output,_then a more effective approach might be to reduce
labor cost to employers--a proposal enacted in the late seventies.
Firms which increased employment sufficiently could subtract 50
percent of the first $4,200 of wage income paid to an additional
worker from its tax liability, up to $100,000 of tax credit. An
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extension of the program in modified form for 2 years in 1978 limited
the subsidy to newly hired target group members including various
categories of welfare recipients.

A number of evaluations have been made of wage/earnings supplement
programs. Drawing on work by Bishop and Lerman, Haveman, and
Christainsen (1978, p. 56) estimated that Federal budgetary cost per
job created was less than a fourth the cost of the most efficiently
run direct public employment program. However, the net jobs created
by a wage supplement program were estimated to be only 20-50 percent
of the gross jobs created. The tax credit earnings supplement was
estimated to have reduced inflation and increased employment, other
things equal.

A Dayton, Ohio, experiment indicated that subsidizing wages can be
counterproductive. Disadvantaged workers were divided at random among
three treatments:

(1) The1 first treatment group was provided a tax credit voucher under
the Work Incentive (WIN) tax credit program enacted in 1971 and
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) enacted in 1978.

(2) The second treatment group was provided a cash voucher which could
be redeemed by employers for cash equal to 50 percent of wages paid
during the first year of employment up to a $3,000 subsidy, and 25
percent of wages paid during the second year up to a $1,500 subsidy.
(This was the same value of subsidy as in (1), except that in (1)
employers had to have tax liabilities of that amount to achieve full
value.)

(3) The third group was a control with no subsidies.

Results were striking. Employers were reluctant to hire job seekers
provided wage subsidies (Burtless, 1984, pp. 12-17). Compared with
otherwise identical job seekers not given wage subsidy_vouchers,
unemployed workers provided with vouchers were significantly less
likely to be hired. The voucher probably had a stigmatizing effect,
providing employers with a screening device to discriminate against
economically disadvantaged workers.

Thirteen_percent_of each_voucher_group (the_tax voucher group and the
direct cash voucher group) were placed in_jobs but 20 percent_of the
control group were placed in jobs, Either because employees did not
offer or because employers did not request, three-fourths of the
employers eligible for voucher benefits did not use them.

Other PZud:es, however, indicate that_subsidies increase chances of
hiring_disadvantaged_youth. The Employment and Training
Admiuistration in a project in Detroit and Baltimore found that
employer participation increased with the size of the subsidy (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1982, p. 115). Although responses were generally
low because of recession, about 18 percent of the firms eligible for
100-percent wage subsidies hired a low-income youth, 10 percent of
firms with 75-percent subsidies hired low-income youth, and only 5
percent of firms with 50-percent subsidies hired low-income youth
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1982, p. 115).
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The above studies point to serious_limitations of wage-earnings
subsidies. However, several shortcomings of past experiments limit
inferences that can be drawn: (1) the subsidies were earning or
training subsidies, not wage rate subsidieS; and (2) they_were
temporary,_small, and given to identified disadvantaged workers.
large program available to all would cost more than the narrowly
circumscribed programs discussed above but would have less stigma,
could target lower-income workers, and would help some induStries,
such as textiles, prominent injural areas, compete with low-cost
imports. The latter is of concern when the dollar is strong in
international exchange.

One proposal is for the Federal Government to provide workers with a
wage supplement equal to (for example) half of the difference between
a target wage (say $6.00 per hour) and the wage paid by an employer.
The program could be tailored to_circumstances. For example, only
high school graduates or those certified as incapable of completing
high School might be eligible. High school students might be eligible
for subsidies in the summer months.

The program would interfere less with economicl_efficiency than would
other major welfare reform schemes. _It would especially benefit the
working poor prominent in rural areas. The ,,age/earningS supplement
would automatically target marginal workers and hence would not rely
on unemployment or other flawed allocatorS. The program could
Simultaneously raise the income of the ditadvantaged while making
their_limited skills attractive to profit-minded employers. It is one
of the few welfare-reform and manpower programs that offers promiSe to
at once increase employment and output, reduce underemployment, and
help hold pricet down while targeting benefits to those with low
income. It would help keep the_United States competitive in
induStries, such as textiles, important to thouSands of rural workers
but which have difficulty competing with low--=wage foreign labor.

Comprehensive Programs for the Hard-Core Disadvantaged

The Job Corps provides a campuslike program of comprehenaive
training, counseling, and_job search assistance for the hard-core
disadvantaged. Costs_averaged $14,000 per trainee in 1984. Although
expensive, the_program has had positive reaults. Some estimates
indicate the_program returned $1 for each $1 invested ("Antipoverty
Policy:_ Past and Future," -Focus, Summer 1985, p. 15). If these
benefits_and costs were adjusted for the utility of income for those
who pay the costs and receive the benefits, the program would be rated
as one of the more successful of a generally disappointing array of
Federal manpower programs.

The National Supported_Work Demonstration project took place_from 1975
to 1978 with 10,043 persons employed as participants in supported work
programs. Groups were extremely disadvantaged (Manpower Research
Corporation, 1980, p. 23ff). About 38 percent were ex-offenders, 21
percent extended AFDC recipients, 23 percent disadvantaged youths, and
12 percent ex-addicts. To_be=ieligible for the AFDC group, persons_had
to be on AFDC for 30_of the last 36 months, be currently unemployed,
and have limited_recent work experience. The ex=offender_group had to
be age 18 or older and incarcerated within the last 6 months as the
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result of a_conviction. Among the ex-offender grou , a third reported
they were regular users of heroin.

Cloge supervision was provided and contractors were urged to utilize
enrollees to produce goods and services for the market. However, only
16 percent of the funds for the project came from sale of goods and
services; the remainder came from donor agencies.

Social benefit-cost ratios from the project_were_judged_to be greatet
than one for the AFDC and ex-addict target groups but less than one
for the youth and ex-offender target groups. Results indicated that
the AFDC group program was particularly effective for older women
(those between 36 and 44 years old at the time of enrollment) and for
women who had never worked before or had been on welfare longest.
These individuals_were motivated and had considerable scope to
increase working time.

The most important leSSon from the study was that highly disadvantaged
workers can be employed. The controls had employment rates of 40-60
percent,_the_experimentals up to 10 percentage points higher. Still,

even this intensive program left many unemployed.

Helping Workers DisT4acedby_Imports

The_Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) program initiated in 1962
offered_comprehensive_assistance to workers displaced by import

competition. The concept behind TAA is especially favored by
economists who conclude that the United States as a Nation gains from
freer trade, but persons who lose deserve compensation to make free
trade initiativeS politically attractive. Some have argued that it is
inappropriate to incur billions of dollars each year in national
losses due_to_international trade restrictions while allocating only
$200 million to Title 3 of the Job_Training Partnership Act, the
Nation's chief manpower policy response in recent years to worker

displacement.

The TAA program is an excellent example of a well-intentioned effort
gone awry. The_TAA program offered cash benefits (Trade Readjustment
Allowances), training_and related_services through the Employment
Service, and job-search and relocation cash_allowances. TAA benefits
were made available to anyone certified by the Secretary of Labor_as
having incurred damages as a result of foreign imports. TAA outlays

grew from $70 million to $1.7 billion between 1976 and 1980.
Unfortunately, the program became one of poorly targeted income
maintenance rather than adjustment. Of those who received TAA
payments in fiscal years 1976-80, about 13 percent_received_
counseling, less than 3 percent were referred to training,_and about
the Same Share Were placed on jobs (see Congressional Budget Office,
July 1982, p. 28). BetWeen 40 and 75 percent of workers who applied
for_TAA_benefits were already reemployed at the time they applied for

retroactive benefits. Surveys indicated that from 67 to 72 percent of
workers who received TAA benefits in 1976 returned to work with their

former employer.

Relocation assistance under the TAA program had limited success.
Although relocation allowances and a portion of reasonable moving
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expenses were paid, fewer than 1 percent of workers_who applied for
employment services took advantage of those provisions.

Other relocation project-a have had greater success. A Department of
Labor job-search and relocation project conducted between 1976 and
1980 used local employment offices to provide a combination of job
information, job Search grants, and financia agaiStance to cover
moving expenses (Congressional Budget Office, July 1982, p. 50).
Relocation assistance was provided to almost 2,000 individuals through
a project in 32_Iocal Employment Service offices in eight southeastern
States (U.S. Department of Labor, 1982, pp. 112-114).

A comparison of re-employment success of those who were unemployed and
received asdittance with those who did not receive assistance foundthat:

- Project_participants became re-employed more quickly than the
control group.

- About 55 percent of those who_were relocated were employed, mostly
full time, in the new area 12 months after relocation.

= The average cost to the Government for relocation was $1,350 for
administration, job search, and relocation grants.

- Project costS from a societal perspective were recovered in just
over 15 weeka.

Lovell (1984,_p. 27) recommends that a displaced worker be defined as
a laid7off employee with 4 yearg of covered employment by the State
unemployment system and Who is certified by his or her former employer
to be unlikely to return to work for_that company within a 6 month
period. WorkerS enrolling in_the program would participate in a
40-hour-a-week schedule_of_job searching and training. Initial
emphasis would be on information and counseling. If,_after several
months of counseling and job search assistance,_the participant found
no job,_a voucher would be provided to_cover_the full cost of
relatively short retraining efforts and a percentage of the coat of
any longer-term training programs. Workers would be provided with
information, not only on local job opportunitieS, but also on
statewide, regionwide, and nationwide opportunities. One option wou d
be to provide low-cost loans or loan guarantees when_jobs in other
locations are offered and accepted. Of interest is that such
proposals for displaced workers could not include the self-employed
and those not covered by unemployment insurance, categories prominent
in rural areas.

U.S Department of 1-.abor (DOL) Programs for Farmers

Hired farmworkers and farm operators are a small part of rural
manpower but have been the subject of some of the most controversial
issues and labor programs.

Martin (1985, p. 31) notes four major farm labor responsibilities
carried out by DOL:



(1) To match workers and jobs and_provide other services through the
Employment Service offices. The most intensive program is for migrant

and seasonal workers in fruit and vegetable harvesting.

(2) To_cnrtify_that_farmers_wishing to import temporary workers under
the H-2 program have satisfied housing and recruitment requirements.

(3) To assist migrant and seasonal farmworkers who wish to obtain
employment and training skills to advance in farm or nonfarm jobs.

(4)_To_enforce_Federal_labor laws applicable to sgtitulture,,including
fair labor standards laws (minimum wage), safety and health laws, and

pension laws;

These and related topics are discussed in detail by Coltrane_(1984)

and by Martin (1985). They are not treated here except to note some
unresolved issues (Martin, 1985, p. 31):

What is the appropriate Federal role in farmworker employment

and training programs?

=How can the Employment Service best match farmworkers and jobs?

-Alow_can DOL establish a reliable wage base and certification
criteria to_determine whether farmers have truly attempted to

recruit American farmworkers?

7What are,optimal enforcement strategies for_wagei housing,

labor contractors, and health and safety standards?

Summary and Conclusions

National Manpower Policies

The Job_Training PartherShip Att (JTPA) of 1982 signaled a_radical_

new direction in national manpoWei: policy; Notable features of the

Act include:

-- Block grants to States to perform job training and other manpower

programa formerly performed or supervised by the Federal Government.

--_Greater emphasis on the private sector acting alone or in concert

with public agencies to provide manpower services.

Gone are the large social experiments that represented the highwater

mark of social science emulating the_methods of experimental

statistics with treatments and controls. Gone_are the grand

initiativea deSigned to bring equality of economic outcomes through

public provision of compensatory human resource inputs. Controlled

social experiments demonstrated that human resource economic research

could be conducted on a large scale and be Scientifically sound and

produce significant results. The experiments showed that net benefits

of many manpower programs are only marginal at best. But information

relating to rutal people and areas is frequently lacktug.
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Perhaps_the public expected too much from manpower programs. Labor
policies restzd on the myth that large numbers of the poor could be
salvaged by job training at reascnable cost. In the process, public
employment agernie6 lost much employer support. Employers simply went
elseWhere for competent workers, and_public employment service
efficiency and placements fell. Labor services must be retained for
disadvantaged groups, but such services should not replace Services
for_other groups or neither of the groups will be well served. Some
human resource programs did not work because they were_too_smalLand
poorly funded. Others failed because problems of the disadvantaged
proved intractable. The failure of home and_community to instill
competence in the hardcore disadvantaged cannot be compensated at a
low cost by labor policies alone. Thus it is often necessary to begin
manpower policy with prescbool programs such as Head Start.

The new manpower policy has positive and negative_aspects. It
increases accountability by moving decisions_closer to those who
provide and receive labor force services. It emphasizes State and
local training services, services_with historically higher rateS of
placement and return on investment than Federal training programs.

Negative aspects are also apparent. State and local governments
frequently ignore manpower needs of the disadvantaged. Such
governments have not been known for rigorous evaluation of efficiency
or equity dimenSions of their programs. Such governments also have
not been noted for careful coordination of programs to match
vocational-technical training with the national and regional labor
markets.

The best of the manpower development programs for the disadvantaged in
the Jobs Corps and AFDC have conventional_benefit-cost ratios of only
1.0 or somewhat higher. AFDC is mainly for women who have been out of
the labor force_for long periods. Although transfer payments would
be about as_effective in raising well-being, the American public_may
more_winingly invest in human resource development programs._ Past
Federal programs mostly juat increased hccrs of work. Greater
reliance on State vocational-technical vograms offers the potential
for longer, indepth training necessary to raise earnings per hour. Of
concern is whether programs will be evaluated for equity, efficiency,
and impacts_by_sector, age, and other dimensions. Here, it is well to
recall the conceptual framework outlined earlier in this paper:
manpower programs for the disadvantaged yielding a_conventionaI
benefit-cost ratio of only 1.0 can have a significantly greater social
payoff than programs for more wealthy groups yielding higher
benefit-cost ratios.

Rural Manpower

Now turning_to rural areas;ithe situation as reported by Ray Marshall
(1974; p. 119) in the OeventieS has changed little:

By whatever standard we judge:manpower experiences, the evidence
seems to support the conclusion that rural areas have been
shortchanged in_manpower efforts. An issue paper prepared by the
Labor Department concluded that rural areas, with 22 percent of
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the population in 1969, received about 6.9 percent of labor and
manpower efforts.

Modest progress occurred when Ray Marshall subsequently served as
Secretary of Labor in the Carter Administration. Although JTPA seems
to ofer little hope for improvement, it is hazardous to be critical
of manpower efforts without more nard data and analysis showing the
payoff from such services to rural people. Such data are sparse
indeed.

Da ta_axxLATralysiseds

Three general areas of data and analysis needs for rural areas which
the Agriculture and Rural Economics Division can help to fill are
discussed below:

(1)_Data measuring poverty, underemployment, and other dimensions of
labor market performance and needs for public manpower_pollcies are_of
tIgh_priority._ As noted in the text, such data are especially
deficient for rural areas. Some excellent descriptive statistics are
available regarding the hired farm working force (see Pollack and
Jackson, 1983) and farm operations (U.S. Department of Agriculture,
January 1985). But relatively little is known about poverty and
underemployment_byeconomicclassesoL farms and even less is known of
the characteristics of the nearly 30 million nonmetropolitan labor
force. Information is much more complete on the 2.4 million hired
farm work force and the 100,000 migrant farmworkers than on the more
than 25 million nonfarm rural workers.

(2) Analysis of manpower program_payoffs. The_considerable research
reported_herein_says_something regarding what does and does not work
to reduce poverty and underemployment. On the one hand, the long list
of past work force programs depicts the image of a public labor effort
that is alert, imaginative, innovative, and bold. On the other hand,
the image is a labor policy that is barren of proved, solid,
comprehensive delivery systems integrated with other socioeconomic
development efforts.

For the nonsalvable poor, such as disabled and elderly, there is
little alternative to income transfers. Transfers are more
costeffective than manpower programs in using limited public funds to
raise income because the latter programs devote considerable resources
to training costs, which produce little or no earnings for the target
group.

For the salvable poor and the unemployed nonpoor, a negative income
tax has large disincentive effects. Public employment programs are
expensive to taxpayers, and large programs are difficult to direct at
producing valuable output because of political objections of the
conventionally employed. Federal efforts have been disappointing to
bring jobs to people through the industrialization incentives.

This narrows the list of successful manpower programs to some
training, relocation assistance, and placement efforts. Monitoring
performance of localState vocationaltechnical training programs will
be central because of the large role played by these institutions in
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national manpower policy. The task of matching supplies of trained
workers to demands for skills requires outlook information responsive
to a labor mw-ket that iS national in scope. Saks (1984, p. 49) put
it this way:

In a couple of years, Congress will want to know whether the Jobs
Training Partnership Act is nothing but a transfer of funds to
the states. And the state§ will want to know what prugrams are
effective for which group§ in which circumstances.

Some manpower programs are promising. After more than a decade of
experience, an effective_school-to-work program (called Jobs for
America's Graduates) seems in sight. First teSted in Delaware in 1979
and 1980, the program now operates in nearly 100 high schools in eight
States to provide counseling and job search skills to disadvantaged
youth. Whether this or Similar programs can be initiated, maintained,
or evaluated in the future is of particular concern.

With funding_cuts, the Department of Labor cannot be expected to
provide labor market performance data relating either to equity or
efficiency in rural areas. The Agriculture and Rural Economics
Division and universities can help. Efforts to work with agencies to
collect relevant Statistic§ and analyze results will be crucial if
rural areas and people are to be served.

(3) Basic arameters_such_as suw,, --. demand for labor. Predicting
impacts of changes in public manpower policies requires viable
estimates of parameters such aS labor supply and demand elasticities.
Agricultural woe-erg are excluded from much social legislation such as
the National Labor Relations Act. If wages of farm and other workers
were changed by higher minimum wage rates or by greater coverage, by
labor union_contracts, or by higher payroll deductions for social
security, disability insurance, and other social programs, what would
be the impact on employment, payrolls, and output?

The economic payoff from both human resource and industrial
development programs may_be enhanced with balanced growth providing
jobs and skills_in_depressed rural areas. Basic parameters relating
population characteristics to public program§ and, in turn, public
programs to socioeconomic payoffs arE required to wodel and evaluate
alternative rural development Strategies. _What_is the least-cost mix
of public manpower, welfare, and job development policies to alleviate
poverty And underemployment in rural areas? Better data ard analysiS
are needed not only to determine labor mlrket successes and failures
but also to gauge how far Government programs can go to correct market
future with positive social benefits.
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INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING IN METROPOLITAN AND NONMETROPOLITAN LABOR
MARKETS: IMPLICATIONS FOR EQUITY AND EFFICIENCY

M.Arta Tienda 1/, 2/

Technology has revolutionized the nature and organization of work, but
differentially so over time, within economic sectors, and across labor
markets. The most salient feature of change in U.S. employment over
the past 40 years has been a shift toward services, a process largely
spurred by the decline of agricultural employment. For example, owing
to the dramatic increase in output and productivity during the
post-World War II period (Cochrane, 1979; USDA, 1981), agricultural
employment_declined 80 percent in 40 years, falling from 21.3 percent
of total employment in 1940 to approximately 4 percent by 1980_
(Browning and Singelmann, 1978). 3/ More than any other single change
in employment, the sharp drop in the number of frrmers ane farm
laborers since 1940 illustrates the profound ramifications of
technological change on the demand for workers in rural areas.

Accompanying th,!_sweeping changes in the industrial composition of
production_and_employment was_a concomitant transformation of the
occupational structure._ Ptimarily, the latter involved changes in the
technical division of labor as a result of the increasing
specialization, and in sane instances, from the routinization and
deskilling of occupational tasks. Consequently, during the past two
to three decades we have witnessed the proliferation of a vast array
of entirely new occupational positions, particularly in the technical
and semiprofessional category, but also including semi-skilled jobs
(Singelmann and Tienda, 1985; Singelmann and Browning, 1980). Again,
the agricultural industry provides a good illustration of.how
technological change resulted in more complex division of labor within
the industry. That is, due to the requirements of a complex
agribusiness establishment, the agricultural industry currently
includes many professional, technical, and managerial workers far more
than was previously the case.

-1/ Marta Tienda is a Professor of Sociology and Rural Sociology at
the University of WisconsinrMadison.

2/ This research was supported by the College of Agricultural and
Life Sciences, the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Hatch Project No.
2886. Computational work was supported by a grant to the Center for
Demography and Ecology of the University of WisconsinrMadison from the
Center for Population of NICHD (HD-05876). I am indebted to John
Marcotte for computational assistance, to Susan Walsh, Diane
Duesterheoft, and Gary Heisserer for technical assistance, and to
Chuck Ford for inspiration.

3/ Cochrane (1979: table 7.2) showed that agricultural output
dcaled during this period while inputs increased roughly 3 percent.
However, this impressive increase_in agricultural productivity was
facilitated by an equally remarkable substitution of machines and
chemicals for laborers. He reported a 412 percent decline in labor
inputs at the same time that mechanical inputs rose 276 percent and
chemical inputs skyrocked by almost 1,200 percent (see tables 7.2 and
8.3)
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The sociological significance of the structural transformation of
production and employment_resides in what these macrosocial processes
portend for future patterns of social mobility_and Social
stratification at both national and subnational levelS, and among
various population subgroups (for example, age, gender,_nativity, and
racial group8). Although several writers_speculated about the general
significance of the structural_transformation of employment for
Society as a whole, and the labor force in particular, much of this
discussion was cast in speculative and retrospective terms (Bell,
1973;_Browning and Singelmann,_1975, ch. IX; Fuchs, 1968) With a few
recent exceptions (Tienda and Ortiz, 1985;_ Nilsen, 1978 and 1984),
aggregate Studies of the process of occupational change have failed to
address empirically the equity implications of these master social
trends, particularly as they relate to economic well-being.

Although relatively neglected by past reSearch, the concern_with
socioeconomic inequities across labor markets is very important for
comparisons between metro and nonmetro workers because differing pay
scales and opportunity structures historically have rendered monetary
and prestige advantages to the former. Unfortunately, there have been
relatively few comparisons of the changing production structures in
metro and nonmetro areas, and even_fewer have examined directly the
social and economic implicationS of theSe trends for various
population subgroups. 4/ With the exception of recent work by Nilsen
(1978 and 1984), there are no studies_that document empirically
whether the industrial restructuring processes have unfolded uniformly
in metro and nonmerro areas, and along what demographic dimensions
social and economic equity was enhanced.

Accordingly, my first objective is to outline and compare the major
dimensions of industrial and occupational restructuring in metro and
nonmetro areas during_the past two decades. Through this comparison I
Seek to identify differences that maintain or exacerbate residential
and gender inequities_over time. To accomplish this, and my second
objective of exploring the equity implicationt of the industrial
restructuring process, I organized the reSt of the paper into four
parts.

The first section provides a broad theoretical and historical
discussion of the significance of industrial restructuring processes
for equity issues both between metro and nonmetro areas and between
men and women. Although some of the iSSues considered have been
raised before in connection with total U.S. employment trends
(Browning and Singelmann, 1978; Singelmann and Tienda, 1985), their
implications for metro and nonmetro areas were not examined
systematically. This is unfortunate because the decline of
agricultural employment has been a singularly important force in the
growth and diversification of the service economy, yet the
consequences of a shrinking farm Sector for induStrial and
occupational diversification obviouay were not uniform in metro and
nonmetro areas. That is, from the perspective of the territorial
division of labor, metro and nonmetro labor markets have engaged in an
unequal exchange of resources and labor over time, with the net flows

4/ For an exception to and overview of theSe issues in the
literature on human ecology, see Frisbie and Poston, 1978.
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usually favoring urban and mettO SeCtors over rural and nonmetro
sectors. 51

The second section, which begins the empirical analysis, documents the
process of ineustrial and occupational transformation in metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan areas between 1960 and 1980, outlining differences
over time and between men and women. The first part of this
presentation involves a descriptive overview of_changes in selected
correlates of employment in metro and nonmetro areas. Subsequently, I
decompose the process of occupational change into three interdecade
components: (1) an industry shift; (2) an occupation composition
Shift; and (3) a joint industry by occupation shift. In keeping with
sociological interest on the occupational Structure, 6/ my_primary
concern is to determine how the rise and decline of fiidustries,
coupled with their changing internal division of labor, resulted in
net occupational upgrading or degradation over time. 7/

The third section explores the equity implications of industrial
restructuring change based on education and earnings differentials
between employed men and women who reside in metro and nonmetro labor
markets. This section also includeS a more indepth examination of the
agricultural industry, which is singularly important for understanding
the operation of rural labor markets. Results show persisting
earnings inequities between men and women, despite the convergence of
their human capital credentials and the increased representation of
women within the industry.

The fourth section elaborates the equity iwplications of the empirical
sections through a methodological exercise that proposes a strategy to
link Structural change to earnings differentiation by gender and
residence category. Although analogous to supply and demand analysis
conducted by economists, the propoSed method is technically quite
different; The proposed multilevel approach (see Tienda and Ortiz,
1985) promises to illustrate how the mechanisms of structural
transformation result in different opportunities and rewards for
various labor segments_within and between metro and nonmetro markets.
Pursuit and extension of this line of inquiry asks: has the
prevalence of highstatus jobs in nonmetro areaS increased, and if so,
has this resulted in greater or lesser equity between men and women
working in metro as compared to nonmetro areas?

5/ This point is documented extensively by the vaSt literature on
internal migration which shows that rural to urban (or nonmetro to
metro) migrants are selective on several productivityrelated
characteristics, including age And education.
6/ ThiS concern differs Somewhat from that of economists, who

largely emphasize industrial over occupational changes. There are, of
course, exceptions, and labor economists seem to be paying greater
attention to occupations as dimensions of labor market structure in
recent years.

7/ I also examine the extent of intraindustry occupational
differentiation as a way of gauging territorial inequities in economic
development between metro and nonmetro areas, following the work of
Browning and Gibbs (1971).
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In_the_concluding section, we discuss problems of our proposed
strategy, such as that posed by noncomparable data_ categories_over
time, and_suggest a research agenda to undertake the emp/rical
analysis proposed in the fourth section.

Equity Implications of Occupational Change,
Theoretical Considerations

Sociologists concerned with the study of social mobility and
stratification have commented extensively on the significance of
occupational change for socioeconomic differentiation (Hauser and
Featherman, 1977; Featherman and Hauser, 1978). Yet, with
surprisingly few exceptions, researchers_interested in occupational
roles have not examined directly the consequences of changing
industrial structures for socioeconomic differentiation among various
social and demographic groups (for exceptions see Featherman and
Hauser, 1978, ch. 9; Tienda and Ortiz, 1985). Information about
residential and gender changes in employment fluctuation may be useful
to policy analysts insofar as they pinpoint the demand for workers of
varying skill :evels and thereby aid in predicting labor displacement
among specific industries as changing production technologies render
previously existing skills obsolete.

In a succession of articles, Browning, Singelmann, and their
associates (Browning and Singelmann, 1975 and 1978; Singelmann and
Browning, 1980; Singelmann and Tienda, 1985) documented in broad
descriptive terms the implications of changes in the structure of
production for the industrial and occupational composition of
employment over the past 50 years. They showed that gradual increases
in service employment accompanied the relative decline of agricultural
employment and that the service sector itself became more
differentiated over time. These two master trends, declining
agricultural employment and expanding service employment, generally
are_associated with the process of economic development, althoue,
careful croc,-national study has revealed that the pattern of change
in the industry structure can vary considerably across time and place
(Singelmann, 1978; Singelmann and Tienda, 1979).

Singelmann and Browning's (1980) analyses of the_process of
occupational change between 1960 and 1970 indicated that the pace of
industrial transformation from a goods to a service economy was
slowing, and they speculated that it was nearing its completion. This
decrease in the pace of the industrial transformation partly resulted
from a slower employment decline in extractive industries (agriculture
and mining), which had largely propelled the structural transformation
of_employment_during the fifties and sixties. By 1970, employment in
the agricultural industry had fallen to a very low level (roughly 4
percent of total employment). Thus Browning and Singelmann (1978)
speculdted that further declines, if they were forthcoming at all,
would be quite modest. Hence, they argued that further reductions
prcbably would produce small effects on the occupational structure.

Because industrial shifts were largely responsible for occupational
upgrading through 1970, (as high growth industries employed relatively
larger shares of professional, semiprofessional, and managerial
workers compared to declining industries), Singelmann and Browning
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(1980) feared that the_slowdown in the process of industrial change
might also dampen the process of occupational upgrading. Hence, the
prime social and economic sig-ificance of induatrial restructuring for
the socioeconomic well-being the work force is that stagnation in
the expansion and diversification of the service economy could
decelerate the overall pace of occupational change and stop the growth
of high-statuS occupations in particular.

However, a_more recent analysis by Singelmann and Tienda (1985), which
extended from 1970 to 1980 the early work of Browning and Singelmann
(1975; Singelmann and Browning, 1980), showed that this was not
necessarily the case. Although their analyses confirmed a decrease in
the amount of occupational change resulting from the industrial
trantformation of employment during the seventies as compared with the
sixties, they also showed that the rate of occupational change was not
as_slow as earlier expected. This resulted because the occupational
recomposition of industries reflecting changes in the technical
division of labor within industries intensified during the latter
seventies.

The net effect of intraindustry occupational recomposition was to
increase the demand for more highly skilled labor through further
occupational_upgrading. Specifically, Singelmann and Tienda (1985)
showed that the highest status occupations (professional, technical,
and managerial workers) continued to expand during the seventies,
although at a slower rate than observed_in prior years. What is
noteworthy about the mechanisms_transforming the employment structure
over time is that industrial and occupational shifts did not always
increase the rate_of growth of high-status occupations. Prior to
19703 the changing occupational mix within induatries in some
instances had been detrimental to the proceSs of occupational
upgrading in that the changing intraindustry division of labor offset
the relative increase of high-status occupations generated by the
induStrial transformation ,3f employment.

While quite informative about the dynamics of occupational change, the
existing work, which considers national employment changes among
industries and occupations, not only ignores how these changes were
linked to economic differentiation among workers but also conceals
important intranational variation in employment opportunities.
Certainly the pattern ard rate_of decline in agricultural employment
waS not uniform across States and between metro and nonmetro labor
nu,rkcts. Also, and as the recent exampleS of deindustrialization
starkly demonstrate, employment shift8 in manufacturing industries
have also varied over time and space.

To the extent that variation in the pace and patterns of industrial
rettructuring between metro and nonmetro labor marketS resulted in
uneven growth of high-status and well-paying jobs, it could maintain
and possibly even exacerbate the persiSting Socioeconomic inequities
between metro and nonmetro workers. This is an empirical question
that we address by analyzing differences between metro and nonmetro
areas in the relative importance_of industrial shifts and
intraindustry occupational recomposition in producing upgrading. That
the expansion of services was not restricted to metropolitan labor
markets provides fertile material for scrutinizing whether and how the



process of occupational change has varied among subnat' ii areas
specializing in different commodities and services.

The basic juatification for comparing industrial restructuring between
metro and nonmetro labor markets reflects my conviction that
intertemporal changes in technology, population distribution, and the
penetration of manufacturing enterprises in sparsely settled areas
will continue altering nonmetro production and employment w:ructures
for some time after the national trends appear to stabilize. 8/ Given
the diversity of demographic and economic forces affecting the
national landscape over the past two decades, a comparison of
employment changes between_metro and nonmetro labor markets not only
will_indicate whether the same mechanisms have operated and whether
the pace of change has been uniform over time, but it will also help
in identifying how the structure of demand for labor of varying skill
levels has evolved. As such, this approach toward labor market
differentiation will elucidate the equity implications of the
industrial restructuring processes in metro and nonmetro areas.

The a .0, e-i-n Metro
axd_Nommetro-Areas,-1940-8-0

To introduce the discussion of labor market inequities, table 1
presenta a selected set of socioeconomic indicators between 1960 and
1970 for the labor force according to metro and nonmetro residence. 9/

8/ Our empirical analyses are based on a metro/nonmetro designation
not for statistical convenience, but because the criterion of
"functional integration of economic activities" used to define
metropolitan areas also has served as the primary basis for
operationally defiuing urban and rural labor markets. Unfortunately,
the criterion of functional integration does not allow for an easy
differentiation of nonmetro labor markets. Rather, the category,
"State nonmetro area" has been treated as an undifferentiated economic
area by many tesearchers interested in portraying variation across
labor markets. Since my analyses focus only on metro-nonmetro
comparisons, th- 'atter concern is less serious than if the unit of
analysia were the labor market. However imperfect is the Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area as an operational definition of an urban
labor market, the operational definition of rural labor markets is
even less well developed.

9/ The empirical analyses for the tabulations in this and the
fa-lowing section are from the Public Use Micro-data Samples of the
1960, 1970 and 1980 Censuses. The main strengths of these data are
their national representativeness and general suitability for
time-trend comparisons. Three noteworthy exceptions that affect the
tabulationa presented, particularly the 1970-80 changes, are the
liberalization of the definition of metro areas in 1980; the extensive
changes in the occupational classification scheme in 1980; and the
substantial amount of missing data (owing to suppression) for
residence in 1970. We suspect (and our preliminary analyses confirm)
that cases with suppressed residence information were
disproportionately from nonmetro areas. An additional problem
concerns the difficulties of adequately measuring the hired farm work
force, particularly those whose involvement is restricted to seasonal
...(Continued on next page.)
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Table 1-Selected social indicators of the U.S. labor force by metro/normetro residence ani gerder, 1960-80 1/

Characteristics Unit
1960-- : 1970 : 1980

: Metro Normetro_:_ Metro- Nbrinbtto : Metro Normetro

Meru

Labor force participation :

rate, ages 16+ : Percent : 80.6 75.1 78.3 72.9 76.4 71.3
:

Mean education, ages 25+ : Years 10.7 9.7 11.6 10.8 12.9 11.9
:

Percent of employed who :

womked full-time year-rood: Percent : 68.6 63.6 67.8 68.7 68.4 67.5
:

Axrual earnirgs: :

All womkers : Dollars : 5,398 4,159 8,747 6,856 16,748 13,865
Full-time year rouni : Dollars : 6,186 4,985 10,041 7,898 19,746 16,222

:

Wromenc :

Labor force participation :

rate, ages 16+ : Percert : 37.7 31.6 42.8 38 51.5 45.1
:

Mean educatico, ages 25+ : Years 10.8 10.4 11.6 11.2 12.6 12.1
:

Percent of employed who

worked full-time year-round : Perceit : 45 38.4 43 41.8 47.2 43.3

Axrual Earrdrgs:

All womkers : Dollars : 2,678 2,067 4,211 3,402 8,472 6,846
Full=time year-rouni : rollers : 3,495 2,848 5,476 4,449 11,355 9,290

:

Fegrale/male earrdrgs ratio:

All womkera : Ratio 0.49 0.50 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.49
Full-time ra,l-rouni : Ratio : 0.56 0.57 0.54 0.56 0.57 0.57

:

1/ Includes only iniividuals 4.10 were in the labor force in the respective years.

Sources: 1960- 1970, art 1980 PUMS.

U.S. Department of Commerce, &treat of the Germs, 1Labor Force Status-Persons 16 Years ard Over by Age, Sex,
Race, and MetropolitartNormetropolitan Residence: 1970 ani 1960," p. 55 in Gurrert Population Rk3orts, table 13,

series P-23, No. 37, "Social ard Economic Characteristics of the Population in14etropcaitanard Normetrcpolitan

Areas: 1970 ard 1960," 1971.

U.S. )epartment of Commerce, Pureau of the Cersus, "Employment Status by Sex and Metropcaitan and Nonmetropolitan
ReSidence: 1970." pp. 1=418 in 1970 uensus cf Population, table 112, Vcd. 1, Characteristics of the Population,

part 1, United States Sunaary-Section 1, 1973.

U.S. Deparbnent of Coonerce, Bureau of the Census, "Summary of Economic Characteristics: 1980." pp. 1-11 in
1980 Census of Population, table:73, Vca. 1, Characteristics of the Population, PC80-1-C1, 1983.
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Gender differentials are as noteworthy as those by place of residence.
Throughout the period, labor force participation rates were
consistently higher in metro areas for both sexes, but the evolution
of these rates differed by gender. Whereas women's rate of labor
force participation increased during the last two decades, men's rates
declined. However, the participation rate differential between metro
and nonmetro areas remained stable at 5 to 6 percentage points for men
and women, respectively. The only minor deviation in these rates was
a decrease in the female metro-nonmetro differential during the
sixties, and subsequent increase during the seventies.

On most employment indictors, the social_and_economic advantages of
metro workers are evident. Note, for example, that male metro workers
had completed approximately 1 more year of schooling, on average, and
earned consistently more than their nonmetro counterparts. Similarly,
working women residing in metro areas maintained an educational
advantage over their nonmetro counterparts, except that the magnitude
of the schooling differential among women was about half that observed
among_men_during this period, or roughly half a year (versus 1 year,
on average, for men). Within areas of residence, however, the
educational advantage corresponded to women rather than men. Over
time, the educational differential between men and women narrowed, and
by 1980 the gender gap in completed schooling among nonmetro workers
had decreased by half a year. Apparently the 1970 educational parity
between economically active men and women residing in metro areas was
temporary, as men surpassed the educational achievement of their
female coworkers during the seventies.

In light of the generally small educational differentials between
metro and nonmetro working men and women, the gender gap in earnings,
particularly among full-time, year-round workers is disturbing.
Throughout the period the female-male ea.nings ratio hovered around
0.50 for all workers, and between 0.54 and 0.57 for those employed
full-time on a year-round basis. The metro-nonmetro average annual
earnings discrepancies were relatively unchanged over time for both
men and women, ranging between 79 and 82 percent. For this to occur
during a period of substantial industrial restructuring suggests
either that men and women did not equally participate and benefit from
these processes, and/or that the industrial and occupational placement
mechanisms involve changes in the territorial division of labor, which
essentially maintain in place the extant inequities. These empirical
questions are explored in the remainder of the paper, and serve as a
basis for formulating a research agenda.

91 (continued) participation during the peak harvest seasons
(tAitener, 1984). Although a reasonable amount of temporal
comparability can be achieved using supplementary information provided
by the Bureau, use of the 1980 PUMS increases the risk of confusing
real changes in the occupational structure with artifactual change due
to the new classification scheme. This point is discussed further in
connection with the presentation of empirical results. Initially, I
used the metro and nonmetro designation as changed by the Bureau in
1980, but in the 1980 analyses reported heI.e I used constant SMSA
boundaries over the 1970-80 period as a wa:i of reducing the
distortions resulting from changes in the definitions of SMSA's.
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Industries

Table 2_contains a wealth of information about the industrial
transformation of the U.S. labor force between 1960 and 1970. The
index of dissimilarity (ID) provides a convenient way to summarize
these results without unnecessarily belaboring detail. This index
reveals that the industrial structures of metro and nonmetro areas
became more similar over time, but the rate of convergence waS very
slow. In 1960, 18 percent of the labor force would have had to change
industries for the metro and nonmetro industrial structures to be
identical. By 1980, the ID value had dropped to 14.7, indicating that
roughly a fifth of the convergence needed to achieve parity in the
metro/nonmetro industry employment structures had occurred. Most of
thiS convergence transpired during the sixties, when the index of
dissimilarity decreased to 14.8; thereafter, the convergence was
trivial, a finding in line with the notion of a slowdown_in the
industrial restructuring process during the seventies (Singelmann and
Tienda, 1985). Owing to the extensive changes in the criteria used to
designate metro areas in 1980 compared with previous years, it is
uncleir how much of_the slowdown in the convergence of the
metro/nonmetro industrial structures resats from these definitional
changes. That the transformation of tht national industry employment
structure also slowed during the seventies gives credence to our
interpretation that moSt, if not all, of the slowdown in
metro-nonmetro indus :ial convergence was real.

Census data_indicate that the industrial trantformation from goods- to
serviceproducing industries slowed slightly during the seventies
compared with its overall rate during the sixties, but the pace of
change differed bett.yeen metro and nonmetro areas. The index of
dissimilarity comparing the 1960 and 1970 distributions was 8.6 for
metro areas compared w4th 9.3 in nonmetro areas. The respective metro
and nonmetro ID values of 8.8 and 7.1 indicate a continuation of
industrial restructuring in both areas, but at a slower pace in
nonmetro areas. In both decades, employment expanded in social and
producer services, but the major source of employment decline shifted
from the extractive sector during the sixties to the manufacturing
sector during the seventies. That the decline in manufacturing
employment began during the sixties in metro areas but not until the
Seventies in nonmetro areas suggests that the industrial restructuring
process in rural areas lags about a decade behind that obServed in
urban areas. 10/

A closer inspection of table 2 shows how the changed criteria to
report metro and nonmetro residence may have distorted our measurement
of the industrial transformation of employment during the seventies
The most obvious evidence is the slightly increased share of worker
who were engaged in extractive industries in both metro and nonmetro
areas. Obviously, this employment sector is particularly sensitive to

_10/__This does not necessarily imply that the_sequence of change_

will be_identical, but there_is_sufficient similarity in the pattern
of change to substantiate thiS inference.
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changes in the definition of geographic boundaries. 11/ This is
largely an artifact of suppressing the residence information for
nonmetro residents, as the share of agricultural workers in nonmetro
areas rises to 7.8 percent, if these missing residence observations
are included in the nonmetro category. 12/ Also, the 1980 share of
agricultural workers in metro areas is artificially inflated not by
the liberalized 1980 metro definition but awing to the changed
reporting of geography in the A-sample.

With these caveats in mind, we proceed to make some cautious
observations about the nature of the industrial restructuring
processes during the past two decades. First note that, parallelling
the national trend, transformative_employment declined throughout the
period in metro areas, falling roughly 4 percentage points in each
decade. Nonmetro areas experienced a different pattern, involving a
slight increase in manufacturing employment during the sixties,
probably as a r(tsult of community development initiatives predicated
on rural industrialization, followed by a rather sharp drop in
transformative employment during the seventies. Throughout the
period, the shav. of_total employment engaged in manufacturing
industries was higher in nonmetro as compared with metro areas, but
this differential narrowed over time.

Service industries, particularly the social and producer services,
registered the major employment gains as a consequence of decreased
job opportunities in agriculture and manufacturing industries.
Education_and health7related industries recorded particularly high
growth during the past 20 years, but even these industries showed
signs of slowed growth during the seventies as compared with that
witnessed during the preceding decade. Should this stagnation in
health and education industries continue through the eighties, this
tendency could negatively affect female employment for two reasons.
Social service industries become more feminized over time, and by 1980
women constituted between 65 and 80 percent of all workers engaged in
medical, hospital, and educational services. 13/ However, the
contraction of these industries also could signal disproportionately
higher unemployment rates for women, unless these declines are
mitigated by job segregation so that women's employment in highly

11/ For the 1960-70 comparisons tabulations, we eliminated all
cases where metro-nonmetro residence was suppressed. Intertemporal
comparability is not a problem since the suppression of metro-nonmetro
residence information was similar in 1960. However, this was not the
case in 1980. Thus to increase comparability during the latter
period, we recomputed the total nonmetro column including the
suppressed residence cases.

12/ Our decision to restrict the metro category in 1980 to the same
set of SMSA's that existed in 1970 partly corrects for the liberalized
definition of SMSA status adopted in 1980. However, the changed
grouping of counties between periods limited our ability to make the
residence classifications comparable over time.

13/ Auxiliary tabulations available from the author.
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sextyped jobs is protected. 14/ Also, because higher levels of
feminization of jobs tends to increase earnings disparities between
men and women (Tienda and Ortiz, 1985) the positive earnings effects
(through rising_demand), which has partly offset the negative effectS
on wages associated with feminization of industrieS, may not be
forthcoming. Thus, stagnation of employment in these femaledominated
industries could limit possibilitieS of reducing gender inequities in
the future.

Neither personal nor distributive services changed their relative
levels of_empIoyment much during the 1960-80 period, although some
modest changes were discernible. As the domestic Service industry
declined, it also became slightly more feminized and more so in
nonmetro compared with metro areas. Eating and drinking
establishments were a source of employment growth in_the personal
services sector. That eating and drinking services continued to
expand throughout the period both in metro and nonmetro areas
prevented employment in personal services from declining over time.

An examination of gender differences in the allocation of labor
illustrates yet another dimension of the changing employment_structure
brought about rhrough the Shift from goods to service_production.
During the past tWo decaddS, gender differences in the industrial
placement of workers were consistently greater in nonmetro areas. The
industrial configuration of the male and female labor forces converged
during_the sixties,=as the index of dissimilarity valudS comparing
their employment structures dropped from 38.4 to 36.0 in metro areas,
and from 45.8 to 41.4 in nonmetro areas. However, gender inequities
in the industrial structure of employment increased during the
seventies in nonmetro areas as the index value rose to 42.5, but in
metro areas, the gradual convergence of the male and female industrial
structures proceeded at approximately the same slow pace obServed
during the earlier decade.

In nonmetro areas, the divergence in the industrial allocation of
labor by gender during the Seventies can be traced to the differential
impact .A service expansion for men and women. Specifically, the
relatively large increase of social and producer jobs had more visible
changes on women than men. Note, for example, that in nonmetro areas,
the share of women engaged in producer ServiceS increaSed by 2.3
percent during the seventies, whereaS the comparable increase for_men
was less that 1 percent. Even mord striking is the differential rise
in the share of nonmetro men And women holding social service jobs:
for men, the percentage increase was slightly over 1 percent, while
for women the change was roughly 5.5 percent. Although changes in the
industrial allocation of labor by sex were similar in metro Areas, the
differences between men and women were less pronounced. These changes
may have contributed to the convergence of men's and women's
unemployment rates documented by Nilsen (1984).

_14/ _Sigurd Nilsen (1984),,however, showed that the Changes in the
industrial mix of the labor forCaredUCed UneMployment, Mate so for
women than for men, but he did not focus on SoCial Services in any
depth.
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The equity implications of these changes are mixed. On the one hand,
the growth of jobs where the demand for labor is based partly on
gender makes possible the absorption of greater numbers of women into
paid employment. On the other hand, gender specificity_in the demand
for labor results in extensive job segregation between men and women,
which, in turn, usually increases the gender gap in earnings (Tienda
and Ortiz, 1985). The net effect of these forces is potentially
ambiguous, but can be deciphered through a multivariate analysis
later.

Occupations

Both metro and_nonmetro areas participated in the long-term shift from
manual_to nonmanual occupations (Singelmann and Browning, 1980),
although not at uniform rates. Nevertheless, the metro and nonmetro
occupational structures became more similar over time, with the index
of dissimilarity dropping from 13.7 in 1960, to between 12.7 and 11.9
in nonmetro areas, depending on how missing cases are allocated. By
1980, metro and nonmetro occupational structures differed by
approximately 12 percent.

Census data indicate not only that the process of occupational change
slowed considerably during the seventies compared with its pace during
the previous decade, but also that the rate of slowdown_differed
between metro and nonmetro areas. During the earlier period, the
occupational changes proceeded slightly faster in nonmetro areas (ID
values = 5.9 and 6.9 for metro and nonmetro areas, respectively).
However, between 1970 and 1980, not only were there fewer occupational
changes overall, but the stagnation in the process of occupational
change was greater in nonmetro areas (ID values = 4.9 for metro areas,
and between 5.3 and 4.6 for nonmetro areas, depending on the exclusion
and inclusion of residence- suppressed observations in 1970). In
part, these growing temporal divergencies in the pace of occupational
change can be traced to the leveling off of farmr-related employment
during the seventies, a trend that disproportionately affected
nonmetro areas. 15/

Closer inspection of the changing occupational sLructure reveals that,
throughout the period, high-status professional, semiprofessional and
managerial occupations engaged a higher share of all workers in metro
than in nonmetro areas. The sixties maintained residential
differences in_the prevalence of semiprofessional jobs, while
increasing differences in the share of professional jobs; the latter
expanded faster in metro areas. Although managerial jobs declined
slightly faster in metro than in nonmetro areas, because of the more
rapid growth of professional jobs in metro areas, metro/nonmetro
differentials in the share of employment comprised by the three
higheat Status occupations widened during the sixties. Stated
differently, the occupational status advantage of metro areas
reflected_by_the share of workers holding professional,
semiprofessional, or managerial positions gradually increased from 3.8
percentage points in 1960 to 4.4 percentage points in 1970, and to 6.9
percentage points in 1980.

15/ The slight increase in the share of farmers in metro areas is
an artifact of noncomparable metro boundaries over time.
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3-Occupational distribution of the U.S. labor force by metro/nonmetro residence and gender: 19649-80

-1970 1980
Metro Noaretro I Metro Normetro Metro

?fen- itc...2,a1 Total : Men Waren Total : Men Waren Total : Men

- Percentage -

Women Total-1/ Total 2/ : Wanen Total : Men 4

:

:

fessiorel : 10.7 12.4 11.3 7.2 12.8 9.0 13.4 14.5 13.8 9.0 13.4 10.6 11.1 13.7 16.3 14.8 9.1

iprofessionel : 2.0 1.4 1.8 1.2 1.0 1.2 2.4 1.7 2.2 1.9 1.3 1.7 1.7 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.1

mar : 1.0 .1 .7 9.5 1.0 6.8 .4 5.2 .5 3.5 4.4 1.0 .2 .7 5.7

lger : 12.0 3.8 9.2 10.2 4.0 8.3 11.6 3.6 8.6 10.5 3.6 7.9 8.0 14.5 7.1 11.3 12.6

Anal : 9.0 35.8 18.0 5.0 23.5 10.9 8.8 38.2 20.1 5.6 26.7 13.5 14.0 8.2 36.5 20.4 5.2 2

m : 8.0 8.3 8.1 5.7 8.2 6.5 7.8 7.7 7.8 5.6 6.7 6.0 6.0 7.0 6.8 6.9 5.2

21.8 1.3 14.9 19.8 1.1 13.8 20.9 1.7 13.5 22.0 2.2 14.6 14.4 19.4 2.0 11.9 21.2

lative : 20.8 15.7 19.0 22.8 19.7 21.8 18.8 12.5 16.4 22.5 20.0 21.6 19.9 17.0 10.0 14.0 20.4 1

rice : 7.3 20.4 11.7 5.4 25.7 11.8 8.7 18.9 12.6 7.0 23.4 13.2 13.0 9.5 16.6 12.6 8.1 2

e'er : 6.6 .5 4 .6 8.2 .7 5.8 6.2 .9 4.1 7.6 1.3 5.3 5.1 6.1 1.3 4.0 7.7

1 laborer : .8 .3 .7 5.1 2.2 4.2 .2 .5 3.0 .9 2.2 2.3 .7 .3 .5 2.9
:

3/ : 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 99.9 100.1 99.8 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1 99.9 100.0 100.1 100.0 100.2 1()

uoa excludirg the not available observation:I for which residence was suppressed.

Total including the mot avai/ahle observationa for which residence was suppressed.

Percents may not sum to 100 because of rcuniing.

ce: 1960, 1970, and 1980 PUPS files.
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At the opposite end of the occupational spectrum, the lower status
service, laborer, and farm laborer positions remained more pervasive
in nonmetro than in metro areas throughout the period. However, the
faster decline of service and laborer occupations in nonmetro areas
resulted in a slight narrowing of the metro/nonmetro differences in
the prevalence of these low-status jobs during the sixties and
seventies.

Sales employment decreased steadily in both metro and nonmetro areas,
and, since the pace of decline was roughly similar, the metro/nonmetro
employment differential_in sales remained unchanged over time.
Employment differentials in clerical, operative, and craft employment
also narrowed during the two-decade period. Since the decline in
operative employment was steeper in metro than in nonmetro areas
during the earlier period, the metro/nonmetro differentials in
operative employment widened during the sixties, and subsequently
narrowed thereafter. Over time, the share of clerical employment has
increased in both metro and nonmetro areas, while sales, craft, and
operative employment declined.

An alternative perspective of metro/nonmetro occupational inequality
emerges from gender differences in labor allocation patterns. Over
the last two decades, the male aud female_occupational structures
converged somewhat. But owing to the persistence of job segregation
between men and women, gender differences in occupational placement
were consistently large over time and within metro/nonmetro areas.
Moreover, changes in the extent of convergence of the male and female
occupational structures depended on place of residence. For example,
the index of dissimilarity indicates that in 1960, 41.9 percent of
metro workers and 47 percent_of nonmetro workers would have had to
change occupations to achieve gender equality in occupational
placement. In 1970; the ID values for metro and nonmetro areas had
fallen to 40.6,and 42.9, respectively, indicating a faster pace of
convergence in nonmetro areas.

However, this pattern_was reversed in 1980 due to a divergence in
nonmetro areas and gradual convergence in metro areas of the male and
female occupational structures. By 1980; the index of dissimilarity
values comparing the male and female occupational structures in metro
areas had declined slightly, to 38.8, but had increased slightly to
43.5 in nonmetro areas.1 If the metro areas cal be viewed as setting
the timetable for reducing gender inequities in the employment
structure, our ,tomparisons suggest that nonmetro areas are at least
two decades behi:',:e2 metro areas in moving toward occupational parity
between men and women. That is, as of 1980, nonmetro areas exhibited
a greater level of sex segregation in occupational placement than did
metro areas at the start of the period.

To_recapitulatei_we have outlined,_ in broad terms, variation in the
course of industrial and occupational change over timeiand:according
to type of_area. Our previous discussion of the industrial
transformation showed that both metro and nonmetro_areas participated
in the Shift from a goods_to a serviceieconomy0 and both experienced
an increased diviSion of labor within_industries. _Whereas _

traditionally one type of occupation dominated employment in a given
industry, the continued division of labor has reduced the degree of
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such concentration. However, nonmetro areas continue to exhibit lower
levels of occupational differentiation within induStrieS.

Following the interpretation of Browning and Gibbs (1971), who claimed
that the extent of intrainnustry occupational differentiation is an
expression of ecological disparities in development, we computed for
each irdustry an index, OD, to measure differences in the technical
division of labor. 16/ These results largely support the premiSe that
nonmetro areas lag slightly to moderately behind metro areas in
economic development. The major sources of these disparities_are
easily traced to five industries (agriculture, minirg, textiles,
machinery, and repair services), two of which directly reflect the
territorial specialization of agriculture and mining in nonmetro
areas.

Over time and as the industrial restructuring processes unfolded, the
technical division of labor within_ind.Istries increased. This is
evident from the rising occupational differentiation (OD) values for
detailed industries. In some instances, this process operated to
reduce metro7nonmetro differences in intraindustry occupational
specialization as observed in industries such as construction,
utilities, communication, education, hotel, laundry, and miscellaneous
personal services. However, in many o:her instances, the
restructuring processes either increased disparities between metro and
nonmetro areas in the extent of occupational specialization or left
existing inequities intact.

As indicators of territorial divergencies in economic development, the
OD values are quite crude. Yet they serve to identify industries
where the restructuring processes may produce greater metro/nonmetro
inequities over time, either by diversifying employment and production
structures more in metro than in nonmetro areas cr by leaving the
metro/nonmetro inequities in OD totally unaltered. In either
instance, it is appropriate to examine in more detail the mechanisms
that govern changes in intraindustry occupational differentiation and
on this basis determine whether existing patterns could be altered
through selective policy interventions.

That the industrial restructuring processes have affected men and
women differently, depending on their place of residence, suggests one
of many possible links between the social inequities and the
structural transformation of employment in the course of development.
The following section, which integrates the descriptive results
reported in tables 2 and 3, specifies with greater precision the
relative importance of industrial transformation arW intraindustry
occupational recomposition in altering the occupational structure over
the past two decades. Subsequently, we examine socioeconomic
expressions of inequality associated with the process of occupational
change, and illustrate differential territorial outcomes depending on
gender.

IV Computed AS
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The Process of Occupaticnal_Change

Given the resl.dential and temporal variation in the pace and nature of
employment transformation during the past two decades, we now attempt
to itolate the relative contributions of industrial shifts and
intraindustry occupational recomposition in producing changes in the
metro and nonmetro occupational structure over time. We use the
shift-share technique as adapted from Singelmana and Browning (1980)
for this analysis. This method decomposes period-srecific changes in
occupational structures into the following three components:

an industry shift, which represents the net change in the
occupational structure attributable to the transformation of
the industry structure;
an occupation mix effect, which represents the net change in
the occupational structure resulting from changes in the
technical division of labor within industries;
an interaction effect, which reflects changes in the
occupational structure arising from the joint influence of
industry shifts and occupation mix effects.

The results of our computation are presented in tables 4 and 5,
respectively, for the 1960-70 and the 1970-80 periods. The structural
shifts establith how the growth or decline_of specific jobs contributed
to socioeconomic inequities between metro and nonmetro labor markets.
The sum of industry shifts, changed occupational mix, and interaction
shifts, which produce the net shift column, indicates the extent to
which a given occupaticnal category grew (or declined) faater than the
total labor force. For example, a positive net absolute shift, as
occurred in professional and semiprofessional employment during the
tixtieS (table 4), indicates that the allocation of metro and nonmetro
workers into these occupations outpaced the growth of the metro and
nonmetro labor force. Column (2) expresses the net shift as a fraction
of the size of the occupational category at the start of the period, and
thus is a more easily interpretable statistic for comparing relative
changeS over time and across metro and nonmetro markets. 17/

That the industrial restructuring processes were not identical in
metro and nonmetro areas is evident both from the differing magnitudes
(and, in the instance of crafts jobs, the direction) of relative net
shifts for each occupational category and from differences in the
mechanisms producing these changes (that it, industry shifts versus
changed occupational composition). Although the process of
occupational change in many ways was similar between metro and

_ 171 The net shifts that were computed from a direct standardization
procedure do not represent actual persons. Moreover, because some net
changes are quite small in magnitude (vhile others are very large), a
larger relative contribution by either the industry shift or the
occupational mix components would affect an occupational category less
than a smaller share of large net shifts. These scale effects are
reflected in the percentage shift computations (cols. 6, 7 and 8 of
tables 4 and 5). Therefore, to clarify the meaning of these
calculations, we expressed the absolute net shifts relative ti the
size of the occupational category at the beginning of the period, and
denoted this (second) column, relative net shifts.
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Table 4--Ccmponerts of change in the occupational allocation Of metro ard normtro workers for the tctai United State;
1960-70

Area

ard

Occupation

: Net : Net

: absolute : relative

: shift : shift

(1) : -(2)-

Atacaute shifts Percertage shifts
: Industry

: shift

: effect

t (3)-

: Occupation

: mix

: effect

: (4)

: Interaction : Irdustry

: shift shift

: effect : effect

: (5) (6)

: Occupation : Interaction

: max : shift

: effect : effect

(7) : (8)

thousands percert

Metro: :

Professioral : 10,909.0 26.4 12,928.0 521.6 -2,540.8 118.5 4.8 -23.3
Seraprofessiorsi: 1,904.0 29.1 620.4 1,224.1 59.5 32.6 64.3 3.1

Farmer : -1,110.2 -45.1 -621.0 -604.4 115.2 55.9 54.4 -10.4
Manager : -2,928.5 -8.7 763.2 -3,744.7 53.0 -26.1 127.9 -1.8
Clerical : 9,309.2 14.1 3,408.8 5,301.8 598.6 36.6 57.0 6.4
Sales : -1,393.8 -4.7 1,12'.0 -2,556.1 36.3 -80.8 183.4 -2.6
Craft : -5,932.8 -10.9 -3,742.4 -2,244.6 54.2 63.1 37.8 -.9
Operative : -11,809.1 -17.0 -10,189.2 -1,312.0 -307.9 86.3 11.1 2.6
Service worker : 3,635.8 8.5 -1,971.6 4,043.7 1,563.7 -54.2 111.2 43.0
:Acker : -1,582.8 -9.6 -1,696.9 -165.7 279.8 107.2 10.5 -17.7
Fa-m laborer : -1,000.7 -40.4 -625.3 -463.9 88.6 62.5 46.4 -8.8

otal 0 .1 -.1 NA NA NA

Nonnetro: :

Professional : 2,441.3 17.6 4,205.7 -E61.8 -902.5 172.3 -35.3 -37.0

Semiprofessional : 964.3 54.5 311.7 629.0 23.6 32.3 65.2 2.4
Farmer : -5,654.9 -53.8 -5,153.9 -900.4 399.3 91.1 15.9 -7.0
Manager : -504.8 -4.0 675.0 -1,286.5 106.7 -133.7 254.8 -21.1

Clerical : 4,281.0 25.4 J,803.6 2,3E4.7 92.8 42.1 55.7 2.2

Sales : -872.9 -8.7 465.4 -1,285.2 -53.1 -53.3 147.2 6.1

Craft : 1,468.2 6.9 788.1 729.7 -49.6 53.7 49.7 -3.4
Operative : -56.8 -.2 749.3 -717.4 -88.7 -1,319.3 1,263.0 156.2
Service worker : 1,995.5 10.9 -687.3 2,050.4 632.4 -34.4 102.8 31.7
Laborer : -747.1 -8.4 6.9 -474.3 -279.7 -.9 63.5 37.4
Farm labor : -3,313.8 -51.3 -3,164.6 -268.2 118.9 95.5 8.1 -3.6

:

Total : 0 -.1 0 .1 NA NA NA

NA = Not applicable.

Source: 1960, 1970, ard 1980 PUMS files.
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Table 5-COMporerts cf Change in the occupatidtal allocation Of metro and nonmetro workers for the tctal United States,

1970=80

Area

and

Occupation

: Yet : fiet

: abscdute : redative

: shift : shift

: (1) : -(2)-

Abscdute shifts Percentage shifts
1

: Irdistry

: shift

: effect

: (3)

: Occupation : Irteraction : Inddstry

: mix : shift : shift

: effect : eftc,ct effect

: -(4) : -(5) -(6)

: Occupation : Irteraction

: six ! shift

: effect : effect

(7) : (8)

:

: thousands percent

Metro: :

Professional : 12,021.1 15.7 11,741.6 1,542.5 -1,263.0 97.7 12.8 -10.5

Semiprofessional : 6,120.8 49.6 2;468;0 4;074;2 -421.5 40.3 66.6 -6.9

Earner : -5,525.6 -68.6 -3;384.5 -3;154.4 1;013.3 61.3 57.1 -18.3

Manager : 20,665.8 41.8 1;277.7 19,797.7 -409.6 6.2 95.8 -2.0

Clerical : 9,448.9 8.5 4,758.5 5,412.5 -722.0 50.4 57.3 -7.6

Sales : -4,850.0 -11.1 -1;470;9 -3;895;6 516;5 30;3 80.3 -10.6

Craft :-14,053.1 -17.7 -6,046.6 -7,352.0 -654.5 43.0 52.3 4.7

Operative :=20,203.1 =21.0 =42;556.1 =8;786.5 1,139.5 62.1 43.5 -5.6

Service Worker : 649.9 -.9 7,891.4 -8,471.6 1,230.1 1,214.2 -1,303.5 189.3

Laburer : -2,169.8 -8.8 -2;684.3 995;3 -480.8 123.7 -45.9 22;2

Farm laborer : -2,104.8 -44.3 -1,994.7 -162.1 52.0 94.8 7.7 -2.5

Total .1 .1 -.1 NA NA NA

Nonmetro: :

Professional : 1,411.1 4.9 2,630.9 -659.9 -559.9 186.4 -46.8 -39.7

Semiprofessional : 969.9 20.7 473.1 536.4 -39.6 48.8 55.3 -4.1

Farmer : -1,647.9 -13.9 -901.0 -826.3 79.4 54.7 50.1 -4.8

Manager : 3,824.9 17.8 347.8 3,595.3 -118.2 9.1 94.0 -3.1

Clerical : 2,484.7 6.7 811.8 1,716.3 -43.4 32.7 69.1 -1.7

Sales : -1,035.4 -6.5 -276.0 -901.3 141.8 26.7 87.0 -13.7

Craft : -2,552.2 -6.6 -697.2 -1,784.8 -70.2 27.3 69.9 2.8

Operative : -3,992.7 -7.5 -2,972.7 -1,163.0 143.0 74.5 29.1 -3.6

Service worker : 745.0 2.2 1,619.5 -1,410.0 535.5 217.4 -189.3 71.9

Laborer : 352.5 2.6 -559.1 988.7 -77.1 -158.6 280.5 -21.9

Farm laborer : -559.8 -8.9 -477.2 -91.3 8.7 85.3 16.3 -1.6

:

Total : 0 -.1 0 .1 NA NA

:

NA = Not applicable.

Source: 1960, 1970, and 1980 PUMS files.
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nonmetro areas and generally mirrored changes observed at the national
level (Singelmann and Browning, 1980; Singelmann and Tienda, 1985),
several noteworthy differences over time and place deterve comment.
These differences are highlighted for broad occupational groupings.

Upper-White Collar Jobs. During the sixties, both metro and nonmetro
areas experienced an increase in professional and semiprofessional
employment, but the growth of professions was relatively faster in
metro areas. Semiprofessional jobs expanded more rapidly in nonmetro
areas bemeen 1960 and 1970. Professional employment growth slowed_
considerably during the seventiet, but much more so in nonmetro areas,
where it virtually stagnated. This stagnation resulted largely from
the strong intraindustry occupational reorganization away from
profets.pnal jobs and the conditional influence of industrial shifts
and changing_ocCupational mixes of industries. In both artat, the
transformation of the employment structure toward industries that
employ professionals was the dominant mechanitm accounting for the
growth of this occupation during the sixties. However, in nonmetro
areas, the expantion of professional employment would have been even
faster had the intraindustry occupational recomposition and the
interaction effects of industry shift and changing occupational mix
not offset the effects of the industrial restructuring process.

The interdecade changes in semiprofessional employment also worked
against nonmetro areas in that, contrary to the_pattern of the
sixties, metro areat profited more than nonmetro areas from the growth
of thete jobs. Whereas the mechanisms producing vigorous growth of
semiprofessional_employment during the sixties were virtually
identical_in metro and nonmetro areas, during the latter period
intraindustry occupational restructuring toward semiprofessional jobs
was more vigorous. The slowed growth of temiprofessional employment
in nonmetro areas during the seventies compared with the sixties
largely resulted from the fact that industrial shifts, which were less
extensive during the latter period, were the basic source of
semiprofessional growth.

Both metro and nonmetro areas registered slight decreases in
managerial employment beMeen 1960 and 1970, and the underlying
sources of change were relatively similar. The 4-percent relative
decline in nonmetro managerial employment would have been much
stronger had the industrial restructuring processes not shifted toward
industries that_employ large shares of managers. This served to
offset the changes in the technical division of labor within
industries against managerial employment in both metro and nonmetro
areas.

DUting_the in-Ott recent periodi however, we observed what appears to be
an=0,0166iVe_growth_of managerial jobs, particularly in metro areas,
A_large_share of_the_growth in managerial employment during the
seventiesiderives from the changes it the OCCUpatiOnal Classification
in 1980. IV That this changed ClASSifidation affected metro and

18/ The 1980 occupational scheme used by the Bureau of the Census
reclassified several occupations as managerial activities that
belonged to other occupational categories in 1970. This
reclassification also affected professional occupations.
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nonmetro areas in roughly_equal ways is suggested by the similar
relative components of occupational change (coIs. 6, 7, and 8 in table
5). However, the faster relative net growth of managerial employment
in metro compared with nonmetro areas (42 percent versus 18 percent)
is not an artifact of definitional changes. Like the interdecade
shifts observed in professional and semiprofessional employment, the
net change in the prevalence of managerial jobs favored metro areas,
thus creating greater occupational inequalities over time between
areas.

Lnwer_White-Collar_Jobs. Throughout the two-decade period, clerical
jobs expanded while sales jobs declined. The expansion of clerical
jobs was much faster during the sixties, particularly in nonmetro
areas (see col. 2 in table 4). Although the mechanisms producing the
growth of clerical employment in metro and nonmetro areas were roughly
similar over time (compare cols. 6, 7, and 8 in tables 4 and 5 for
clerical occupations), during the seventies clerical occupations
expanded only modestly--8.5 and 6.7 percent in metro and nonmetro
areas, respectively.

Sales occupations declined faster during the seventies in metro areas
but slower in nonmetro areas. The mechanisms responsible for
shrinking sales occupations were similar between metro and nonmetro
areas in_ each period, but the conditional effect of industry declines
coupled with occupational recomposition largely explain the change in
employment away from sales jobs during the most recent period.

Blue-Collar Jobs. The decline of craft_and operative occupations
during the past two decades was exceeded only by that of farmers and
farm laborers._ However, between 1960 and 1970; the craft occupations
expanded by 7 percent in nonmetro areas, while metro areas registered
an 11-percent decrease. Both economic restructuring away from
industries that employ crafts workers and internal reorganization of
industries away from these jobs explain the 20-year decrease of craft
occupations in metro areas and the 1970-80 drop in craft employment in
nonmetro areas. The 7rpercent increase in craft jobs during the
sixties resulted from the growth of manufacturing industries that
relied on these occupations and from the reorganization of firms
toward increased utilization of traft jobs. This outcome can be
linked mostly to the rural industrialization initiatives which were
popular strategies for economic development during the sixties.

Different transformation mechanisms were responsible for the decline
in operative_and laborer occupations during the sixties, and to a
lesser extent, during the seventies. In metro areas, the relative
decrease in the number of operative and labor positions resulted both
from the contraction of those industries that traditionally relied on
these jobs in the past, as well as an intraindustry reorganization
away from operative and laborer occupations. In both periods, the
strong, negative industry shift was the major source of declining
operative and labor occupations. However, the decline in laborer
employment would have been more dramatic if the reorganization of
firms toward a greater reliance on unskilled workers had not offset
part of the decline stemming from industrial shifts away from firms
that require laborers.
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The decline of_operative and laborer jobs in nonmetro areas during the
sixties was less intense than observed in metro areas because of the
growth of manufacturing industries. (Note the positive induStry
shifts in nonmetro areas for these occupations in table 4.)
Employment opportunities resulting from this form of industrial
restructuring offset the movement away from operative and laborer jobs
within industries. As the possibilities to pursue rural
industrialization dwindled, this development strategy ceased to
maintain nonmetro operative employment. Thus, operative employment
contracted during the seventies, due to Strong and reinforcing
industry and occupation mix effects. However, the net decline was
less than the metro decline. Industrial shifts rather than
occupational recomposition was the dominant force producing this
result.

Despite the decline of industries that utilize large share6 of laborer
jobs, these jobs registered a slight increage in nonmetro areas during
the seventies, reverSing the trend of the previous decade, due to an
intraindustry recomposition toward menial jobs._ This change is cause
for concern because it signals the possibility of occupational
degradation and deskilling of nonmetro job tasks, and, like the uneven
growth of highstatus jobs in metro and nonmetro areas, has direct
implications for the earnings disparity between metro and nonmetro
workers.

In contrast to laborer and_operative jobs, service occupations
expanded continuously between 1960 and 1980, although at a faster pace
during the first decade. The mechanisms producing this increase were
quite similar between areas for both decades, yet service jobs
registered an intertemporal change in the components of occupational
change. During the sixties, the net growth of employment in service
occupations resulted almost exclusively from changes in the technical
division of labor within industries toward a greater reliance on these
jobs. In cohtrast, during the seventies, it was largely the
industrial transformation toward services that explained the modest
positive growth of service occupations.

Predictably, farmer and farm laborer occupations declined rapidly
during the sixties owing to the substitution of machines for workers
and to the reorganization of the industry required by highly
concentrated and largescale operations. That the rate of decline of
farmer and farm laborer occupations slowed during the seventies is
less surprising than the Stronger negative shifts produced in metro
areas. This is probably an artifact of the noncomparable residence
categories over time, but there is no way to estimate the relative
importance of these declines with much precision. These changes may
also result from reformation of residence categories for permanent and
temporary farmvorkers between 1970 and 1980, as well as the
noncomparability of farmworker employment information based on census
data (see Whitener, 1984).

On_balancei our_results show net occupational upgrading over time in
that the top three occupations (professionaLisemiprofessional, and
managerial jobs) continoed to expand faster than-the total labor force
during the past_two decades. Moreover, lowskill blue7collar_jobs
comprised a Smaller share of total employment over time. That the
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process of occupational change did not unfold uniformly in metro And
nonmetro areas is interesting_in its own right but more so becauSe of
ita direct implications for the extent and nature of socioeconomic
inequality_between metro and nonmetro areas. Specifically, the faster
growth_of the upper white-collar jobs and faster decline of
blue-collar jobs in metro than in nonmetro areas affects the aggregate
earnings gaps among workers over time. We illustrate this in the
following section.

EisoilllImpIirations of Imdustrial Restructuring,
A Praliminary Overview

My interest in the transformation of the economy from goods to service
production derives from the potential this holds for reducing earnings
inequities between metro_and nonmetro areas and among various groupg
of workers. With respect_to the former, the preliminary empirical
evidence_shows_signs of hope in that the occupational structures of_
metro and nonmetro areas have become more similar over time, despite
differences in the preVAlence of selected occupational categories (for
example, farming versus professional_services) and in the mechanisms
producing these changes. With respect to gender inequities stemming
from industrial restructuring,_the evidence is mixed. On the one
hand, some have claimed (see Norwood, 1980) that the expanSion of
services during the past couple of decades has greatly facilitated the
entry of women into the labor force and may have contributed to
narrowed unemployment levels between the sexes_(Nilsen,_1984). On the
other hand, and deapite-the substantial increases in women's labor
market activity since 1950, there has been relatively little change in
the female-male earnings ratio.

In_principIe, the shift from goods production to services could help
close the earnings differentials between metto_and nonmetro workers,
as well as between men and women. This would follow from continued
occupational upgrading and converging employment structures.
However, if the decline of farm industries in rural and nonmetro areas
resulted_inLa disproportionate expansion of middle-level professional,
semiprofessional, and managerial positions, while the highest ranking
jobs within these professions became more concentrated in_metro and
urban areas, then it iS conceivable that the_industrial restructuring
procesSes will not reduce the territorial bases of income
differentiation.

Likewise, if the industrial transformation of employment toward
services resulted in the growth of low-wage service jobs that are
disproportionately held by women and other disadvantaged groups (for
example, the elderly, minorities, immigrants), then it is conceivable
that little or no change in earnings gaps will proceed from industrial
restructuring, regardless of its scope. That the gender gap in
earnings_narrowed very slightly since 1960, despite women's increased
representation in high-status occupations, lends support to this
interpretation of pergisting labor market inequities between men and
women. Similarly, preliminary descriptive results show that the
induStrial reatructuring processes narrowed only slightly earnings
differences between metro and nonmetro workers between 1960 and 1980.
However, the average earnings differentials between metro and nonmetro
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areas were notably lower than those between men and women throughout
the period (table 6).

The information presented_in table 6 illustrates in broad descriptive
terms the gender and residence inequities in education and earnings
among broad occupational groups for the period under consideration. 19/
Although the metro/nonmetro differences in the gender composition of
employment were small, roughly 1.5 to 2 percent between 1960 and 1980,
there were much greater differences within occupation groups.
One_striking difference is the higher level of feminization of
professional_occupations in nonmetro than in metro areas, a pattern
that persisted throughout the period. Whether this indicates that
nonmetro women workers are better off than their metro counterparts is
less clear because their occupational status advantage is not
reflected in their average earnings. More than likely, this reflects
the differing industry structure in which nonmetro professionals work,
as well as systematically lower wages paid to nonmetro workers (see
Nilsen, 1978, for some discussion of this point).

Education and earnings disparities between the metro and nonmetro
workforce consistently favored metro residents. Working women were
slightly better educated than working men, but the gender gap in
schooling_closed over time. In nonmetro areas, the 0.8year female
educational advantage observed in 1960 closed to 0.3year by 1980.
Sex differences in schooling were much narrower in metro areas,
roughly 0.2 of a year, but the slight female advantage in 1960 had
become a slight male advantage in 1980. Residence comparisons within
sex reveal that the metro/nonmetro differences have remained unchanged
throughout the past two decades despite the massive demographic
changes_that altered_the rural and_urban population distributions.
Metro working women completed, on average, almost half a year more of
graded schooling than their nonmetro counterparts, while the
respective differential among men was roughly 1 year.

Gender and residence differences in completed schooling translated
into more substantial_earnings differences. For example, the average
educational attainment of professional women was roughly similar in
both metro and nonmetro areas, yet throughout the period, professional
women in nonmetro areas earned consistently less than their similarly
employed metro counterparts. This earnings disparity between metro
and nonmetro professional women persisted throughout the period, while
professional employment became more feminized.

Increased representation of womemin professional jobs did not alter
much the average femaIe/male earnings ratio during the period. In
fact, the earnings inequities between professionally employed men and
women actually increased over time in both metro and nonmetro areas.
Whereas professionally employed women residing in nonmetro areas
earned 56 percent of what professional men earned, by 1980 the

19/ Although we focus on gender differences in Socioeconomic
achievements, similar comparisons could be extended to other labor
segments such as,age groups and racial and ethnic groups_ As such,
our discussion of inequality through gender compariSone should be
considered aS illuStrative.
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ble6-Gerder covosition, education and earrdrgs differerces among occupaticual groupo for metro ani hornetro areas, 1960-80

Area_a.d

Icruparion

Female 4. Mean eiuoation ---MeauleamErgrsi all workers
: 1960 1970 1980 : 1960 : 1970 1980 : 1960 : 1970 :

-: : Men Women : Men Women : Wen- Women Men WOmen : Men Women -

ro:

:

:

:

:

--- Perrot --- Years Dollars

rofessioral : 37.1 40.4 47.6 15.3 14.7 15.5 14.9 16.4 15.4 7,398 3,859 11,810 6,219 23,5emiprofessional : 25.6 30.8 44.2 12.8 13.2 13.3 13.7 13.9 13.8 5,486 3,318 8,770 5,117 16,21armer : 6.1 8.5 11.2 9.0 9.5 10.2 10.6 11.3 12.0 3,831 1,743 8,040 3,439 15,7!anger : 14.0 16.3 27.1 12.0 11.4 13.1 12.4 14.0 13.3 8,663 4,158 13,884 6,736 24,8!lerical : 67.1 73.2 77.3 11.5 11.7 12.0 12.0 12.8 12.4 4,694 3,018 7,323 4,306 14,2:ales : 34.6 38.1 42.6 11.9 10.7 12.6 11.3 13.5 12.4 5,951 1,872 9,724 2,887 19,2;raft : 3.0 4.9 7.1 9.9 10.3 10.6 10.7 11.6 11.6 5,608 3,224 8,705 5,000 16,5ixrative : 27.8 29.5 30.8 9.2 8.9 10.0 9.6 11.0 10.4 4,539 2,521 6,974 3,861 14,0f=vice worker : 58.7 57.5 57.0 9.2 9.1 10.2 10.1 11.4 11.1 3,524 1,487 5,459 2,584 10,14dower : 3.6 8.0 14.0 8.3 9.0 9.6 9.9 10.7 11.0 3,491 2,289 5,174 3,336 10,1Eirm laborer : 16.7 17.3 23.4 7.0 7.6 8.2 8.8 9.1 9.9 2,016 1,106 3,528 1,891 7,6C

etro:

: 33.8 38.6 43.2 10.8 11.0 11.7 11.7 12.7 12.6 5,437 2,687 8,750 4,210 17,25

cfessional : 45.5 47.2 53.4 15.2 14.7 15.4 14.8 16.2 15.1 5,980 3,336 9,838 5,405 20,59mdprofessioral : 26.9 28.3 45.6 12.5 12.8 13.0 13.1 13.4 13.2 4,837 2,747 7,667 4,558 14,85rmer

pager

.

:

4.9

15.5

5.2

17.1

8.9

25.5

8.4

11.4

8.6

11.0

9.8

12.3

9.8

11.9

11.2

13.2

11.8

12.6

2,929

6,792

1,328

3,207

5,546

10,694

2,963

5,283

14,96,

20,65erica : 68.8 74.0 79.8 11.4 11.9 11.8 12.1 12.4 12.3 4,323 9_467 6,583 3,508 13,55les : 40.2 41.6 44.8 11.3 10.7 11.9 11.2 12.9 12.0 4,439 1,421 7,719 2,483 16,071
aft : 2.6 5.8 15.6 9.5 10.2 10.3 10 .5 11.3 11.5 4,649 2,574 7,193 4,402 14,87:kative : 28.8 34.8 34.1 8.9 9.2 9.8 9.9 10.8 10.7 3,801 2,163 5,942 3,376 13,14;mice Worker : 69.2 66.6 64.2 9.0 8.8 10.0 9.8 11.1 10.9 2,851 1,038 4,440 1,986 9,17:Yorer : 3.6 9.5 14.9 7.7 8.8 9.0 10.0 10.5 10.8 2,649 1,865 4,343 2,692 9,46E3D laborer : 16.9 15.2 19.4 6.8 7.5 8.0 8.7 9.7 10.5 1,464 640 2,890 1,580 7,07!

:

: 31.9 37.5 41.3 9.8 10.6 10.8 11.3 12.0 12.2 4,166 2,087 6,863 3,403 14,!05
:

et 1960, 1970, and 1980 PLMS files.



earnings of professional women had deteriorated to 48 percent of what
professional men received. In metro areas, a similar pattern
obtained, with the female/male earnings ratio falling from 52 to 49
percent, much less than in nonmetro areas. On balance, these data
emphasize the need to examine the dimensions of socioeconomic
inequality_within_metro and nonmetro labor markets. These data
suggest that the effects on earning of gender and industrial change
may depend on residence.

Because of its unique importance fc.r rural labor markets, the
agricultural industry provides an excellent opportunIty to examine in
greater depth the intraindustry socioeconomic inequities between men
and_women. This_discussion illustrates the structural complexities
that produce aggregate socioeconomic_inequities, such as those shown
in table 6, and emphasizes the need for studies which relate
structural change to individual socioeconomic rewards. 20/ Given the
histarically important rPle of immigrant labor in U.S. agriculture, I
believe that comparisons between native and foreign-born workers would
prove similarly instructive.

Table 7 shows that, as the agricultural industry contracted, it became
more specialized and occupationally differentiated. Between 1960 and
1980, when total agricultural employment declined from 7 to under 4
percent, the share of the industry comprised of farmers declined from
57 to 43 percent. At the same time, farm laborer jobs fell slightly,

from_33_to 31_percent. Also the size of the professional,
semiprofessional, and managerial work_force within the agricultural
industry almost quadrupled, rising from 1.8 to 6.8 percent.

Concurrently, most occupations within the agricultural industry became
more feminized. Whereas women constituted 5 percent of all farmers in
1970, their presence in this occupation had doubled by 1980. The
percentage of_farm_laborers (a relatively low-skill occupation) who
are female also rose from 15 to 23 percent between 1970 and 1980.
Overall, women's share of employment in the agricultural industry
increased from 22 percent in 1970 to 28 percent in 1980. This
proportion -4as lower than the 34 percent female in the total work
force in 1980 (Tienda and Ortiz, 1985).

Not only are_men and_women_differentially allocated among occupations
within the agricultural industry, but an inspection of their
educational attainments shows considerable diversity by occupation
with women exhibiting higher schooling levels than men in the lower
prestige occupations of farmer, laborer, and farm laborer. Note, for
example, that women's average earnings were consistently below those
of_memin every occupation,_including those where the education gap
was quite small, such as clerical_and managerial jobs, and where women
had the average schooling advantage, such as semiprofessional jobs.
!he data do not reveal the sources of these inequities, but
4nrraindustry occupational segregation probably plays a large part in
ceproducing gender inequities within agriculture as well as other
inilstries. _This is_an issue worthy of further investigation since
tha ,..!lecIine of traditionally male-dominated farm jobs provides an

210/ This section draws from a comment:Iiprepared in response to
Huffman's (1985) paper, "On Human Capital fit:it Agtidiattite."



Table 7--Satected characterhatics of the agriculture induatry by occupation, 1960=80

Occupation

:

:

:

Allocation of_ :

total agriculture :

labor force :

Percent

female

Education Mimmrearnings
: Men Women Men Waaen_

: 1960 1970 1980 : 1970 1980 1970 1980 : 1980 1980
:

Professional 1.2 2.3 3.5 8.3 18.6 15.2 14.4 12,858 7,218

Seniprofessioral .1 .5 .9 16.4 39.8 12.7 13.1 9,448 5,422

Farmers : 57.4 50.1 43.8 5.1 9.8 11.8 12.4 2,888 1,106

Managers : .5 .9 2.4 11.6 19.6 13.0 13.1 14,409 7,064

Clerical .7 1.9 3.2 80.0 87.4 13.0 12.6 10,532 5,561

Sales .2 .5 .6 32.2 31.0 13.0 11.8 12,323 3,836

Crafts : .7 1.8 1.2 5.0 3.9 10.4 10.7 10,006 4,371

Operatives : 2 5 2.1 2.6 17.1 20.8 9.9 9.6 9,195 4,939

Service . .3 .6 .9 38.9 31.1 11.0 10.3 8,328 3,687
:

Laborers 2.9 Ve
4 a

7 10.1 9.8 17.5 10.5 11.9 5,637 3,176

Farm laborers : 33.4 " .' 14.7 22.9 9.4 10.0 6,286 3,066
:

Total : 99.9 21.a 27.5 11.8 11.8 5,208 3,365

Source: 1960, 1970 Eel': :Niczod=a Samp es of the Census of Population and Honsirg, U. S.
Departmert oi ( A.
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opportunity to degender occupational roles within the industry. Along
these lines,_we should challenge ourselves to inquire about the kinds
or: policy interventions that might help prevent the sex-typing of new
occupational roles. It is unclear whether comparable worth policy
initiatives will equalize pay differences between men and women in
occupations that are already sex-typed (Huffman and Orazem, 1984), but
a focused contideration of training requirements generated by new
technologiet might continue to enhance agritultural_productivity while
preventing inefficiencies and inequities in agricultural incomes (see
review in Huffman, 1985).

That differentials in occupatioial placement and educational
requirements of men and women became translated into earnings
ditparitiet by gender suggests that we need not only ask how much
education and what kind of education is needed for a more productive
and efficient agriculture, but also who benefits from such
investments. However, unless researchers are able to disentangle the
influence of individual and structural factors that constitute
socioeconomic inequality, policies designed to reduce inequality will
continue to fall short of closing income gaps between metro and
nonmetro wor+ers and, within areas, among demographic groups.

To be sure, some_of the earnings advantages of men over women, and
metro residents over nonmetro residents, can be explained by
differences in education, but a human capital investment strategy
probably would not go very far toward reducing residence and/or gender
differencet in earnings. Note that despite the convergence of men's
and women't educational attainment both in metro and nonmetro areas,
their average earnings disparities have remained virtually unchanged.
Understanding the sources of these persisting earnings inequities
requires that we examine in more depth the structural variation in
earnings and education between men and women and between metro and
nonmetro areas.

My case is that a clearer understanding of social equity issues in the
sphere of employment requires knowledge about how the industrial
restructuring processes alter earnings and employment frontiers.
Policies designed to raise incomes of nonmetro workers must be
cognizant both of the industrial restructuring of specific labor
markets, and of the skill requirements of a more specialized division
of labor at the market, industry, and firm level. A discussion of
equity and efficiency issues should be sensitive to the process of
occupational restructuring that has gained momentum and then slowed
over the course of the past two to three decades. If we do not fully
understand the benefits of this process when occupational upgrading
was the pervasive feature of this process, then we certainly will not
be prepared to mitigate any equity-eroding outcomes that may emerge,
such as those between men and women.

The theoretital :tmporzance of linking shifts_in_the_relative sizn of
jobS to_ incoMe_and_human capital_differentials amongdemographic
subgroups_can_be interpreted_in the context of changesiin supply and
demand_for_labor :Labor:demand theory predicts:a positive influence_
on earnings of rapidly growing:jobs, and a negative effect on earningt
of declining jobs, but does not explain adequately why_largeLand:
significant earnings differences persist among comparablY Skilled
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workers who differ in one or more characteristics, such as gender,
nativity, race, or residence._ A sharp increase in the supply of
workers willing and_able to enter the labor market, as may occur
through intreased_female labor force participation and high
unemployment stemming from the shutdown or reorganization of firms,
could exert downward pressure on wage payments of_all workers.
Whether such impacts are undform between metro and nonmetro labor
markets and among various demographic groups poses a challenging set
of empirical questions that promise new insights into the determinants
of socioeconomic inequality in the United statss.

That high-skill jobs became more prevalent relative to low skill jobs,
as revealed by the trend in occupational_iupgrading, suggests that the
induStrial reatructuring processes may favor the better educated.
Theoretically, the proliferation of a myriad of new jobs as a result
of technological_change holds potential to reduce inequitieS between
metro and nonmetro labor markets and among workera of differing skill
levels. However, if productivity is evaluated differently among
comparably skilled workers who differ in residential and demographic
characteristics, or if the investment in human capital by potential
workera in nonmetro areas outpaces the process of occupational
upgrading, which generates the demand for more highly skilled workert,
a disequilibrium in the supply of and demand for workers of varying
skill levels could result. This could lead to inefficiencies through
the underutilization of labor by Skill level, earnings, hours of work,
or all of the above (Sullivan, 1978).

In the following section, I elaborate a methodology that shows some
promise for linking changes resulting from the structural
transformation of employment to earninga inequality among various
segments of labor.

Industrial Restructuring and Earnings_Imequality,
Toward_a_MultiLevel_Methodology

That the industrial and occupational structures in metro and nonmec70
areas converged over the past 20 years provides the conditions for
greater earnings equity between the metro and nonmetro workforces, but
it does not guarantee this outcome. To recapitulate, despite the
greater earnings parity between metro and nonmetro workers, gender
differences in earnings either were left unaltered or increased since
1960. In nonmetro areas the gender gap in earnings worsened slightly,
while that in metro areas remained fairly stable.

Preaumably, the pattern of earnings inequality between metro and
nonmetro areas and between men and women or other demographic groups,
can be partly traced to shifts in the relative prevalence of jons
(demand factors) and to the availability of workers to fill them
(supply factors). Unfortunately, most studies of earnings attainment.
particularly analyses conducted within the human capital and status
attainment approaches, emphasize individual productivity
characteristics and neglect the influence of job and/or labor market
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characteritticS in structuring workers' economic rewards. 21/ The
main advantage of such a multilevel specification is that it promises
insights into the structural factors that constrain individual _ab
choice and, consequently, earnings. In this instance, structural
factors refer to the array of job opportunities that are modified
through the industrial transformation of employment.

The Shift-Share analysis presented in the previous section outlined in
broad descriptive terms the mechanisms responsible for occupational
change_between metro and nonmetro areas but (lid not Specifically
indicate the industrial location_of occupati..lal change. This
exercise, which simply requires a more_detailed examination of the
results_of the shift-share analysis, can help in identifying the
dominant industries involved in the growth and decline of specific
occupationa. As such, a more detailed specification of the industrial
location of occupational change may serve a practical function in
identifying labor markets whose industrial restructuring proceSses are
notably divergent from_the national trend and in anticipating dconomic
stagnation in areas where declining industries predominate.

Further analysis is required to link the process of occupational
change to the extent of earnings inequality across labor markets and
among various social groups. One way to relate structural change in
employment opportunities to intergroup earnings dispersion involves
associating indexes of net employment changes in specific jobs with
their average earnings level at the close of a period under
conSideration. The components of change in employment summarized
eleven occupationa that can be further decomposed for an array of 335
job cells (37 industries by 11 occupations). 22/ The induStry and
occupational mix effects that produced the net growth or decline of

21/ This statement is an exaggeration to some extent. Many recent
studies have introduced characteristics of labor markets such as
unemployment rates, racial and ethnic composition of workers, and
average_wage rates in individual earnings functions. However, in most
instances, these_supraindividual characteristics are treated aS
controls, and not as variables of substantive interest in themselves.
While the labor market segmentation perspectives of earnings
deterff_nation have explicitly emphasized the importance of market
characteriStics in structuring economic rewards, these approaches have
not considered how the economic restructuring processes alter income
frontiers for individual workers or groups of workers engaged in the
same or different jobs. _Despite the rich sociological tradition of
structural versus circulation mobility in accounting for
intergenerational and intragenerational occupational exchanges
(Featherman and Hauser, 1978), few studies directly have examined the
implications of structural mobility for earnings differentiation.
22/ Matrices used to compute the shift-share analyses involved 407

job cells. However,_because two occupational categories, farmers and
farm laborers, are found only in the agricultural industry, 72 of the
407 cells were structurally impossible and contained no observations.
The exact number of job cells used to depict industrial shifts and
intraindustry occupational change depends on the refinement of the
classification scheme used, but structural zeros are likely to be
found for highly specialized occupations and inu,ostries.
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major occupational groups can be expresSed for metro and nonmetro
areas as follows:

I-rdustAy. Shift
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These measures are quite simple computationsThe formulation of both
shift measures involves subtraction of an expected cell size, say
nijkt

'
from the observed cell size n

kt '

under differing
ij

2 2

assumptions about how labor force growth and structural reallocation
manifested themselves in the employment structure of metro and
nonmetro areas. The expected cell size holds the key to interpreting
these changes. The industrial shift index assumes that the
intraindustry occupational structure_was invariant over Lime. The
actual industry_shift is derived by subtracting the expected count
under the assumption of no intraindustry occcpational recomposition.
Likewise, the occupation-mix effect is computed by subtracting from
the most recent actual cell counts, an expected cell count,

derived under the assumption of a constant industry structure over
time.

These two indices of structural_change_enable us to evaluate the
relative influence_of industrial transformation and-occupational
recompositibn on the:extent of_earnings_inequality between metro and
nonmetro_ labor markets,Las well_ as among varicusilabor segments within
them.: That is, to examine whether the industrial restructuring
afforded workers 10 metro and nonmetro areas equal opportunities, one
could estimate s ftnction of the form:

Y1jkt2 iISjjk + BOMijk YZ
ijk ij

where Y = average earnings of workers engaged in the
-2 job-- in market Ki at time 2

1S=netchangeinthesizeofj__obij due to
industrial shift

OM = n.t change in the size of job;.i due to
intraindustry occupational mii0

vector tof_controls systematicaly related
to earnings differentiation; including:

average education
percent minority
percent female

(1)

By extension, this logicicould be extended to:a multilevel:model that
uses individuals rather than job_cells:as units_of observation, and
that regresses individual earnings on their productiVity
characteristics: and the_structuralichange indices corresponding_to
their jobs at the end of the period in question. Such a specification
would take the form:

Mmt1
=

2

aIS
ijkm + aom

ijlon Y Zijklm ( )

Where
kl

= the earnings of the lth individual of sex m, residing in
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the kth labor market area and engaged in job ij. The vector of
productivity characteristics in this instance is based on individuals
rather than average characteristics of jobs.

Estimating separate earnings functions for metro and nonmetro labor
markets and for men and women in each arda, Serves to hold residence
and sex constant and generates purer effects of the two structural
change mechanisms of int-ere-At. Since the gross interdecade change in
earnings was positive and the net change_in employment was toward
occupational upgrading, the parameters should be positive for both
metro and nonmetro areas. 23/ However, the magnitudes are likely to
vary significantly between metro and nonmetro labor markets, as well
as by sex since our descriptive analysis indicated that the mechanisms
producing occupational change differed between metro and nonmetro
areas and between the sexes. However, the multilevel methodology is
quite flexible in that it encourages the examination of interaction
effects among several variables, including gender, residence, (IA
education.

Evidence_of_significalt -,etro/nonmetro difference§ in the inflt..,,ace of
the two_components of .actural change on_earnings, inductT',A shifts
and changing occupational composition, could provide an empiriLal
basis for designing intervention Strategies to alter employment
conditions in rural labor markets. That_is, with information about
which industries dominated the interdecade occupational upgrading in
metro and nonmetro areas, coupled with evidence that the earnings
rewards associated_with industrial restructuring differed across labor
markets, researchers can help identify key sourceS of income
differentiation between rural and urban areas. Should the empirical
results from estimating equation (1) or (2) show that the relative
impact on earnings of the industrial restructuring processes are
uniform between metro and nonmetro_areas, then policy strategies aimed
to reduce residential earnings_inequities through induStrialization ar
"tertiarization" of rural economies will meet with limited Ou-tess.
Such evider'e would suggest that the sources of rural=urban eainings
inequality 14re deeply rooted in historical and institutional factors,
as well as market factors, which price comparably skilled labor
differently in metro and nonmetro areas.

Although suggestive as a methodology for relating industrial
re-Structuring to earnings discrepancies between metro and nonmetro
areas and between men and women, the propoSed approach also is
appealing because of its flexibility for examining intramarket
earnings inequities. As metro and noro., tro industrial and occupation
structures converge over time, it is Ltting to focus on the
intramarket inequities among various labor groups, such as men and
women; people of color; the young and the nid; and the skilled and the
unAkilled. In short, the_possible range of questions to be addressed
within this framework is potentially quite broad, but the decision
about whether to pursue this line of research also hinges on
possibilities of resolving data problems and the thornier conceptual
task of differentiating nonmetro labor markets.

23/ Our previous exploratory work which regressed earnings on
interdecade measures of industrial restructuring generated positive
effects.
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Conclusion

In discussing issues of equity in nonmetropolitan labor markets, I
have emphasized the socioeconomic significance of industrial
restructuring as a process which extensively modifies the nature and
organization of work, the skill requirements of the workforce, and the
economic rewards from labor force participation. That the shift from
goods to service production unfolded unevenly in rural and urban areas
is_less disturbing than suggestions that the benefits from industrial
restructuring differ not only between metro and nonmetro labor markets
but also among various population groups within markets.

Although I have not empirically demonstrated whether and how the
industrial restructuring processes influence earnings differentiation
between and within metro and nonmetro labor markets, I have tried to
build a case for examining issues of equity in these terms. The
analysis_of earnings and occupational differentiation across markets
and among population groups is one obvious way to approach issues of
socioeconomic inequality. It is, however, equally important to
investigate other less visible aspects of industrial restructuring as
a Stratifying process. Differences in the nature and pace of
industrial transformation directly affect the ability of families to
cope with the decline of employment opportunities, as in cases which

involve plant closings. My approach is limited in its ability to
portray 7hort-term responses to dramatic changes in employment. These

intrahousehold adjustments to employment conditions and job
opportunities may include changes in the spread of work among .!amily
members, long spells of unemployment, and net losses in economic
well-being over the life course. Whether nonmetru zesidents
disproportionately shoulder these less easily measured costs of
industrial restructuring is an empirical question that must also find
its way on,research and policy agendas designed to promote social and
economic equity between metro and nonmetro areas.

To close_let me suggest a research agenda that will compie.went and

enhance the fruitfulness of the ideas and methods ptoposed
Topping the list is the challenging task of delineating, in bot1.
theoretical and operational terms, nonmetropolitan labor markets. 24/

Although there currently exist no official criteria for grouping rural
and nonmetropolitan countie-3 into "labor markets," innovative uses of

existing data containing geographic detail rovides a basis for
disaggregating highly diverse nonmetropoliten areas. These

initiatives will feed into existing research ,ced on comparisons of

metro and nonmetro areas. State level differentiation of nonmetro
areas would be a first step toward this goal. Regional county
groupings depicting the territorial division of labor according to
commodity specialization is an alternative to the use of State and

sub-state politiral boundaries for delineating nonmetro labor

markets. The prime importance of differentiating nonmetro labor
markets is that it acknowledges extensive heterogeneity in production
structures, which is essential to understand unequal labor market

outcomeS.

241 The National Academy of Sciences Panel on Statistics for Rural
Development suggested a concept analogous to SMSAs.
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Another research priority involves relating the industrial
transformation of employment to various labor market outcomes within
and between metro and nonmetro labor markets. Such endeavors should
also analyze class of worker as a dimension of restructuring in
addition to the conventional industry and occupational concerns.
Class of worker is important because it will permit a better
understanding of changes in unpaid family labor and self-employment
and their role in alteriog the structure of economic rewards in
normetro areas. To wit, the decline of farmer versus farm laborer
jobs have very different consequences on the class structure and,
presumably, on the dispersion of earnings in nonmetro areas.

A third_fertile research area involves mlthodological innovation and
elaboration. I have argued for research relating industrial
restructuring to socioeconomic inequality, but the techniques to
accomplish this are not well developed. The aggregate shift-share
analysis is mainly an accounting exercise. While informative, its
results are more descriptive than explanatory._ Linking indices of
industrial shifts and changed occupational mixes to earnings
differentiation is a step toward explanation, but my proposed
methodology does not tell precisely which jobs, defined by industries
and occupations, produce the observed effects nor does it indicate
whether the same jobs are involved in metro and nonmetro labor
markets. Answers to these questions require several types of studies
to complement the macro and multilevel approaches to industrial
restructuring.

Accordingly, to fully use the information generated from the
shift-share analysis, future researchers should strive not only for a
finer differentiation of nonmetro areas but also to identify the
industrial location of occupational change (see, for example,
Singelmann and Tienda, 1985). By identifying patterns of occupational
change within broad industry sectors and relating these to other
features of jobs such as nonpecuniary benefits, firm profitability,
and various aspects of working conditions, it may be possible to
determine the structural basis for lower earnings in nonmetro than in
metro areas and for women than men. Firm-level studies provide depth
perception into how the division_of labor is altered within industries
and should_clarify the consequences of changes in the organization of
work for men, women, and other social ond demographic groups.
Finally, local or regional studies can further our understanding of
th i-! process of industrial restructuring and its differential
consequences for metro and nonmetro areas by providing a level of
analysis intermediate to that afforded by firm-level studies and
national studies, which compare metro and nonmetro areas as
undifferentiated aggregates. Let me emphasize that these studies are
needed in addition to, rather than instead of, research designed to
improve our ability to empirically estimate the influence of
industrial restructuring on earnings differentiation.

Additional research is also needed to identify which groups benefit
most_and which lose most from industrial restructuring. Our
comparisons g men and women served to illustrate the importance of
demographic variations of earnings. Equally important to coneider in
future research are the differences among the young and old versus
prime-aged individuals, of racial and ethnic groups and of foreign
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v,Irsus nativeborn workers. The importance of this line of research
cannot be overstressed. Descriptive tabulations herein suggest that
gender differences in earnings and occupational placement are more
salient than those_by place of residence, and it is likely that
similarly large earnings differentials will be found for other groups.
Nevertheless, the fact that earnings differentials between nonmetro
an6 metro areas persist, despite a gradual convergence of industrial
structures, poses a challenge to those concerned with multiple
d-2terminants of earnings inequality. An impertant part of this
challenge entails specifying L4 theoretical terms why residence should
matter. Research questions about who gains and who loses from
restructuring should consider residence, but its influence is likely
to be secondary to age, gender, and racial dimensions of social
stratification.

Finally, analysts conducting intertemporal analysis of structural
changes in employment should acknowledge the problems of intertemporal
noncomparability of industry and occupation categories. We should
take as problematic, not as given, the sensitivity of job categories
to capture the nuances of technological change on the nature of work.
While it is convenient to work with existing categories,_most_labor
market specialists would agree that the occupational classification
used in 1960 does not adequately represent the 1980 job structure. A
dramatically changed occupational classification scheme, such as that
undertaken for the 1980 census, is only symptomatic of the underlying
problem.

The greatest challenge of all, perhaps, is to translate research
results into solid policy recommendations. In this domain there is
much yet to do.
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DISCUSSION

Jattes Schaub 1/

We have heard two papert on efficiency and equity itau0G for rural labor
markets research. Professor Tweeten's paper emphasized two_things: data
needsparticularly relating to underemployment, and the_performance oflabor market interventions. Professor Tienda's paper focussed on the
induttrial and occupational transformation of_the United Statea over the
past three_decades and the equity implications for men and women in metro
and nonmetro places. She has suggested a methodology for isolating and
measuring industry and occupation effects and testing their significance.My discussion of these papers_will focus on how an efficient market services
employers and employees, equity performance expected of labor markets, anddata needs.

Efficiency

Let me begin my discussion of_these papers by remarking that I was strw* bythe attention that both_authors gave to the topic of underemployment. Wecan better understand labor market performance if our assessment criterion
specifies that_underemployment be minimized rather than unemployment.
However, underemployment is more difficult to measure and analyze.

The importance Profestor Tweeten_attaches to underemployment is clear.
opens the second paragraph of his paper with the statement, "Principal
economic problems of rural areas are poverty and underemployment." Hisdiscussion of data needs begins with underemployment and goes on for tixpages. And, he telIs us "... the time has come for the Agriculture and
Rural Economics Division (ARED) to assume leadership in estimating_various
measures of underemployment and testing their suitability to meet real
needs."

Tweeten makes a valuable statement about efficiency when he says,
rticipants in labor markets measure efficiency in different ways." In

other words, potential workert view an_efficiently functionitg market
differently than potential employers do. An important question_is:_ HO4should the conflicting standards of job seekers and worker seekers be
balanced in research and policy analysis?

When considering labor market efficiency,_it is reasonable to ask just what
the labor market is expected to do. Labor markets should match workers,jobs, and employers. How should we measure efficient performance? There isa gap between our theoretical concept of efficiency anci data that measureefficiency.

Neoclassical economic theory sets forth as_the first-order conditio., forefficiency the condition that marginal costs of additional tearch equalmarginal returns. A more elaborate model of 01 labor market would
Introduce risk and uncertainty into the efficiency criteria. _The
multidimensional character of jobs and the unknman productivity of workers
suggest that workers and employers are dealing with expected values of costsand returns. In assessing the efficiency performance of labor markets, how

1/ James Schaub ig at ed-onomist_with_the National EcOnoMics Division, ERS;he was formerly With the Agriculture and Rural EconOmica Division.
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mu.:r inefficiency is actually risk aversion? _Efficient labor markets should
do To-e than provide a job to those wanting to work and more than provide a
worke: to an employer. There are allocative efficiencies. Workers should

be doing the ht work and employers should hire the right workers. We

re'.:(%2nize failue_to accomplish this efficiency when we talk about
anderzmploymenc or subemployment. Agricultural economists deacribe
aliAtive efficiency when a farmer makes optimal decisions about what to
p:odace in a Wor:d of changing technology and prices. _Workers and employers
t. parSue this efficiency also. We know from agriculture that education
aT'd e.tension improve allocative efficiency by making farm operators better

aecisionmakers. Is the public employment service the labor market analogy

fo, mtension?

Profeasor '7weeten lists some attributes of efficient markets.

1. Efficient market§ display freedom from artificial restraints
such as race and sex biaada.

2. Market failure, where social and private margin costs
(returns) diverge, can be corrected by public intervention
for a net social gain in efficient markets.

3. Industry and labor freely, but not costIessly, move seeking
the higheat return in efficient markets.

Are we more likely to observe deviations from these three efficiency
attributes in rural labor markets or in urban labor markets? Which
attributes associated with rural areas affect rural labor markets

efficiency? I have tried to answer these questions, using Tweeten's list of
differenceS between rural and urban counties.

Rural population dispersion and rural industrial mix have important
implications for rural labor market efficiency. Sparse population leads to

higher costs of public service_delivery (including work force programs as
TWeeter tells us) because economies of scale cannot be exploited.
DiSperS.on of people and employment sites also restricts the gains from
economie§ of Scale in search and leads to a steeper marginal cost curve and

ultimately, it might be argued, to a higher incidence of discouraged

workers. This_is consistent with the observation of lower labor force
participation rates in nonmetro places and a relatively high rate of
discouraged workers as measured in Current Population Survey data.
Furthermore, information systems may be less developed in low-density

places.

The industrial and occupational structure of rural economies can also affect

the efficiency of labor markets. First, the seasonality of employment

associated wi:h agricultural and recreation industries result§ in at least

some underemployment; a situation, from the worker's perspective, of

inefficiency. Second, the smaller work force will be less diversified and
employers may have difficulty hiring people for certain occupations not
usually emplo)ed within the rural industry mix. Whether industries more
prevalent in rural areas are more likely to engage in discrimination remains

an empirical question. Is there discernible monopsonist power, akin to the

"company town" sterotype present in rural markets?
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Equity

Equity concerns distribution. The basic equity question is: Does the
social and economic ,yrstem function according to established rules for
distribution of resources, jobs, and 1-41,-, -is? The labor market is part of a
larger system and is nor solely res .ble for the system's equity.
However, within the COAti,...0 of a cP. r_tiveIy operating labor market there
are equity propositio,ls. First, e-4,cyment is by a competitive proceSs of
bidS and offers. SeconO, rewards are distributed according to contribution;
the wages and benefits worleers receive approximate rhe value of their
marginal product. The unique talents of individuals introduces some monopoly
power into the system.

The labor market is not the guaranto:7 of adequate Income for all. The
minimum wage law does not_assure equity. Some people cannot work or are of
such low productivity that they are not hired. The socioeconomic system
must rely on alternative mechanisms for maintaining the well-being of these
people.

Perh6pS society ought to strive for equity of_opportunity or equity of
acceSS in the system that determines distribution. This seems to be the
norm we accept as appropriate in the United States. We speak of equal
opportunity employment and equal opportunity housing. Economies that pursue
equity (or, in the extreme, equality) of outcome sacrifice efficiency by
removing the market-oriented incentive system. Tweeten is quick to point
out this conflict in his discussion of Equity-Efficiency Tradeoff and
Compromise.

Are there characteristics of rural areas that affect the equity performarze
If rural labor markets? Are the lower per-capita incomes and higher poverty
a,ld dependency rates in rural counties the results of labor market equity
failures? Is it labor market equity failure that creates a "cycle of
poverty"? The dispersion of_population In rural areas may / tc ine4niry
in public employment services and education systems compar' metro
areas. Are rural citizens entitled to the same services higher _

costs related to population dispersion? If the answer is yes, then a system
of setvice delivery based on "equal outlay" is much different than a system
of "equal outcome" or "equal margincl returns" or "according to need."

Industry mix is important, and this is something Professor Tienda
emphasized. Equity effects may arise from the interaction between induStry
mix_and government programs. To the extent that public policy is biased
toward certain industries, there can be equity effects through the labor
market. Th-ls can happen through protectionist tariff policies that preserve
employment in Some industries but raise product :3rices to consumers, or as
existed in the past, a different minimum wage in agriculture. The industry
mix effect Tweeten and_others have pointed to is the bias from using the
unemployment rate in Federal funds allocation formulas when rural economies
have higher incidence of self-employment, which tend§ to bias the
unemployment rate downward.

ProfeSsor Tiend.3 has pointed to the industrial and occupational
restructuring that occurred in the United States in recent decades as
important processes affecting labor market equity owcomes. In her paper,
Professor Tienda traced these transformations for metro ane nonmetro areas
using Public Use Micro Sample data for 1960, 1970, and 1980. She showed
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that metro and nonmetro placs didinot_undergo the same restructuring, and

§he_argued that there are inportant efficiency and equity impliCatiOns. She

etphasized the equity side.

Her_empirical example§ conSidered male/female and metro/nonmetro earnings

inequaIityA methodology has been proposcd for separating industrial

change effects and occupational change effects and testing hypotheses about

the significance of these effects. Tienda's framework is general; it can be

uSed to consider equity between race/ethnic groups, people in different

places, or other groups of interest.

Tienda points out, and I agree, that we do not know enough about how

restructuring of industry and occupations operates to change earnings

inequality. The exact mechanism through which restructuring produces,

maintains, or erodes earnings inequality_is not understood. Policies

designed to alter the distribution of earnings cannot be formulated properly

until more is known about the relationship between rescructuring and

earnings.

Efficiency and Equity Tradecff

Tweeten obServes that nations cannot singularly_pursue eitl-er equity or

efficiency in national labor policy and points out that tradeoffs occur.

The balance between A nation's efficiency and equity goals is not simply an

economic decision; it is alSo a Social and political decision. The theory

of efficiency and equity tradeoffs is not well developed, and empirical

analyses are virtually nonexistent. Furthermore, data for measuring labor

market performance, presumably measuring various dimensions of efficiency

and equity, are needed.

Etat-a-Akte-ed_s_

Tweeten emphasizes that underemployment is CI principal problem in rural

areas and states, "Unemployment statistics imperfectly measure economic

hardship and labor market performance." Tweeten's charge that AHED "assume

leaderShip in ert,mlting various measures of underemployment and testing

their Suitability to meet real needs" is well taken. This is something the

Economic Research Service (ERS) can do for some of the underemployment

measures economists and sociologiStS have suggested. Other

conceptualizations of underemployment will require improved data collection

and reporting before we can report on a reasonably current basis even

national data for nonmetro population groups. Subnational measures will be

more difficult but perhaps more valuable to our clients. Now, we must rely

on the decennial censua And special surveys for measuring local

underemployment.

The other data,needs Tweeten_identifies would certainly appear on any rural,

researther's wish:list of data. Better income_and_wealth datai(bUt not jugt

for the podr atid fart people); cost:of_living indices for rural areas, and a

data system along the line§:of Standard Rural:Statistical Areas would not

only enable ABED to_do its job better but tight also,attract more
researchers into rural studies whO haVe ignbred the field because of

frustrations with data availaiiity.

Another specific recommendation Tweeten makes is."ARED has capabilities not

only to analyze regularly reported statistics but also to keep abreast of
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work force policy performance, particularly as it relates to rural areas.
principal reason for doing so is because no other agency is doing so." I
have two remarks on this. When I first joined ERS, what is now called the
Rural Labor Markets Section, was Manpower Studies. The new name is perhaps
broader in scope and sex neutral but may reflect a shift away from work
force reSearch that_should be rethought; ERS needg to include studies of
work force and employment policies in its program of rural labor r,-searrh.
The_current circumstances in agriculture, the "farm_crisis," has gv,--cated
more interest in the adequacy cf employment programs to serve displaced farm
operators, their families, and the nonfarm population. Thus our research
program should be flexible enough to include current topics.

Tweeten's final recommendation is to pursue basic parameters such as the
supply and demand for labor including estimates of supply and demand
elasticities. Supply and demard analysis is a useful_analytical engine
already used by ERS to analyze policy alternatives_for commodity markets.
ERS's clients could well benefit from more rigorous empirical modeling of
rural labor markets. Tienda has emphasized the longrun; her approach is not
appropriate for analysis of shortrun labor market performance. This longer
run pergpective is often lacking in public policy debates that focus on
ghortterm remedies_for labor market problems, even though there are longrun
Structural bases for these problems. The time series analysis_Tienda
suggests will_encounter all the problems inherent in timeseries work, but
perhaps the most serious will be the noncomparability of industry and
occupation categories over time. This introduces the problem of separating
real structural changes from definitionally created changes.

Venda Suggests a research agenda that includes the challenging task of
delineating in both theoretical and operlrional terms nonmetropolitan labor
markets." ERS and others have begun work on this. Your ideas on how to
delineate labor markets will be most welcome.
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STABILITY; GROWTH,_AND_ADAPTABILITY TO ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
CHANGE IN RURAL LABOR MARKETS

Steven R. Kale 1/

Polls of rdSidential preferences have long indicated a widespread desire
to live in small towns and rural or semirural settings. These preferences have
stemmed, in part, from the view that reSidents of less densely settled areas
enjoy a cuality of life comparatively free of crime,_congestion, and other
problems perceived to characterize large cities. The pull of recreational,
scenic, and other amenities also has contributed to the attractiveness of some
rural areas.

Until_the_20th century, a majority of Americans, out of both necessity and
preference, lived in rural areaS. During the first half_of the 20th century,
however, technological advance§ in agricultural production, improvements in
transportation, and other factors_led to a shrinkage in the number of jobS
available in outlying areas. Rural outmigration increased dramatically,
the Nation's cities experienced rapid expansion.

The pattern of urban groWth and rural decline changed_notably in the tate
sixties and early seventieS. Overall rural outmigration slowed, and in some
nonmetropolitan areaS (herein used interchangeably with rural areas),
considerable growth occurred. Many of these gains were attributed to increased
demands for labor by manufacturers and other existi g or inrmigrating rural
employers. Additional demand for labor, in turn, ,..ontributed to a reduction in
the exodus of residents from farming areas and to greater in-migration by new or
former residentS.

This pattern appears_to have changed in the early eightieS, continuing a
trend begun in the late seventies. Recent data indicate that the recession of
the early eighties affected nonmetropolitan areas more severely_than
metropolitan areas, and Since the recession's 1982 peak, nonmetropolitan areas
have recovered more Slowly than metropolitan_arLds. Nonmetropolitan growth ar4
decline in employment also have varied geographically. In the recession of
the early eighties, for example, some areas experienced substantial losses of
employment,_while others continued to grow. Although there are not enough_
available_data to enable comparisons of trends eter 1982, it is likely that
employment growth has been geographically uneven among rnnmetropolitan areas and
that some areas have yet to experience the recovery.

TrendS of the last 25 years thus indicate that rural labor markets vary
considerably in their stability, adaptability, and growth, and the understanding
of these variations and their causes is extremely important to the
identification of policies for dealing with rural problems._ Policies to
help nonmetropolitan areaS cope with rapid growth may be much differen than
strategies for declining areat trying to adapt to the loss of a major employer.
Relatively stable rural 'sbor markets may require still other types of
assistance to ensure that stability does not become stagnation.

The purposes of this paper are (1) to identify key issues regarding the growth,
decline stability, and adaptability of rural labor markets, and (2) to
suggest topics for additional investigation by analysts concerned with the

1/ Steven Kale_is an assistant professor in the Department of Geography,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon.
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performance of rural labor markets. To begin addressing these tasks, a
summaryis presented of some of the more well-known models of regional economic
growth and the location of economic activities. This Ls followed by a review of
findings from several studies analyzing growth and ee 'ine of nonmetropolitan
America in the last e..t year-. Further examination of _scent trends supplements
conclusions of othel ca.iters.Lastly, issues and topics for future research are
identified. Throughout the paper the focus is primarily on employment, though
unemployment, underemployment, and other indi stors such as income also are
discussed.

Review of Conceptual Modf,ls

Numerous_models for regional economic growth and the location of economic
activities have been proposed. While these models have not been developed
specifically for nonmetropolitan areas, they nonetheless are useful for
conceptualizing reasons for growth, decline, and stability in rural labor
markets. Some of the models are deductively derived from a set of assumptions;
others emp4rically describe processes that appear to have been historically
impornt. This section briefly reviews some of the more well- known models and
discus,,e. .heir releval,ce for nonmetropolitan areas.

Factor Trice Equalization Model

This model is one of the more purely theoretical approaches to regional economic
growth and decline. Factor price equalization is based upon interregional trade
tcnty_and_assumes that capital and labor, two primary factors of production,
are perfectly mobile and will move to areas where the highest returns are
obtained. From these ar0 other assumptions, it can be concluded that workcrs
will migrate from low-wage to high-wage regions and that capital will be
transferrrA in the opposite directi. (for example, Isard 1975, p. 172-75).
These flows will continue until factor_returns are equalizes regionally, leading
to a r:onvergence of incomes among regioes.

This model and its variations have been ter-ea wid.h in national and
international settinga. Many ro,earchers have shown that migration of labor
does indeed occ.:r in response tJ differentials in incomes or wages among
regions. Nevertheless, despite Interregional_convergence,_differences in
incomes and wages have persisted over long perioas. Lack of information about
employmenc opportunities, ties to families and communities, institutional
barriers, and environmental preferences ere a few of the reasons why residents
of low-wage areas have not migrated to higher-wage regions. It also has been
shown that capital is imperfectly mobile, especially from higher-to lower-wage
regions.

Although this model has been plc.;)osed for nations ard for regions within
nations, it also may pertain to nonmetropolitan areas characterized by a large
number of persons who are working for low wages fr who are unemployed.
Residents of the low-wage, nonmetropolitan region would migrate to the higher-
wage metropolitan area, eventually leading to more competition for labor and
higher wages in the nonmetropolitan region. Likewise, because of lower
initial labor costs, capital from the metropolitan region would be invested in
the nonmetropolitan area until labor costs there rose too high to make
additional investments profitable.

The available evidence indicates that_nonmetropolitan-to-metropolitan migration
in response to job-related factors was widespread in the United States during
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the first part of the 20th century (Price_and Sikes 1975). In the Seventies,
this pattern continued for some nonmetropolitan areas but waS reversed in
others, even where wages were considerably lower than in nearby metropolitan
centera. The movement of capif 1 from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan ,:enters
haS been incomplete and virtoa'ly nonexistent for many remote nonmetropolitan
areas, but there have been considerable investments in manufacturing in the
sixties and seventies (Whiting 1974; Summers and others 1976; Lonsdale and
Seyler, 197%/). The factor price equalization model has been uSed recently by
Norcliffe (1984) to discuss the_relationships between labor and capital in
nonmetropolttan industrialization.

Unbalanced Growth Models

Two types of unbalanced growth models have been identified: cumulative
causation (Myrdal 1957) and core-periphery (Hirschman 1958). Both models
view regional ecnnomic change as a process whereby some regions grow while
othert decline in_the_earlier periods of development. In the longer term,
however, both Myrdal and Hirschman predict a convergence ia regional incomes.

Myrdal's cumulative causation model asSert- it_because of initial advantages
in location, transportation, labor, or ott- _ actors, growth occurs more rapidly
in certain areas than in others. Labor and capital migrate to the dominant
areas, reaulting in a "backwash effect" in the less developed, peripheral areas.
ExpanSion in the dominant center eventually leada to demands for goods and
Services produced_in the peripbcr,g1 areas. If these "spread effects" outweigh
the backwash oftt-cts, the periphe--al areas begin to experience economic growth.

Hirschman's model is similar to zho cumulaive_causation model. In the
core-periphery model, it is asf t centers or growth polea emerge in
a region and that, as che cenr cq-,;14., "polarization" effects similar to
Myrdal'S backwash effects occun. Over :qae, theSe growth centers become
Sufficiently large that they are unable to supply all the needs Ind growth
"trickles down" to peripheral areas.

Myrdal and Hirschman derived the.!: models to help explaiv national or regional
differences iv levelt of economic development, and neither specifically applied
their modela within a metrepolitan/nonmetropolitan context. Nonetheless, their
models help to_explain patterns of nonmetropolitan growth within the "urban
fields" of metropolitan areas (Friedmann and N.lier 1965; Lamb_1975) and in
areas producing coal and other energy resources during_the srventies. Moreover,
improvements in transportation and communication have facilitated spread effects
and the trickle down of economic activities into nonmetropolitan ,leas. Some
parta of nonmetropol_tan America, however, have been experiencing backwash and
polarization effects for_many years, ar-i it is unclear whether they ever will
benefit from spread effects or tricr.it down. Government programs may spur
development in these lagging regioho, nut the fiscal soundness of such programs
has beer i_ve focus of ongoing debate by regional and national policymakers.

7todUtt cytle Model

Similar in some ways to the=notions of spread effecta and trickle down,
the product_cycle model suggests that when the proceS6 for providing goods or
services becomes sufficiently routine, p:oduction can "filter down" to more
peripheral areas where-labor-or other costs are_low_(Thompson 1969, pp. 8-9;
Norton and Rees 1979; Rees 1979). This model is based upon three stages in a
product's life cycle: innovation, growth, and standardization (Vernon 1966;
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Hirsch 1967). The first two stages are most likely to occur initially in the
core areas, but the third can take place in more peripheral locations.

The product cycle model is sometimes viewed as a vi,d1 component to a
systems theory of regional development in which "technological innovation is
seen_as the primary_reason for economic growth" (Storper 1981, p. 20), and other
factors of production such as labor and capital are considered less important.
Innovationinduced growth diffuses through the urban hierarchy, with the more
highly skilled jobs, such as those in corporate administration rld research and
development, occurring at headquarters of companies in .arge metropolitan areas
(for example, Perry 1972). More routine production takes place in branch plants
at smaller_centers within the hierarchy. Growth throughout the hierarchy,
however, is uneven. A few metropolitan centers dominate, and growth and decline
in the periphery depends upon the ability of corporations to adapt to ongoing
technological change.

Several writers have used the ), _ 1 ,I.ycle model to help explain
nor:metropolitan industrial gra:: the sixties and seventies. Petrulis
(1979a),_for example, used the model to examine national changes in metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan employment in manufacturing._ Erickson (1976), Leinbach
( )78), Erickson and Leinbach (1979), Cromley and Leinbach (1981), and Park and
Wheeler (1983) applied the product cycle model to Statelevel changes in
employment for Georgia, Kentucky, New Mexico, Vermont, and Wisconsin. These
Statelevel studies usually concluded that the availability of trainable labor
willing to work for modest wages was a key factor in the filtering down of
manufacturing to nonmetropclitan areas.

Development Stages Model

The development-stages model, which perhaps became most well known with the
publication of Rostow's (1960) The Stages of Economic_Growth has been
proposed by numerous writers including Colin Clark (1940). According to this
approach,_longrun structural changes .-4ve resulted in increasingly mo1.2
sopbisticated_types of_economic grol.th and development. In --oeral, these
structural changes have led to shifts from more traditional dgricultural or
resourcebased societies to industrial and postindustrial economies.

Development in most economically advanced societies has been shown to be
somewhat consistent with the stages model. Critics of the model, however, argue
that rapid economic expansion can occur in countries characterized by the first
stages_of the model;_for example the growth of selected petroleumbased
economies in the Middle East during the seventies, and that some of the older
industrial regions in Western countries are growing slowly or are declining.
The stages model also has been criticized because it is based on weak
theoretical foundations and fails to identify the mechanisms linking the stages
and leading to growth.

Although Hage (1979) has proposed that the stages model may be helpful in
conceptualizing nonmetropolitan growth in a postindustrial society, recent
experiences in numerous rural areas suggests that the model should be applied
cautiously. Resourcebased rural economies in some parts of the Western United
States, for example, experienced rapid growth in the seventies, and many
nonmetropolitan areas have advanced to a postindustrial stage without having
experienced growth in manufacturimg. Furthermore, some of the more
industriallzed rural areas in the Midwest and Northeast are experiencing
problems similar to those found in major metropolitan portions of those
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regions, indicating that communities advancing to the later stages of the modelare not inevitably undergoing growth and development;

Expott Base Mbdel

Douglass North (1955) was among the earliest economists to argue that the
export base model is more appropriate than the development stages model for
describing regional economic growth. Proponents of the export base model
believe that regional economies develop because of demands for_commoditiesproduced i.. 'arge enough quantities to be exported to consumers outside the
region. As demand for the commodities growa, employment and incomes increase inthe economic sector (basic) in which these commodities are produced and in
other sectors (nonbasic) suppling inputs to the exporting activities. A
region's economic livelihood thus is based upon its ability to export and, to
some extent, upon the amount of backward linkages from the exporting sector toother sectors in the regional economy. Resource-baSed activities, such as
agriculture, mining, forestry, and fishing, are among the more important
exporting activities mentioned by North and others. AWditional types o basic
activities are manufacturing industries exporting their products, tourism,
nonlocal Government, and service activities attracting customers from outside
the region.

The export base model has contributed greatly to the understanding of growth and
decline in rural labor markets. Much of the growth in nonmetro America depends
upon zhe export of goods or services produced locally or upon the ability to
attract income in other ways (for example, through tourigm or governmental
traiter payments) from outside the region. Declines in many rural areas have
resulted from resource depletion, technological changes in the production of
good§ or Services that the region exports, changes in consumer preferences or
other reasons policies leading to overall declines in demand for goods or
services produced in rural areas, competition from lower cost producers
elsewhere, and changeS in governmental policies.

Federal, State, and local programs for rural economic development have
implicitly or explicitly recog,:zed the i.-,?ortance_of the export base model. The
intention of many such programs has been to_facilitate the expansion of existing
basic activities or to encourage the development of new ones. Some of the
programs have been dt igned e iciLly to help adjust to declines in dema
goods -nd servicea important to a community's economic base.

While the export_base model undeniably it useful for understanding rural
economic growth and decline, it has a number of veaknessess. One of the more
obvious is that it is difficult to identify precisely which of an area's
economic activities are basic and which are nonbasic. Location quotients,
minimum requirements techniques, input-out analysis, and other techniques have
helped to measure basic and nonbasic activities, but they rely on assumptions
that limit their utility. _Another problem of the export base model is that it
assumes that regional growth is dependent largely upon exports; For most rural
communities, economic growth probably is very dependent upon the stimulation of
export-based activities. However, exports are less important for larger, more
diversified cities And regions where the development of backward
(import-subStitution) and forward linkages also may contribute to economic
growth. Perhaps the most serious limitation of the export base model is that it
iS more descriptive than analytical. The model describes how regions grow, but
it does not contribute much to understanding how and why locational decisions
about investments and disinvestments are made.
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Location Models

Location models are based upon neoclassical economic theory. The main
distinguishing feature of location models is their attention to the
significance of distance and the costs of overcoming it. In these modes,
transportation costs are assumed to be the most important factor deterrening the
location of economic activities. Among the more important models are von
Thunen's on the location of agricultural production, Christaller's and Losch's
central-place or market-demand approach, and Webber's least-cost theory.

The importance of location models for amalyzing nonmetro development is
undeniable, particularly where the assumptions underlying the models are valid.
An obvious example is von Thunen's model, since agricultural production is an
important part of the economy in many nonmetro areas. Though developed in
Germany during the 19th century, the model is believed to be somewhat relevant
for interpreting broader, zonal patterns of 20th century agricultural production
in the United States (Muller 1973). Central place theory has been shown to be
applicable to rural treas of the Midwest where the assumptions are closest to
being valid (for example, Berry 1967a). Least-cost theory 4- helpful for
examining the locational tendencies of economic activities characterized by
large amounts of weight or bulk lost during the processing of materials. Many
of these types of activities are located in nonmetropolitan arnas.

If the assumptions of these models are inmaIid, and this is often the casE, the
models have less utility. When the models' assumptions are relaxed to introduce
reality, it becomes increasingly difficult to explain the location of economic
activities in nonmetropolitan areas or elsewhere (for example, Lloyd and ricken
1977). Refinements to the models nonetheless continue, and they contribute to
an understanding of nonmetropctitan growth or decline in some areas.

Behavioral Models

To r.rtially account for problems in other models of the location of
economic activity and regional growth and decline, behavioral models have been
developed. Perhav the greatest concerns of behavioralists are the assumptions
ef economic ratio!-dlity and perfect information from models based upon
neoclassical econow:.cs. To behaviornlists (Pred, 1967, p. 24):

Every locational decision is i.ewed as occurring under conditions of
varying information and ability, ranging, at least theoretically, from
null to petfect knowledge of all alternatives, and as beLng governed by
varying abilities (as well as objectives) of the decision-makers.

Hence, growth and_decline of regional economies is a consequence of locational
decisions made under conditions of uncertainty (Webber 1972);

Decisions resulting in long-run stability or growth represent successful
adaptations to new locations. In such cases, businesses have considered
adequately the internal cnd external forces determining a "satisficing"
(rather than profit-maximizing) location, although over the longer term these
locations need to be within spatial margins to profitability (Smith 1981). Bad
decisions, in the absence of "adoption" of businesses by the economic
system (Tiebout 1957), often lead to reductions in work forces or to plant
closures.
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The behavioral model has been helpful for interpreting the procesS by which
companies locate in nonmetro areas. Various behavioral conceptualizations of
the decisionmaking process he-e been presented, and theSe have contribute,: to a
greater understanding about the reasons why manufacturers and other businesse::
locate branch plants in nonmetro and other peripheral areas. Numerous case
studies, especially when they incorporate a broader industriaI-organization
perspective, have added further to this awareness. Behavioral models, lac
several others addressing regional growth or the location of economic activit:,
are primarily descriptive, and concern has been raised about the likelihood of
obtaining meaningful generalizations from such models.

Streicturalist_Model

During the last 10 years or so, several writers have begun to interpret economic
growth and decline from a structuralist perspective (for example, Storper
1981). Supporters of this view usually share a Marxiat orientation and are
critical of neoclassical and other models that analyze economic change at a
micro level. Structuralists believe that the location of economic activities
is based upon the ability of entrepreneurs to interpret the historic interplay
of broader macro influences.

The essential argument of structural theory is that industry creates a
specific demand for labor-power; this df.miand changeS when, under pressure
associated with macroeconomic fluctuatIons, organizational restructuring
and labor process changes are initiatQd. The resultant changes in the
level and character of labor demand lead to changes in investment patterns,
including plant closings, relocations, and new plant establishment to take
advantage of more appropriate labor supplies. (Storper 1981, p. 27.)

Competitive pressures, according to the structuraliat model, have led ) a
spacial division of labor where the location of production differs hod) that of
nonproduction activities. Production is increasingly occurring where labor
costs can be minimized, Whereas conproduction activities tend to be more
centralized, The decentralization of branch plants into nonmetro America thus
is seen by ..tructura,ists as a result of the desire by businesses to maintain or
expand profits and thereby to accumulate capita/.

On the surface it appears that outcomes from the Structuralist model do not
differ much from those of the neoclassical growth or product cycle models.
Nowever, while the neoclassical models and the structural model have the notion
of profit maximization in common, they differ considerably in overall approach,
aSSeSaments of the effects of economic change, and the notion of Spatial
equilibrium. _The product cycle model differs from the Structuralist approach
primarily in the interpretation of the roles of technology, cf.pital, and labor.
Structuralists consider the product cycle model to be technological determinism
(Stcrper 1981; Sayer 1983). In a capitalist system, technological change is
viewed as inevitably leading to regional "losers" as well as "winners" and as
substantially contributing "to the very problems that regional r'eory aims to
solve" (Sayer 1983, p. 65).

The structuralist approach also has ita critica. Some a
Marxist approach of the structuralists has been "heavy
Additionally, it has been argued that individual deci-
especially large corporations, have some degree of c
in which they operate, that the concepts of the struL
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rather than theorétiCal, and that the concepta Are not Well linked (Taylor And
Thiift 1983).

Summary

Conceptual models have some relevance for understanding growth, stability, and
decline in rural labor markets, and as Tweeten and Brinkman (197, p. 75) Stated
after their review of several models apprenriate to "micropolttan" development:
"We can learn_from each, but no one theory has the sole truth." None of the
modals satisfactorily accounts for variation in r)nmetro growth and decline in
all areas, and it may be impossible to derive such a model. Nevertheless, it
remains important to attempt to conceptualize the processes tsponsible for
nonmetropolitan development and to test these concepts as rigorously as
poSsible.

Measuring Growth, Decline, and Stability in Rural Labor Markets

Rural labor markets have long been topics of interest to analysts of regional
development. In the last few years, however, there has been renewed attention
to this focus of research, primarily 12'ause of the population turnaround in
nonmetropolitan America during the late sixties and early seventies. Numerous
studies have monitored these trends and have outlined reasons thought to be
responsible for national and regional patterns of growth and decline in
rural areas (for example, Beale 1975; 1976; 1977; Morrison and Wheeler 1976;
McCarthy and Morrison 1977; and Brown and Wardwell 1980).

Causes for population growth in nonmetropolitan areas since the sixties vary
geographically. Soue of the increases have been attributed to the extension_of
metropolitan commuting sheds into adjacent nonmetropolitan areas. Considerable
growth also has occurred in nonadjacent areas beyond the urban fields of large
and small metropolitan cities. This growth in more remote areas has been
associated with numerous factors, among wich are the decentralization of
manufacturing, expansion of energy production, inrmigration of older Americans,
increased enrollmentP in colleges and universities, reLreation and
quality-of-life am-Adties, and government-related activities. Th-. geographic
diversity in the .:111- ,r-ance of these factors for growth and decline in
nometropolitan sxnce 1970 has been summlrized well by Brown and BeCle ir
Nommetropolltan-AmT. a in-Transition (Hawley and Mazie 1981), perhaps the must
wide-ranging reference available to date on nonmetropolitan America.

The existing literature suggests that numerous variables can be used to
measure growth, decline, and st&bility of rural labor markets. Changes in
population and migration often are used to provide an overall picture, while per
capita income, poverty rates, and other quality-of-life indices help provide a
better understanding of economic and social well-being. It would seem, however,
that measures of employment best capture changes in the supply of and demand for
labor. Thus the remainder of this section will address recent trends by
focusing on employm_rit and_unemployment, though results from several studies
using other measures of growth and decline also will be presented. ne
discussion begins with comments about the principal sources of data for
employment and unemployment, which is followed by a review of selected studies
covering rural labor markets primarily in the sixties and seventies. Also
inc1ud1 will be an assessment of the post-1979 pattern of nonmetropolitan
employment and an overview of recent trends in unemplorient and underemplo7ment.
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Sources of Data

The principal suppliers of information for rural labor markets are the Bureau of
the Census, U.S. Department of Labor, and U.S Department of Agriculture.
Employment data from the Bureau of the Census and the Department of Labor are
available for several economic sectors, while those from the Department of
Agriculture are available only for farmworkerS. Discussion here will center on
the first two major sources; more complete reviews of all three are available
elsewhere (for example, Moser 1972; Tweeten 1979; Gilford and others 1981, pp.
129-60).

The Cetsus of Population published by the Bureau of the Census, provides the
most comprehensive data available for nonmetropolitan areas. Availability of
these data only at 10-year intervals, however, limits their utility. The
economic censuses, published every 5 yeara, AlSo are useful for=analyzing
nonmetropolitan trends in employment. Annual County Business Patterns are among
the best published sources available, although these reports do not cover some
of the more important sectors (for example, agriculture and State and Local
Governments), and users must aggregate data for counties to derive
nonmetropolitan totals. The Current Population_Survey another annual report of
the Bureau of the Census, is based upon monthly intervidwa of approximately
70,000 households, and quarterly and annual breakdowns of employment and
unemployment by place of residence are available on computer tapes for
nonmetropolitan areas.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), which is an arm of the Department of
Commerce, and the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
also provide valuable data, the best of which comea from the BLS's ES-202
program. Data from the ES-202 program are used to provide breakdowns of wage
and salary_employment by sector for the United States,_census regions, and
States. These data are further disaggregated_by metropolitan and
monmetropolitan areas and A,e available, along with data for proprietors, on
microfiche_or computer tapes. Similarly categorized data on personal income,
including figures at the county level, are available from the BEA.

Disclosure at the nonmetropolitan level iS one of the most formidable issues
facing users of these sources of data. In many rural areas, economic
sectors are :haracterized by only a few employerE. To protect the
confidentiality of information about these employers, data for various sectors
are not disclosed. Although_other sources occasionally can be used to help
estimate employment where disclosure occurs, deriving detailed information is
often difficult and sometimes impossible.

Because_much of the data for nonmetropolitan areas is available only on
microfiche or from computer tapes, it is somewhat inaccessible and difficult to
use. Investigators may be r6quired Lo purchase more than is necessary and, as
Clubb and Traugott (1979, p. 204) note: "When the costs of overpurchase
are added to the reprocessing costs subsetting and converting data to usable
form, the financial and other burdens confronted in utilizing federally
collected data can become roiAbitive for all but the best funded individual
scholar or research group. 1;-..3 problem is especially acute for
nonmetropolitan policymakerS And analysts who need detailed data to comply with
Federal requirements for preparation of_grants and t.-1 monitor and examine
recent: trends. Recognition of these and other problems hag led to a call for
improving "the quality and specificity of information collected and reported on
rural areas" (Block, Naylor, ane Phi.11ips 1983, p. 2). Efforts to accomplish
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this, however, would probably be expensive and may be inconsistent with attempts
to reduce Federal spending during the eightieS.

Growth and Decline of Employment in Rural Labor Markets

Regional growth and decline of employment in the United States has been the
topic of considerable research, especially with the decline of population and
employment in the Frost Belt and increases in the Sun Belt during the sixties
and seventies. Although numerous analysts have discussed_changes in employment
for specific regir,s, publications of egional trends across the United States
have been nohat more scarce. One the most comprehensive earlier studies
was by Perloff and others (1960), wh ed shift-share analysis to examine
regicnal changes in employment from 54. More recent examples include
Sterdlieb and Hughes (1975), WeinstE n andi Firestine (1978), Beyers (1979)
Pack (1980), Roneg (1980), and Greenwood (1981).

Comparisons between metropolitan and nonmetrcpolitan changes in employment also
have been undertaken. Trends in manufacturing have been the focus for some (for
example, Petrulis 1979a,b; Estall 1984); nonmanufacturing along with
manufacturing has been included in others (Hansen 1973; Harer 1973, 1974; Haren
and Holling 1979; Till 1981). These studies found that during the late sixties
and early seventies, employment in manufacturing increased more rapidly for
nonmetropolitan areas than for mel.ropolitan areas, resulting in an expanding
share of manufacturing for nonmetropolitan America. Much of this grov-th,
however, was in slow-growth industries, and after 1973, nonmetropolitau
employment grew more rapidly in services than in manufacturing. Approximately
40 percent of total nonmetropolitan employment was in the South, and 30 percent
was in the North Central census region, with the remainder about evenly_split
between the West and Northeast. Increases in nonmetropolitan employment from
1962-1978 were greater for the South and West than for the other two regions,
similar to the national trend.

Several receni studies have added significantly to the literature on
growth and decline in r.ral labor mrAets (Garnick 1983, 1984; Ross, Green, and
Hoppe 1984; Daberkow or. Bluestone 'fi; Blue!-tone and Daberkow 1985; Kuehn and
Bender 1985; Richter Althoug only the publications by Bluestone and
Daberkow are based solri:f on employment data, ench study contributes to the
understanding of contempo'3ry trends.

Garnick, for exanple, assesses shifting balances in metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan population, personal income, and earnings over three time spans:
1959-69, 1969-79, and 1979-81. The data show that during the latest time
period, there has been more growth in metropolitan areas than in nonmetropolitan
areas. This growth, nonetheless, has not been spatially uniform: "In the more
urbanized regions, nonmetropolitan areas continued to grow faster than
metropolitan areas; and in the less urbanized regions, metropolitan areas
continued to grow faster than nonmetropolitor areas" (Garnick 1984, p. 258).
Garnick concludes that nonmetropolitan gro,ith may slow during the eighties fnr
several reasons: (1) energy-related development will not occur as rapidly; (2)
peaks may be close for the "catching up" of non- metropolitan areas to
metropolitan areas in the p7:oportion of service jobs; (3) wage-rate
differentials between metropolitan and nonmetropoi.itan ereas are being reduced;
(4) workers in metropolitan areas are becoming more wil qg to negotiate wage
bargains and work rules that are more favorable to maint.ining and creating
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jobs;_and (5)_community leadersiin metropolitan areas are becoming morei:_____
sensitive to the importance of taxes in the locational decisions of businesses.

A sorewhat different approach is
1979 or 1980 data for income aria

nonmetropolitan counties accordi
economic patterns: agriculture,
mining, poverty, and retirement.
classification are twofold:

taken by_Ross; Green; and Hoppe; who use mostly
other_variables to classify 2,443
ng to seven types of socio-demog-caphic and
Federal lands, Government, ManUfaCturing; _

Their purposes for deriving and analyzing this

First, it provides a general fran..ework for translating the social,
economic, and demographic diversity exisiting in contemporary rural
settings into a small number of meaningful dimensions. Second, the
dimensions themselves may be treated as contexts for examining the
effects of various kinds of public policies and secular forces on present
and future development of rural areas (p. 2).

After using discriminant analysis and t-tests of means to identify important
characteristics for each of the seven types of counties, the authors discuss the
implications of their findings. Among the more important of these is that
while, in the aggregate, nonmetropolitan America is becoming more diversified,
and many individual rural Areas are still economically specialized or are
changing from Specialization in one type of economic activity to specialization
in another. Policies aimed at diversification thus need to be carefully
assessed to determine whether they will accomplish their objectives.
Additionally, the authors believe that programs need to be developed to address
the specific needS of poverty areas, retirement areas, and areas affected
adversely by the Shift of nondurable manufacturing to nations with lower costs
of production.

Data for income_at the county level also arr4 vied by Kuehn and Bender to
classify nonmetropolitan counties accordir, specialization in farming,
manufacturing, mining, government, and othcr c%onomic sectors. Location
quotients are used to derive dominant or wior specialties for each county in
1970 and 1979. Just over half the countic- ,c.L.:3 be class -ied by dominant
economic Specialty, with manufacturing acconni..w for 30 p,rcent and farming
17 percent (Y.! the total in 1979. Manufacturir:g howeve had
increased since 1970, while farming's had deczca Thes.: findingS are aimilar
to those of Ross and others namely, That despite erforts to diversify rural
ecoulmies, many remain tied to one type of economic specialization, and that
policies for aiding economic development in nonmetropolitan America should be
designed in accordance with the variations among areas.

The possible end of the turnaround in nonmetropolitan _rcwth during the
seventies is explored by Richter. To ascertain whether this occurred, he
examined annual growth rates in population are migration for 3,097 counties
during the sixties and three periods in the seventies: 1970-74, 1974-77, and
1977-80. His reaulta 4ndicate that there was a slowdown_in nonmetropolitan
growth during the late seventies, but that this took p.ace almost entirely in
counties not adjacent to metropolitan areas. Adjacent counties, on the other
hand,_continued to grow faster than metropolitan areas. He further findS that
metropolitan areas with less than 100,000 population had a higher growth rate
than either larger metropolitan areas or nonmetropolitan areas during the late
seventies.



Richter also categorizes nonmetropolitan counties by percentage employed in
agriculture, manufacturing, mining, entertainment and personal services, and the
military. Annual net migration rates were considerably lower or more negative
in the late seventies than in the earlier part .' the decade f c counties
heavily dependent upon agriculture, manufacturing, and the mi.: tarn relatively
stable for the few counties heavily dependent upon entertainmett r4 per-onal
services; and unchanged for counties heavily dependent upon minlni;, though this
rate was much higher during the midseventies than in both the earlier and later
parts of the decade. Richter concludes that some of the reasons for the
nonmetropolitan turnaround appear to have been short term, and that the slowdown
of growth in the late 1970s "may only corroborate the notion that migration
between nonmetro and metro areas is tending towards equilibrium" (p.

Recent and projected trends in nonmetropolitan employment are summarized by
Bluestone and Daberkow. In their 1984 report, trends for 1976-79 and
1979=82 are examined; in the 1985 article they categorize trends for a different
set of periods: 1969-73 and 1975-82. The authors find that during the late
seventies and early eighties, gains in nonmetropolitan employment
occurred largely in services, tradc, and government, unlike the early seventies
when increases were more widespread among sectors Fram about 1975-82, o% _41i

nonmetropolitan growth lagged behind that of metropolitan areas -.,zause
slower growth in the South and West; however, gains in conmetropolitan
employment in these two regions were greater than those in the Notth Central and
Northeast. Slow growth in nonmetropolitan areas in the late seventies and early
eighties is attributed to the sharp reduction of growth In the North Central
region, which is heavily dependent on manufacturing and agriculture, sectors_
vulnerable to foreign compet tion and the cost-price squeeze in farming. The
North Central region was nar_lcularly hard hit during the recession of the early
eighties, with nonmetropolitan employment dropping by 4.2 percent. While this
performance was worse than that of other nonmecropolitan regions, it was not as
bad as in the metropolitan North Central where ealployment decreased even more.

Projections of employment to 1990 suggest that nonmetropolitan growth_will
continue to lag behind metropolitan growth. Private service industries are
expected to_experience the most growth in nonmetropolitan areas, though these
gains will be less than those in metropolitan areas. These projections,
combined with analysis of trends in the early eighties, lead tLe authors to
coGclude that strategies to reduce regional inequities during periods of
cyclical decline or slow growth may be more effective than those addressing
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan differences in economic well-being. Moreover,
if nonmetropolitan areas are once again entering a slow-gtowth phase, "rural
development policy may have to focus more attention on expanding economic
opportunities or on helping rural areas bettgr adjust to slower growth"
(Daberkow and Bluestone 1984, p. 16).

A Further Look at Recent Trends in Nonmetropolitan Employment

Investigation of data for nonmetropolitan employment since 1979 yiElos
additional insight about recent trends. Two types of unpublished datd are used:
(1) employment by place of work, which is available for the Nation, census
regions, and States by metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas; (2) employffient by
place of residence, which is only available for metropolitan and nonmetropolitan
areas nationally. Place-of-work data are available from the Bureau of_Economic
Analysis; place-of-residence data are from the Current eopulation Survey.
Metropolitan/nonmetropolitan breakdowns by place of work are based on the most
current delineation of metropolitan areas, which for the data here is 1982. By
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place of residence, the breakdowns_are_based upon the delineation of 1970
metropolitan areas, and annual averages are available through 1984.
Nonmetropolitan employment is greater by place of residence than by place of
work because data by place of residence in the eighties include figures for
areas becoming metropolitan since 1970, and because the number of employees who
live Aonmetropolian areas but work in metropolitan areas is greater than the
number working in nonmetropolitan areas and living in metropolitan areas. If
trends from both types of data are similar, however, differences in methods of
collection and definition become less important.

The nonmetropolitan share of national employment seems to have peaked in the
late seventies (table 1). Data by place of work indicate that the
nonmetropolitan Share waS greatest (21.9 percent) in 1976 and has declined
stead5ly since then. Ry place of residene, the share was greatest in 1978
and has declined_through 1984. Highest employment by place of work occurred in
1979. Because_of the way data were tabulated, figures for nonmetropolitan
employment from the Current Population Survey show continued growth through
1984, though there vas a (Lop in 1982. TheSe trenda, especially for change in
share, indicate that the recesSion of the early eighties was more severe in
nonmetropolitan areas than in metropolitan areas, which appears to be in
contrast with the pattern of the recession in the mid-seventies.

Changes in nonmetropoIitn shares of employment hy sector from 1979-82 reveal a
similar pattern (table 2). For most seetors, the nonmetropolitan share declined
during the first few years nf the eightiea. Data by place of reSidence since
1982 indicate overall atat-lization, with half the sectors gaining in share and
hali losing. Nonmetropolitan shares of the Nation's employment in agriculture,
forestry, fishing, and mining, not surprisingly, are considerably greater than
the overall nonmetropolitan share, while the private setcices are
underrepresented in nonmetropolitan areas.

Nonmetropolitan constrlezion and manufacturing were the sectors hardest hit by
the recession of the early eighties (table 3). Place-of-residence data indicate
that both sectors had recovered somewhat by 1984. Mere was even a modest gain
for nonmetropolitan employment in the construction sector, but by 1984
manufacturing had not recovered to its pre-recession peak. Tne sectors most
utle zepresented in nonmetropolitan areas (Services and finance, insurance, and
real estate) experienced notable gains in employment during the recession.
Erg oyment in Government and transportation and public utilities seems to be
relatively stable in nonmetropolitan_America; however, mining, where growth
occurred in the early eighties, experienced a big drop from 1982-83. While
trends for agriculture, forestry, and fisheries are unclear, it appears that in
the mideighties, nonmetropolitan employment is decreaSing, a finding consistent
with those from analysts concerned about impacts of the cost-price squeeze on
businesses in theee tectorS. Trends in nonmetropolitan employment also are
unclear for the trade sector, which experienced continued increases by place of
residence but not by place of work. This difference may result from the
inclusion of post-I970 metropolitan areas in the place-of-residence data, or
from the inclusg.on in the data of large numbers of nonmetroplizan residenta
commuting to wo:k .1-1 metropolitan retail and wholeSale eStabliShmenta.

Analysis of employment data for nonmetropolitan_areas nationally, as has been_
pointed ,ut by other writers, may mask considerable regional diversity. During
the re-esbien of the early eighties, for example, nonmetropolitan
employment in some States continued to increase, and there were substaltial
declines la others (fig. 1). In 20 States there were more nonmetropolittIn
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Table 1--U.S. nonmetropolitan employment, 1973-84

By place of residence 2/

Number Percentage of

rational total

Number Percentage of

rational total

:

Thousanis Percent Thousands Parcert

1973 : 19,991 21.6 26,091 33.9

:

1974 : 20,370 21.6 26,458 30.8
:

1975 : 20,151 21.8 26,126 30.8

:

1976 : 20,822 21.9 27,150 31

:

1977 : 21,410 21.8 28,317 31.3
:

1978 : 22,199 21.6 29,844 31.6

:

1979 : 22,683 21.4 29,916 0.9

1980 : 22,582 21.2 30,150 31

:

1981 : 22,658 21.1 30,488 31

1982 22,312 21 30,335 30.5

1983 : ma. n.a. 33,06 30.4

1984 : ma. n.a. 31,930 30.4

Percertgge charge in eaploymert,

1979-82: -1.6
Percertage charge in emigoyment,

1979-62: 1.4

1979-84: 6.7

ma. = Not available.

1/ Basel on delineation of metropolitan areas in 1982.

-27 Based on delineation LI metropolitan areas in 1970.

Source: U.S. Departmert of Caanerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

U.S. Departmert of Ccamerce, Bureau of the Cersus, Currert Population Survey.
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Table 2-Nonmetropolitan shares of total U.S. employment by economic sector, 1979-84

: BypcectrklJ By_place_of_residerce 2/
Itan 1979 1982 : 1W9__ 1982 1981 1984

isgriculture, forestry, and
fisheries 63.8 63,4

Percent

70.8 69.5 69.471.1

Minirg 53.2 48.9 59.6 52.7 50.7 52.6

Corstruction 19.4 18.6 32.6 32 31.1 31.2

Marufacturirg 21.4 21 31.3 30.9 31.6 32

Trarsportation and public
utilities 16.3 16.3 26.6 26.8 26.5 26.2

Trale 17.3 17.1 27.4 27.9 27.7 27.9

Finsrce, itsurarce,
real estate 11.1 10.8 19 19.4 19.6 19.6

Services 15.6 15.1 23.9 23.3 23.6 23.5

Government 21.7 21.8 32.7 32.5 33 32.9

Nonfarm self-employed ani
urpaid fanny wOrkert 4/ 28.2 27.9 38.5 37.6 36.7 36.2

T3tal 21.4 21 30.9 30.5 30.4 30.4

1/ }bsed on delireation of metropolitan areas in 1982.
2/ Based on delireation of metropolitan areas in 1970.

Emplorient figures by place of wrk include "cther" norf arm wage arrl salary employment.
Figures by place of residerce irrhEle self-enployed ani urpaid agricultural workers.

AI Employment figures by place of work include =faun proprietors only.

SOurces: U.S. Department Of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Aselysis.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey.
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Table 3--U.S. nometropolitan employment changes by ecom]nic sector, 1979-84

Item
By Place of xkitic. 1/

1979 1982 1979-62 choge

Agriculture, forestry and

ThisáiiI Pé±tent ThdusáixI s ercent Thousands Percent

fisheries 3/ 2,937 12.9 2,937 13.2

Mining : 504 2.2 550 2.5 46 9.1

:

Construction : :13 3.9 722 3.2 -161 =18.2

Manufacturing 4;510 19;9 3,958 17.7 -552 -12.2
.

Transportation:and public :

utilities 837 3.7 826 3.7 -11 -1.3

Trade 3,520 15.5 3,515 15.8 .5 -0.1

Finance, insurance; end

read estate . 564 2;5 593 2;7 29 5;1

Services 2,940 13 3,079 13.8 139 4.7

Goverment 4,033 17.8 4,048 18.1 15 0.4

Nonfarm self-employed and

unpaid family workers 4/ 1,954 8.6 2,083 9.3 129

Tttal : 22,682 22,311 =371 =1.6

(continued)
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-U.S. normecropolitan emplcymert changes by eccmcodc sector, 1979-84-continued

Item

Itureijorestry and

-erbla 3/

uction

cturirg

outation and public

sportation

ei irsurance, and

Estate

ES

reit

a-self-Euployed ard

Id famdly =ice= 4/

By place cf residence 2/

1979 1982 1983 1984 1979-1982 charge 1979-84 c

: Thmmands Percent Thousands Percert Thcusands Percert Thousands Percent Thcusands Percert Thcusards

: 2;372 7.9 2;439 8.0 2;381 7.8 2;331 7;3 67 2;8 -41

502 1.7 521 1.7 451 1.5 489 1;5 19 3;8 -13

1;505 5 1,323 4.4 1,384 4.5 1,525 4.8 -182 -12.1 20

6,777 22.7 6,111 20.1 6,117 19.9 6,551 20.5 -666 -9.8 -226

1,405 4.7 1,449 4.8 1,398 4.6 1,479 4.6 44 3.1 74

: 4;778 16 5,191 17.1 5,246 17.1 5,534 17.3 413 8.6 756

988 33 1;090 36 1,137 3.7 1,182 3.7 102 10;3 194

:

: 3,822 12.8 4,283 14.1 4,536 14.8 4,707 14.7 461 12.1 885

5,033 16.8 5,045 16.6 5,127 16.7 5,193 16.3 12 0.2 160

: 2,733 9.1 2,2 9.5 2.918 9.5 2,939 9.2 149 55 206

: 29,915 30;334 30,695 31,930 419 1.4 2,015

ied cci delineCion of netrepolitatareas it:1982.

led oniielineation of-netrqpnlitan-arees in-1970.

Iloymert figures by place dunk include "other'. nonfarm wage ard salary employment.

iloyment figures by place Of aork include nonfarm proprietors Only.

U;S; Depetteett Cdaterte, Bdread Of EdetnaidAreaytig;

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current PormlaticmiSurvey.
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FIGURE 1

Percentage Change in Nonmetropolitan Employment, by place of work, 1979-82 1/

rce: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

1/ Based on delineation of

metropolitan areas in 1982.
24 States where nonmetropolitan

employment grew more or decrined less
than metropolitan_employment.

Note: NewJersey had no nonmetropolitan
areaS in 1982.



employees in 1982 than_in 1979. Percentage gains generally were highest in
the West, though the greatest decrease among all States occurred in Oregon.
Several States in the South and in New England also had substantial increases.
Besides Oregon, other States with large declines were located mostly in the
Midwest and MidSouth. While nonmetropolitan areas overall fared worse than
metropolitan areas during the recession, in 20 States nonmetropolitan employment
grew more or declined less than metropolitan employment. Examination of figure
1 does not zeveal distinct similarities in the location of these 20 States.

Although 20 States had more nonmetropolitan jobs in 1982 than in 1979,
employment peaked in 1982 for only 10 States (fig. 2). On the otivar hand, 22
States, mostly in the Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, and Pacific Northwest, reached
their greatest nonmetropolitan_employment in 1979. Another 15 States peaked in
1981, Suggesting that they were not as vulnerable to the recession as States
peaking earlier.

Changes in nonmetropolitan employment have had more impacts on the economies of
some States than on others. In the early eighties, nonmetropolitan areas
accounted for more than 50 percent of employment in 15 States, most of which
were West of the Mississippi River or in New England (fig. 3). Computation of
changes in nonmetropolitan employment as percentages of total State employment
indicates that South Dakota, Mississippi, Idaho, and Iowa were most severely
affected by nonmetropolitan declines in the early eighties (fig. 4). States
bordering the Great Lakes generally were no worse off than other States where
nonmetropolitan employment decreased. Adjusted increases were greatest in
Alaska and Wyoming, States also characterized by vast rural areas. Computation
of adjuSted changes in nonmetropolitan employment suggeSt that nonmetropolitan
decline or_growth has had particularly significant impacts in some States, and
that special attention may need to be paid to problems in these States.

Sectoral changes in nonmetropolitan employment varied considerably among
States during the early eighties_(table 4). Nearly all States experienced
nonmetropolitan gains in_services and finance, insurance, and real estate;
declines occurred in construction and manufacturing for most States. The
number of States experiencing nonmetropolitan decreases in government employment
was greater than the number where growth occurred, despite overall growth
nationally in nonmetropolitan areaS. Disclosure_was_a problem for trade ard
transportation and public utilities,_but it appears that the number of Stat2S
losing nonmetropolitan employment_exceeded the number of States gaining.
Agricultural employment in nonmetropolitan areas decreased nationally, but more
States gained than lost employment in this sector. Every State gained in the
number of nonfarm proprietors.

Datr for the early eighties thuS support the findings of other recent studies.
Place-of-residence data since 1982 indicate that the private service industries
have experienced the most growth, a finding consistent with the projections of
BlueStond and Daberkow. The shifting balance between metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan areas noted by Garnick appears to have continued during the
early eighties. While the end of the nonmetropolitan turnaround suggested by
Richter may have occurred nationally, it appears that regional differences in
nonmetropolitan growth and decline continue. This regional variation is
undoubtedly associated with the diversity of nonmetropolitan areas identified by
Kuehn and Bender, and Ross, Green, and Hoppe.
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FIGURE 2

Peak Year for Nonmetropolitan Empinyment, 1-i5i place of work, 1919==82 1/

ource: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

1/ Based on delineation of
metropolitan_areas in_198T.
Figures since 1982 are not
yet available.

Note: New Jersey had no nonmetropolitan
areas in 1982.



FIGURE 3

NonmetropoIitan Shares of State Employment, by place of work, 1979-82 Average 1/

:e: U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

LO6

I/ Based on delineation of metlopolitah
areas in 1982; Figures ar6 percentageS
of State totals.
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FIGURE 4

Nonmetropolitan Employment Change as a Percentage of Total State Employment,
by place of work, 1929-82 1/

:ce: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

1/ Based_on_delineation_of
metropolitan areas in 1982'

Note: New Jersey,had no nonmetropolitan
areas in 1982.



Table 4Mimber of staces experiencing increases cc decreases in nonnetropolitan employment by ecoranic sector, 1979-82 1/

(By place of work)

Itan
: Ncmmetrcpolitan 1979-32 change in
: employment as_cercent States 1.1ceriercirg nonmetropolitan
: iiof ratioml normetropaitan enploymert _ ernplustient aa percert

: (1979=82 aVerage) Ircreases Decreases data disclosure of national

Farm

_

Percent /limber Perccrt

12.3 28 071 -0;7

Agricultural services, fores-:

try, fishirg, anu other : 0.8 45 11.9

Miring 2;4 1 40 9.2

Construction 3.6 8 36 5 -18.2

Manufacturing 18.9 47 0

Transportation and public

utilities 3;7 13 24 12 -1.3

Trade 15.6 11 13 25 -0.2

Firanceinsurance, and

real estate 2.6 39 6 5.3

SerViCOS 13.3 41 7 4.7

Government 18 29 0 0.4

Nonfarm proprietccs 8.9 49 0 6.6

Total number of States NA 21 28 NA

Total percent-4g charge NA NA NA -1.6

NA = Not applicable.

1/ Based on delineation of metrcpolitan areaa in 1982. New JerFey had no noraetropolitan areas in 1982.

Scurce: U.S. Department of Comnerce, Bureau cf Econanic Analysis.
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A discussion of recent trends in rural labor markets is incomplete without a
summary of unemployment and underemployment. Declines in employment, in th,?
absence of_outmigration, suggest increases in unemployment. _Underemployment,
sometimes termed "subempIoyment," occurs when employees are required
involuntarily to work part time, or when wages are insufficient to raise incomes
above the poverty level or some other measure of a decent standard of living.
Both part-time work and low-wage employment are more characteristic of
nonmetropolitan areas than of metropolitan areas (for_example,_Marshall 1974;
Tweeten 1978; Nilsen 1979; Briggs 1981)- Many labor market analysts believe
that underemployment is better than unemployment for assessing the
underutilization of human resources. Each measure is difficult to estimate
accurately for rural areas.

Estimates of unemployment rates in the seventies generally were lower for
nonmetropolitan areas than for metropolitan areas (Schaub 1981, p. 3), but by
1980; this situation had_reversed (table 5). In the early eighties, the
nonmetropoIitan unemployment rate exceeded the metropolitan rate nationally and
in each of the four major census regions except the North Central (Daberkcw and
Bluestone 1984, p. 18), arid by 1982 the gap between metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan rates had widened. Moreover, nonmetropolitan areas fared worse
than metropolitan areas when unfavorable changes in unemployment rates were
combined with unfavorable changes in employment, tnough there was considerable
geographic diversity in these changes (Daberkow and Bluestone 1984, pp. 21-23).

Underemployment for nonmetropolitan areas can be estimated to some extent
by two measures collected for the Current Population Survey: persons working
part time for economic reasons and discouraged workers. Since 1973, both
measures have_been proportionally_higher for nonmetropolitan areas than for
metropolitan areas, and the recession of the early eighties had greater impact
on part time and discouraged workers in nonmetropolitan areas than in
metropolitan areas (table 6). Incorporating these two measures with estimated
unemployment allows the computation of an adjusted unemployment rate. As table
6 shows, the rates for nonmetropolitan areas, which were about the same as those
for metropolitan areas in the midseventies, began to exceed rates for
metropolitan areas in 1978 and have been nearly 2 percentage points higher since
1982. Although there was some improvement in 1984; the number of involuntary
part-time workers and discouraged workers was still higher than in any year in
the decade prior to 1982.

Summary

Earlier studies and the data presented here suggest the following
generalizations about recent trends in rural labor markets. (1) Growth in
nonmetropolitan areas slowed considerably during the late seventies and early
eighties. (2) This slowdown was greater in the Northeast and Midwest than in
the South and West. (3) Regional trends mask important subregional variation:
several States inthe South and West had among the highest declines in
nonmetropoIitan employment from 1979-82, and an but one State in New England
experienced increases. (4) Metropolitan areas, especially smaller ones,
recently have grown faster than have nonmetropolitan areas. (5) Nonmetropolitan
areas near metropolitan areas have experienced more growth recently than have
more remote nonmetropolitan areas. (6) Nonmetropolitan America is becoming more
diversified, but the economic base of many rural areas still is characterized by
dependence upon a single, usually sIow-growth or declining, sector. (7) Much of
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Table 5U.S. nometropolitan aid metropolitan unamploymert, by place of residence, 1923=84 1/

Year
Nometrcpolitan Metropcaitan

Unemplcyed : Uremplcymert rate : pampIcyed Unmulzment_zete_

Thasanis_ Percert Thoosanis Percert

1973 : 1,210 4.4 3,161 5.1

1974 : 1,410 5.1 3,645 5.8

1975 : 2,260 5,570 8.7

1976 : 2,C40 5,248 8

1977 : 1,9g0 6.6 4,866 7.3

1978 : 1;837 5.8 4,210 6.1

1979 : 1,800 5.7 4,163 5.8

: 2,362 7.3 5,0P7

1981 : 2;603 7.9 5,476 7.5

1982 : ,405 10.1 7,273 9.5

1983 : 3,460 10.1 7,257 9.4

1984 : 2;796 8.1 5,743 7.3

1/ Based on delireation of metropolitan areas in 1970.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; Current Pcpulation Survey
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the recent growth in nonmetropolitan areas has occurred in the service
industries, a trend projected to continue through the eighties. (8)
Nonmetropolitan employment nationally has increased since the peak of the recent
recession, but recovery has been slower in nonmctropolitan Areas than in
metropolitan areas. (9) Unemployment and underemployment rates in
nonmetropolitan areas have been higher than those in metropolitan areas during
the early eighties, and the differential between the_two types of areas has
widened. Because unemployment and underemployment are inadequately
measured for nonmetropolitan areas, it is likely the actual situation is more
diamal than the official_estimates suggest. (10) Governmental policies_
addressing the needs of rural labor marketS Should be based upon a_better
understanding of the diversity of nonmetropolitan areas and_the forces
underlying growth, decline, and Stability among and within regions.

Issues and Topics for Additional_Reseerch

A discussion of_issues and topics for additional research on growth,
decline, and stability in rural labor marketa could be extremely wide ranging.
the rural development policy act of 1980, for example, calls for the preparation
of a rural development strategy which would take into account the needs to:

A. improve the_economic weII-being of all rural reSidents and alleviate
the_problems of low-income, elderly, minority, And othertese
disadvantaged rural residents;
improve the business and employment opportunities, occupational
training and employment services, health care services, educational
opportunities, energy utilization and availability, housing,
transportation, community services, community facilities, water
supplies, sewage and solid waste management systemS, credit
availability, and accessibility to And delivery of private and public
financial resources in the maintenance and creation of jobs in
rural areas;

C. improve State and local government management capabilities,

inatitutions, and programs related to rural development and expand
educational aud training opportunities for State and local officials,
particularly in small rural communities;
strengthen the family farm System; and
maintain and protect the environment and natural resources of rural
areas.

E.

Most of these needs relate directly or indirectly to the provision of jobs or
the enhancement of incomes in rural labor markets. A comprehensive treatment of
these topics is beyond the scope of thia paper. The procedure_here will be to
follow the general format of the preceding discussion and_to focus on conceptual
models, data and dnfinitional issues, and recent and emerging trends in rural
labor markets. Where applicable, attention will be directed to issues of
growth, decline, stability, and adaptability.

Conceptual_Models

It hag been nearly 20 years since Brian_Berry (1967b) outlined strategies,
models, and economic theories of development in rural regions. Berry and other
writers in the sixties used elements of various conceptual models to explain
rural_development, which was viewed largely aS a residual of urban growth. _The
widespread growth of rural America in the late Sixties and early seventied came
as a surprise to some of these writera, And illustrated clearly that existing
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models_were "ill-equipped to explain the new types of rural growth_and changing
economic_patterns found in the rural areas of the advanced industrial society"
(Bradshaw and Blakely 1979, O. 33).

There remains a need for a conceptual model that accounts for long-term
trend-a and can be used to predict future changes in the growth and decline of

rural labor markets. Recent efforts, for example, to project nonmetropolitan
changes in_employment for the remainder of the decade and to interpret recent
trends suggest this continuing need (for example, BlueStone and Daberkow 1985).
As Nelson (1984, p. 694) has noted, a "paradigm" for rural development would
enable analysts to judge whether trends of the late seventies and early eighties
are "consistent with the nature of the structure of rural areas before the late
sixties and thus expected or whether the structure has changed and the
population and employment shifts should surprise us."

Several writers recently have attempted to interpret changes of the late
seventies and early eighties within a conceptual framework. In his analysia of

nonmetropolitan changes in population and migration during_the seventies,
Richter (1985, pp. 261-62) interprets the turnaround at the beginning of the
seventies and the slowdown in growth near the end of the decade as evidence of

convergence toward an equilibrium in metropolitaninonmetropolitan patterns of

settlement, which was earlier hypothesized by Wardwell (1977). Similarly,

Garnick (1984, p. 270) suggests that regional growth and decline reault from a

"to and fro" process in which an equilibrium is approached or reached AS new
industries build where old ones contract.

Perhaps a model that accounts for long-term and short-term changes should
incorporate concepts in addition to or other than those discussed earlier in

this paper. Schumpeter's ideas on "creative destruction" might be useful for
understanding long-term change, as might Kondratiev cycles (Rothwell 1982).

Another possibility is catastrophe theory, which has been used by Miernyk
(1982, pp. 98-106) to interpret unbalanced regional growth and the recent
slowdown in national economic growth.

Theorists attempting to derive models to explain and predict changes
should keep in mind the needs and abilities of politicians and other
decisionrmakers who ideally would use these models to formulate policida for

dealing with problems in rural labor markets. It is unlikely that policies will

be adopted if they are based upon conceptual models that are difficult to

understand and do not appear to conform to the "real world." The challenge is

to explain the complex simply, but not so simply that important aspects of the

explanation are omitted.

Data And Definitional-Tssues

Defining rural labor markets and obtaining data for testing hypotheses based

upon these definitions are two of the most critical issues facing builders of

conceptual models. Nonmetropolitan is used synonymougly with rural throughout
this paper, yet there are many rural people and jobs in metropolitan areaS,

particularly in the western United States. Rural_portions of these metropolitan

areas may be more remote from the area's central_city than are some nearby

nonmetropolitan communites. Although useful information about places of less

than 2,500 and open areas is provided by the Cansus of Population, it is not

provided often enough for examination of ongoing, short-term trends.
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Rural areas within nonmetropolitan areas also merit more attention. Lichter and
Fuguitt (1982), for example, have found that there_was a deconcentration from
1950-75 within nonmetropolitan areas as well as from metropolitan areat to
nonmetropoIitan areas. Thit deconcentration continued to 1980, and during the
preceding decade, mord than 80 percent of the total growth in nonmetropolitan
areas occurred outside places of 2,500 or 12ote population (Lichter, Fuguitt, and
Heaton 1985, p. 93). The rural-labor-market implications of_this growth are
unclear, for it was only partly related to changes in the_availability of jobt.
Again, except for decennial centus data, it is difficult to explore further the
relationships between ttrictly rural population changes and ttrictly rural
employment changes, a topic that could be of much interett given the problems
experienced by nonmetropolit.an areas in the early eighties.

Another issue is the comparability of data for nonmetropolitan areas over time
and by place of work or place of retidence. As_noted earlier in this
paper and recently by Bluestone (1984), employment trends and other data based
upon older delineationt of metropolitan are likely to be biased upward for
nonmetropolitan counties and downward_for metropolitan counties because of the
older delineation's inclusion of counties subsequently becoming metropolitan.
Moreover, "economic measures for nonmetro counties are likely to be more
affected by reclassification than measures for metro areas because transition
counLies have usually represented a tizable part of the parent group of nonmetro
areas but a smaller part of the receiving group of counties" (Bluestone 1984, p.
9);

Differences in the base year for delineating metropolitan areas_also hinder
comparisons between employment by place of work and employment by place
of residence. Annual place-of-work data available from the Buream of Economic
Analysis are based upon the most current_delineation of metropolitan; place-
of-residence data from the Current Population Survey are bated upon the
delineation of metropolitan areas in 1970. Trends over time can be compared for
both types of data; however, it is difficult to determine whether differences
are due to where employment is counted or to the delineation of metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan.

The most fundamental data issue is the inadequacy of statistics- for monitoring
and analyzing short-term trends in rural labor markets. Without_tuch ttatistics
it is difficult to test hypotheses or to develop policy for regolving rural
problems. As Hobbs_and_Dillman (1982, p. 7) have noted: "It is one thing to ask
a question and quite another to ask a retearchable question." Efforts
encouraging_governmental agencies to provide timely, detailed data for asking
and_potentially answering retearchable questions about rural labor markets mutt
continue; Additionally, current and potential users need better information
about and access to existing data.

Recent and Emerging Trends in Rural Labor-Markets-

While there unquestionably is a need to develop better data and more integrated
models of growth and decline in rural labor markets, little research is likAy
to be directed specifically to these topics. most investigators probably will
use existing conceptual models to study smaller pieces of the total picture with
the hope that their efforts will lead to a Fuller understanding of emerging
trends and their causes. There are many topics on which such efforts can focus,
and some of these will be discussed in the following section.
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The National_Eoll_and_Rural Labor Markets. _Improvements in transportation

and communication has led to more complete integration of Nonmetropolitan

America into the national economy. With this increased integration researchers
should examine further whether national growth and decline impacts

nonmetropolitan areas differently than metropolitan areas. It would seem that

because nonmetropolitan areas are lea§ economically diversified than

metropolitan areas, they would be less able to Adjuat to decline or to take

advantage of growth. Daberkow and_Bluestone (1984, p. 16), nonetheless, have

auggeSted that "during a cyclical decline_in economic activity or during a

period of glow Secular growth, larger disparities in economic well-being are

likely to develop Among regiona than between nonmetro and metro areas,"_and that

"changes in_national fiscal or monetary policy to counteract or smooth the

business cycle_may be more effective in reducing economic inequities among
regions than between nonmetro and metro are-AS." Their study, however, was

somewhat broad in scope, and more detailed examination of differential impacts

is needed.

Increased Atractivendat of Metropolitan_Areas. Analysis of data during
the_early_eighties revealed that nonmetropolitan areas fared worse than
metropolitan areas,_and the available evidence Since 1982 shows that the

nonmetropolitan share of employment has not reached levels of the seventies.

While this may be associated with differential impacts of the recession, it

could reflect an increase in the attractiveness or a_decline in the

unattractiveness of metropolitan areas. Richter (1985) reported that_
metropolitan areas, edpecially Smaller ones, began to grow faster than

nonmetropolitan_areas during the late Seventies, and Longino and others (1984)

demonstrated that the_percentage of older AmericanS migrating to metropolitan

areas was greater from 1975-80 than in the last half of both the fiftieS

and gixtieg, and that the percentage migrating to nonmetroplitan areas decreased

from earlier time periodS. Garnick (1984), as mentioned earlier_in_this paper,
proposed that nonmetropolitan growth may slow in the eighties because wage rate

differentials between metropolitan areas and nonmetropolitan areas are
being reduced, workers in metropolitan areas are becoming more willing to

negotiate wage bargains and work_rules more favorable to maintaining and

creating jobs, and community leaders in metropolitan_areas are becoming more
sensitive to the importance of taxes in the locational decisions of busilv:!sses.

These findings auggeat that factors influencing changes in the relative _

attractiveness of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas for businesses and
people may need to be reassessed.

Internatiotal-Money_Market_and the Ability of Nonmetropolitan Areas to Export.
NumerouS Writers have argued the importance of the export_base model for

regional development, and many nonmetropolitan communities rely_largely upon

exports for their economic livelihood. At the national level, the ability to

export is_at least partly dependent upon the strength of the U.S. dollar

relative to other currencies. If the value of the dollar iS high, American
exporters often find it more difficult to compete with foreign producers Where

currencies are weak. Conversely, "the lower_value of the dollar on
international markets serves to improve the potential...to meet_foreign
competition" (Seyler and Lon.gdale 1979, p. 183). Additional research should be
undertaken to estimate the impact§ of the value of the dollar on the ability of

nonmetropolitan producers to export outaide the United States and to identify

which nonmetropoIitan areas are most affected by changes in the value of the

dollar relative to other currencies.
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Foreign Competition. One of the most significant trends_being experienced by
the United States and other countries is their integration into a global
economy (for example, Editors oc Business Week 1982; Naisbitt 1982). Thit
integration has contributed to increased foreign competition as low-cott
producert elsewhere are able to sell in the United States at pricet below those
for domestically made products. Increased imports nationally have strained_the
financial situation for low-wage manufacturers, especially those in the South
(for example, Hansen 1979), and higher wage manufacturers in the_nonmetropolitan
Frost Belt have been hurt by imports and stagnant or declining demand in the
steel and motor vehicle industries. Aluminum companies and timber-products
companies in the Northwest also have had to contend with increased imports and
stagnant demand. The problem of imports has_become severe enough that there
have been increased calls for protectionism and, as of September 1985, Congress
wa§ faced with 300 to 400 bills to limit imports (Grady 1985).

There needs to be more detailed investigations on the impact of foreign
competition on rural labor markett. Most of the discussion thus far appears to
be relatively general and while foreign competition_is_certainly a
problem, there has been little detailed investigation of the specific linkages
between foreign competition and_economic decline in nonmetropolitan areas. More
retearch also needs to be directed to the shift of production from
nonmetropolitan_areas_to locations outside the United States. Growth of
low-wage_manufacturing in Mexico just across the border from_ the United States,
where there are nnw some 700 plants (Magnuson 1985), is an example of thz type
of activity that may be leading to economic distress in nonmetropolitan
communities.

Reverte Investment. During_the seventies, the pace of foreign investment in the
United States accelerated, and it appears that much of this new investment went
to established concentrations of economic activity (McConnell 1980). Increased
concerns about international terms of trade may lead to pressures for adoption
of_laws (fox example, domestic content legislation)_encouraging or requiring
certain types of foreign producers to manufacture_products in the United States.
Research is Aeeded to ascertain the degree_to which foreign investor§ have been
locating in noometropolitan areas,_the kinds of economic activities in which
invettments have been made,_and the likelihood of much additional growth from
foreign investment in nonmetropolitan areas.

Deindustrializatinn_and Plant Closings. Declines in manufacturing employment
during the seventies and Since have convinced many observers that the United
States is deindustrializing (for example, Bluestone and Harrison 1982).
Concerns about deindustrialization have been greatest in the Midwett and
Northeast, where numerous_communities depend on heavy manufacturing, and in
partt of the South_and Northwest. Because a growing proportion of
nonmetropolitan areas have come to rely on manufacturing as the most important
part of their economic base (Kuehn are Bender 1985),_the significacca of plant
closings as an issue in rural labor markets has increased.

To date there has been little_attentionipaid specifitally to heihMetitiOolitan
plant tloSings. Notable_execptions are Barkley,(1978) Who found_that_localIy___
Whed nonmetropolitan_firms inIowa were morelikely to_dlose_than_branch plants
of_multiplant_corporations,,but,because branch plants had_higher out-migration
ratesi_they were more locationallyiunstable; Erickson (1980),who found that
nonmetropolitan_branth plants-in Wisconsin_did not_haveia high rate of cloture;
and Anderton and BarkleY (1982), who concluded that nondurable gobdt
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manufacturers in nonmetropolitan Iowa were more locationally stable than durable
goods manufacturersAdditionally, Miller (1980) concluded that nationally, the
rate of out-migration for multiplant corporat,ons in nonmetropolitan areas was
lov, and that the rate of closure was lower for muitipIant corporations than for
independent firms. Further research on nonmetropolitan plant closings should
be directed to comparisons of the extent and characteristics of closings in
the eighties with those in the seventies and to variations in the abilitieS of
different types_of nonmetropolitan areas to adjust to_closings. This latter
focus should include analyses of the kinds of employment that are growing in
areas affected by closings, the extent to which ccher employers have hired
people losing jobs, and the characteristics of businesses re-opening closed

facilities.

Dual_Labor Markets. The concept of_dual labor_markets is based upon the notion
of primary markets and secondary markets for labor_(Doeringer and Piore 1971,
pp. 165-77). Jobs in primary markets have high wages, good working conditions,
and other favorable attributes; those in secondary markets have low wages, poor
working conditions, and other unfavorable characteristics. Many jobs in
nonmetropolitan areas are considered secondary (Averitt 1979; Bradshaw and
Blakely 1982). The most_obvious are low=wage manufacturing; however, certain
types of jobs in agriculture, tourism, and other part-time,_low-wage sectors
also can be classified as secondary. Even within some comparatively high-paying
sectora (for example, timber processing), there may be a sizable proportion of
secondary workera (Stevens 1979). Additional research should be undertaken on
the relative proportion of primary jobs and secondary joba in rural labor
markets, on changes in these proportiona over time, on which nonmetropolitar
areas have the greatest proportions of secondary workers, and on strategies for
improving the economic weII-being of secondary workers.

Growth of theEervices Sectors. Data for employment in the late seventies_and
early eightiea clearly show that the services have performed better than other
sectors, and projections to 1990 indicate continued nonmetropolitan growth in
services (Bluestone and_Daberkow 1985). Despite the strength of services, joba
in these sectors on average are somewhat low paying, and there are questions
about how long such jobs can continue "stoking the economy" (Pennar_and Mervosh
1985). Moreover, many types of service jobs are "nonbasic" rather than "basic."
Nonmetropolitan Ar6-As frequently "lack the size, relative location, or site
amenities to compete aucceasfully for business or personal service firms...; the
service sector in these areas often dependa upon growth in another sector, such
as manufacturing, for entry-level thresholds to be met before any growth can
ensue" (Seyler and Lonsdale 1979, p. 183). Nonetheless, some observers believe
that serviceS can contribute substantially to nonmetropolitan growth (Menchik
1981; Smith and Pulver 1981; Smith 1984).

More detail on the importance of services to growth and stability in rural labor

markets is warranted. What specific types of service industries have shown the
most growth? In what sizes of communities and in which_regions can services be
considered "basic," and where are they more likely to be "nonbasic"? How can
rural community leaders facilitate local growth of the services sectors?
Answers to theae questiona Should include a thorough analysis of the potential
of "retirees as a growth industry" (for example, Summers and Hirschl 1985).

One--sector_Dependency and Diversification. _Because many nonmetropolitan areas
are largely dependent on one economic sector, diversification often is suggested
aa a strategy for economic development. Diversification may mean increased
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growth in services, but it also can arise from additional manufacturing,
Government, or energy-related activities in areas where these sectors are not
already the most important part of the economic base. Manufacturing, for
example, has contributed strongly to growth in agriculturally dependent areas
(Deavers and_Brown 1985, p. li), but future gains in diversification through
manufacturing are debatable.

At the national level, it has been demonstrated that small businesses of
many types have played a major role in growth and diversification (for example,
Birch 1979), and the_promotion of small-business expansions and startup§ has
become a major objective of economic developers. Small businesses, however,
have a high rate of failure, and there is some doubt that they are a reliable
source of new jobs in nonmetropolitan areas. A recent_report by Miller (1985,
p. 10) revealed that small, independently owned_rural businesses "create many
jobs when new, but high failure rates and low job expansion lead to net losSes
after 5 years." Miller further concluded that most new jobs in nonmetropolitan
areas are created by affiliates of large corporaticals.

Rural diversification through small business development,_industriaI attraction,
or other ways will be difficult. To diversify, nonmetropolitan areas may have
to adopt a strategy of adaptability or flexibility "to live dangerously in a
battle of wits in a world of great uncertainty" (Thompson 1969, p. 25).
Strategies for nonmetropolitan diversification need to be more clearly outlined.
Do such_strategies vary by region, type of economic specialization, and size of
community? Can rural labor markets survive in the absence of economic
diversity, ard, if so, which types are most likely to survive?

People and Communities Left Behind. People and communities unable or unwilling
to adapt or to "hold on" often get "left behind" (President's National Advisory
Commission on Rural Property 1967; Whiting 1974). Those left behind are
characterized by high rates of unemployment, widespread underemployment, and low
incomes. The poverty level it a commonly used measure of personal distress, and
the proportion of persons below the poverty level has long been higher in
nonmetropolitan areas than in metropolitan areas. During the last 20 years, the
rate of nonmetropolitan_poverty has been decreasing, aud the gap between
nonmetropolitan and metropolitan areas has narrowed (for example, Seninger ard
Smeedling 1981). In 1983, the poverty rate in nonmetropolitan areas was 18.3
percent, a drop of nearly 50 percent from 1959; in metropoltian areas the rate
had decreased from 15.3 percent in 1959 to 13.8 percent in 1983 (O'Hare 1985, p.
15). For both metropolitan and_nonmetropolitan areas, however, the rate had
increased from 1978-83, with_the greatest gain in nonmetropolitan areas.
Geographically, the highest poverty rates continue to be in the South, though
the gap between the South and other regions has narrowed substantially.

Nonmetropolitan poverty also has been concentrated historically in the South.
Ross, Green, and Hoppe (1984) have identified_10 percent of all nonmetropolitan
counties as persistently low income and_most are in the South. Hoppe (1985) hat
demonstrated that while many_of the poorest counties have remained persistently
low income over_time,_some_have improved their status. Manufacturing and
services have accounted for the most growth, but the contributions of these and
other sectors have varied from one time period to another. _The contribution of
earnings to income growth has been considerably more important than
contributions of either transfer payments or property incomes in the poorest
counties (Hoppe 1985, p. 32). Despite some improvement, "over 25 percent of
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people in persistently low-income counties failed-to earn enough income to
exceed the official poverty line" (Deavers and Brown 1985, p. 8).

Substantial strides have been made in alleviating distress in rural labor
markets, but the persistence of poverty suggests the reed for additional
research. This need has been highlighted in the early eighties when
unemployment rates (including adjusted rates) and_poverty levels increased from
the late seventies, and the gap between nonmetropoIitan and_metropolitan
distress widened. Most of the topics already mentioned in this section have
poverty-related implications and should be included in further research on rural

economic distress. Discussion also should continue on emerging patterns of
distress, reasons_for these patterns, the likelihood of long-term distress,
alternatives for aIIeviating_distress,_the relationship between incomes and
rural costs of living, and procedures for measuring underemployment and
unemployment.

Diversity and Regional Trends. If there is one word characterizing rural
labor markets, it is "diversity." Persons investigating rural labor markets
should make sure_that this diversity is known to policymakers developing
strategies for dealing with_rural problems. Diversity occurs not only

interregionally but also intraregionaIIy. Policies designed without sufficient
awareness of intraregional differences are as unlikely to be successful as those
developed under the assumption that there is little interregional variation.
Research should focus on these intraregional differences as well as

interregional ones. Case studies of specific topics contribute to a better
understanding of intraregional variations and should be encouraged.

While there is Much diversity in rural labor markets, analysts should attempt to
find underlying trends and relate these trends to conceptual models. Testing of
conceptually well-defined hypotheses may lead to more complete models;
investigators should indicate explicitly how awareness of diversity is both
conceptually meaningful and useful for developing policy. The most insightful
research likely win be based on sound conceptual thinking and "hunch,

imagination, and creativity, which are the essential tools for sorting today's

trend from tomorrow's countertrend" (Dillman and Hobbs 1982, pp. 416-17.)

CONCLUSION

Growth, decline, and stability inrural labor markets will continue to be

an important topic for research through the remainder of the eighties. While

stability is probably the goal for most nonmetropolitan communities, some will

face rapid growth and considerably more will face stagnation and decline.

Factors influencing change will vary among rural labor markets, and analysts

will need to examine carefully interregional diversity when considering

strategies for assistance. Above all, flexibility to allow for changing

circumstances should be built into programs.

Whether or not an area's recent economic history is characterized by growth,

stability, stagnation, or decline, there are likely to be people out of work or

with low incomes. Some of these people may be chronically disadvantaged, but

others may have experienced economic misfortune comparatively recently. If

existing programs are unable to help people in both groups, analysts of rural

labor markets should be prepared to heIp policymakers design new strategies.
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To be effective, programs for helping resolve problems in rural labor_markets
should be based on a sound understanding of how recent trends fit into a longer
term pattern, on an assessment of the area's strengths and weaknesses for future
development, and on an awareness of strategies that have worked elsewhere. This
undoubtedly will require analysts to search beyond the confines of their own
experiences and academic disciplines. Policies based on a narrow view of
problems aid their solutions are unlikely to be successful.
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DISCUSSION

Shelley Pendleton 1/

The future of rural America depends partly on its ability to respond to
stability, growth, ard decline. To do this, we must gather information on
how rural labor market areas respond to stable conditions or plan to change
or react to changes in population and employment. Making better informed
decisions in the future depends on understanding how the alternative
reactions and responses work under a variety of rural labor market
conditions. These comments will highlight several themes that were
addressed in Dr. Kale's paper as well as those emphasized in the
discussion. I will conclude with the discussion of a figure which
summarizes factors used in researching growth, stability, and decline in
rural labor markets.

Historical Context and Patterns of Change

Amt.i::z the many themes of_this paper and discussion, one that stands out
pertains to tL:, need to place an area's present experiences with grow*h,
decline, or stability within the broader context of its past experiences.
Much of the information available on change comes from case studies that
focused on areas experiencing a sudaen change, such as a new plant opening
or closing. CommunItieA that have experienced similar types of changes are
then compared with each other to determine the effects of that occurrence.
However, past experiences with change will have affected resources and
attitudes, and thus the ability to deal with recent changes. For instance,
while, on the surface, two communities may be going through the similar
experience of losing a plant, the one with a previous Lxperience_with
sudden change may deal with the situation very differently from a community
whose only past experience with change had been with a slow, long-term
expected one (Ludtke, 1978).

In the long run, most labor markets face a variety of types of changes.
The resources, expectations, and knowledge of how to best plan for change
or react to expected or unexpected changes, are all affected by past
experiences with change. Thus, incorporating this information into the
study of rural labor markets would clarify why certain actions are or are
not taken.

Conceptualization-a-Ed Measurement of Growth, Decline and Stability

A second theme deals with the need to recognize the difficulties in
conceptualizing and measuring growth, stability, and decline. Identif3ing
what it is about a labor market elat reflects an important change or a
unique period of stability would encourage comparability across studies.

Characteristics of rural labor markets need to be monitored in order to
provide a more complete picture of what is occurring in these areas. For
instance, unemployment and employment figures ma.. inaccurately portray a
rural area's employment situation because of the number of seasonal,
part-time and self-employed persons who, in reality, reflect very different

1-/ Shelley Pendleton is a sociologist with the Human ResourceS Branch of
_

the Agriculture and Rural Economics DiViSion, ERS.
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patterns of work from consistent, full-time workers. Measures of
overemployment and underemployment would add information better reflecting
the employment situation_of_rural workers and_be_useful_to both_planners
and policymakers in understanding the characteristics of potential
employees and available jobs. Unless we use measures to catch the many
dimensions of employment status, we may misinterpret what is occurring in
an area. (See Sullivan and Clogg, i985, for further information on the
problems with measuring underemployment and alternative dimensions of
employment status.)

Changes in labor markets may result in shifts in the population makeup, due
to either natural increases or decreases, or due to migration; For
instance, the opening of a new automobile plant in an area may result in
the influx of men and families, while the growth in_service occupations
would most likely result in an increase in women's labor force
participation, with few new people moving to the area. This, in turn,
could affect the development of other types of services needed for families
that have become_two-earner families.__ConverseIy, the loss of a plant may
result in outmigration from the area or in the upgrading of credentials
required for certain jobs due to an oversupply of available, experienced
workers. To fully understand what is affected by these changes, and to aid
in the planning for such changes, we should continue to measure how labor
market performance differs for the various groups, according to
characteristics such as age, race, and gender.

Similarly, the industrial and occupational structure in an area needs to be
examined. Areas may appear to have similar industrial compositions over
time, while in reality there could be occupational differences that result
in very different opportunities and benefits for employees and their
families. The nature of work itself may be affected by changes in the
occupational or industrial structure. For instance, management techniques,
maternity leave, overtime, fringe benefits, flex-time, or working at home
may indicate changes in a given labor market area that would be missed
unless specifically identified.

Another topic for study would1 be the monitoring of quality of life
indicators to study the well-being of individuals and_changing conditions
in labor markets. Other questions should be addressed in discussing
growth, decline, and stability. Given that an area has changed in some way
over a period of time, when would this be considered an important change?
Similarly, how much time is needed for as to determine the actual effects
of a change? Is it appropriate to say that deviations in employment or
population from a national average indicate a significant change?
Alternatively, is a deviation from a regional or similar area's average the
basis for a better comparison? Must a change occur unexpectedly or within
a certain time period in order for an area to be considered growing or
declining?

Factors Creatina Change in Labor Markets

Dr. Kale_has emphasized the need to understand the "forces underlying
growth, stability, and decline to understand the development and changes
occurring." In figure 1, I have identified several factors that affect
changes in labor markets that can be included in rural labor market
research. These factors are portrayed in three groups: one identifying
those factors creating changes; a second group identifying factors to
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consider in the comeptualization measurement of growth, decline, and
stability; and a third group dealing with factors used to indicate
responses to change. In discussing the figure, it is important also to
mention the implied reciprocal causality between the factors creating
change and those indicating responses to change. For inStance, the
addition of a large employer to an area could result in an inmigration of,
Say, younger, more educated workers, which could in turn make the area more
attractive to other employers. For"the purposes of this discussion,
however, the figure is laid out according to the normal conception of the
causal flow.

Following are brief explanations of several of the factors I have listed in
column 1 of figure 1, which I see as creating changes in labor markets.
Dr. Kale mentions that, ia the aggregate, rural areas are becoming
diver:Sifted in industries. However, specific communities continue to be
specialized or dependent on a single industry. West (1978) has shown that
areas are differentially affected, depending on the industry that is
dominant. For example, he found that growth in manufacturing employment
increased median family income, increased labor force participation,
reduced unemployment, and reduced inequality, while growth in mining
reduced underemployment. In contrast, increases in recreational employment
resulted in increased population size, total income, totai employment, and
per capita income. This demonstrates that, for policymakers, planners, and
researchers, it is extremely important to recognize what an area wants to
accomplish with a planned change or to recognize what is likely given a
specific type of change. What constitutes industrial specialization or
diversity should also be addressed in our discussion.

Several other issues were mentioned in Steven Kale's paper which I am
grouping,_for_the sake of brevity, under industries' reactions to the
business climate. Particularly for labor market areas that are able to
plan for changes, an understanding of how these variables affect an area's
attractiveness to potential employers is important. In addition, an
understanding of how these factors affect the structure or makeup of the
labor market is necessary in providing information about an area's ability
to handle change. Included in this group of business climate variables are
the exporting of goods, foreign investment and compr..tition, the importance
of unions, skill of available labor, structure of businesses, and size and
type of ownership (See also Anderson and Barkley, 1982, and Barkley,
1978.)

In addition, one must consider the effects of distance to urban areas, as
well aS the effects of Federal and local policies and pl.ograms. Another
issue to consider is the relative attractiveness of the area to
individuals, which includes available services, wages, type of environment,
and the availability of information.

When conducting this type ot research on rural labor market areas, we must
be aware of putting values on what we are studying. Growth iS often viewed
as a very positive situation and decline or stability as a negative
Situation. Therle effects may, in the long run or in relation to the
indirect effects on other areas, be just the opposite. We must not view a
specific occurrence_in isolation from the larger system of which it is a
part, or without knowledge of its past experiences with change. On a
similar note, we must be aware of the inherent biases of the indicators
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used to explain what is occurring in a market area and not overinterpret on
the basis of one type of indicator. Examining the responses to change or
stability is imperative if proper decisions are going to be made by
policymakers and planners.

Figure

Fac.:ors Creating Changes Conceptualization and Labor Market
In Labor Markets: Measurement of: Adapatipn Seen In

Specialization or diversity
of industrial employment

Industries' reactions to the
business climate:
ability to continue
exporting, foreign
investments and competition,
importance of taxes, unions,
skill of available labor,
size, and ownership structure
of businesses

Distance to urban areas

Regional variations

Metropolitan vs
nonmetropolitan areas
(What is rural?)

Changing population
(age, sex; race)

Past experience with growth,
decline, or stability

Reletive attractiveness of
area to individuals:
services,wages, environ-
ment, and available
information

Public versus local
development policies
and progcams

4'

Labor Markets

Growth, stability,
decline

-employment
changing size of
labor force
compared with
-national averages
-averages of similar
areas

changing size of labor
force in industrial
categories,
compared with

-national averages
-averages in similar
areas

-population
change in size and/or
characteristics

Data and measurements
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Unemployment

Underemployment

Poverty rates

Individual and/or
family earnings

Population
characteristics
(age, sex, race)

Migrant character-

Occupational
structure

Quality of life
indicators
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RURAL LABOR MARKET-LINKAGES WITH METRO, NATIONAL-,
AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIES: TOWARD A RESEARCH AGENDA

Erady J. Deaton 1102/

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the linkages between rural labor
markets and metro,_national, and international economic forces to: (1)

identify major research issues, (2) assess the adequacy of existing data and
theories for researching these issues, and (3) assign priorities to the
research questions. Accordingly, the paper will be divided into three
sections that emphasize each of these objectives. Clearly, these are not
mutually exclusive endeavors, so my approach is to become somewhat more
specific as the emphasis changes from one section to the next. The first
objective is given greater weight in the development of the paper.

Idemtifying_Major_Pesearch_Issues

ReSearch issues grow from complex interactions among perSoral values,
theoretical perspectives, and social events including major economic
phenomena. Accordingly, the first section of the paper establishes the
theoretical and personal perspective that I bring to this issue. Then an
appraisal is made of the major socioeconomic events which I see confronting
rural labor market analysts. An attempt was made to juxtapose selected
aspects of labor market research from key economic writing against important
socioeconomic trends.

A Personal and Theoretical Perspective

As a comprehensive set of research issues is developed and priorities
ebLablished, we should be reminded of some of the essential aspects of the
research process. Personal values of the researcher play an important role.
In my own case, this has led me to be highly skeptical of labor market
theory, particularly of the normative conclusions drawn from ostensibly
positivistic neoclassical theory. Not surprising then, the easy acceptance
by economists of the functional distribution of income according to the
marginal value product of labor clashed with the labor theory of value
implicitly embedded in my early childhood where a man's (woman's) intrinsic
value was based to a significant degree on 1-;illingness and ability to do a
hard day's work.

I have not been abIe to accept the negligible economic value placed on my
neighbor who spent his days first beating rocks with a sledge hammer in our
creekbed road, and then, as he grew older, bottoming chairs with hickory
bark. The acceptance of any concept of justice inherent in the high incomes
aSSociated with "frivolous" activities in the entertainment and Sports
arena, not to mention high finance, is partially eased by human capital
theory, but then made more difficult by the world of windfall gains and
financial arbitrage in international markets which characterize today's
world.

-1/ Btadyjieattin isiProfessor_of AgricultUral-EconOmitS and ASSOtiat
Dirdetor of International Developmenti_VPI & SUi BlaCkSbUrgi Virginia.
_ 2/_Discussion_among_workshop_participants_was useful in revising this

_

paper,_particularly the "Discussion" of Molly Killian. I want to thank
J. Paxton Marshall,_David Kraybill, and WaIIace Huffman for thrir thoughtful
comments on an earlier draft.
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According to Fusfeld, the combined intellectual forces of Menger (Austrian),
Jevons (English), and Walras (French) produced the principle of marginal
utility that has served as the battering ram against the labor theory of
value, a concept that nevertheless lent itself to wide interpretation for
social policy. Unfortunately, marginal utility theory gained ascendancy at
a time when political economy was moving away from moral philosophy and a
redefined economic science became a cancel spell rationale for
"free-wheeling individualism.., and the folklore of the self-made
individual" (Fusfeld, pp. 73-74). While a causal relationship from the
theory to the rationale may be inferred, it need not have been that way.

The neoclassical cancel spell has not easily accommodated the social
philosophy essential to public policy formation. Public policy proceeds on
the basis of interpretations of constitutional and legal precedents to labor
relations and the historical and anthropological antecedents of labor market
structure. Recognizing these factors pushes our search for intellectual
foundations (at least in my case) toward Veblen, Commons, PoIanyi, and
Rawls. These writers have helped me come to terms with the apparent
paradoxes of more youthful observations, some of the limitations of a
narrowly conceived competitive economic model, and the need for eternal
vigilance against ideology cloaked in the folds of economic science.

Briefly stated, my analytical focus on rural labor markets is to identify
the labor allocation effects of social, technical, and economic changes in
order that we may understand their implications for income distribution,
poverty, and capital accumulation. Some of these effects may stem
indirectly from the reallocation of nonlabor resources. Some degree of
success in this inquiry will help us toward the goal of providing a
foundation for social and economic policy formulated on the basis of
scientifically derived information.

My viewiof_social welfare is that regenerative economic growth can proceed
most effectively_wheninstitutional processes are designed in a way that
guarantees social justice. _A Rawlsian perspective:on thisTrocess argues
for_policies that elevate_the economic status:ofthe most disadvantaged
meMbers of society, thereby, reduOing the risk of poverty_status_for_any
given person born in the future. This view holds important implications for
assessing labor markets and prescribing economic and rural development
policyi

Identification-of-Important-Social-and-Enonomin Trends

The timing of this workshop fortunately, in my opinion, follows the American
Agricultural Economics Association's post-conference session on "Issues and
Priorities for Agricultural Economists." This gives me the opportunity to
draw on some of the ideas presented there and to extend them in ways that
relate directly to the formulation of research issues on rural labor
markets.

Deaton and Weber identified six trends and other shifts in international
policy orientations that have signifioantly_altered the sectoral_and spatial
organization_of_rural economiesi Herei_I hope to extend our thinking on
their implications for rural labor mIrket structure and performance. The
six trends posited by Beaton and Weber were:
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1. Internationalization of the economy,
2. Changing demographic structure,
3. Changing economic structure,
4. Decentralization of government,
5. Deregulation of key economic sectors, and
6. Evolving conception of justice and human rights.

Moreover, the authors argued that these trends must be interpreted within a
contemporary policy setting wherein private power is being centralized and
marshaled for national political goals, which extend into the international
arena, a process they labeled as "neomercantilism." Rural labor markets are
being redefined in this process, and the changes pose serious analytical and
policy difficulties. Both the overvalued U.S. dollar and the continuing
protectionism of current policy shifts the burden of eco omic adjustment
onto the export industries. Accordingly, rural-based firms and employees of
agriculture and natural resource industries appear to be bearing an
inordinate share of the costs of protectionism.

These ideas provide a starting point for identifying important research
issues related to the performance and structure of rural labor markets. The
principal aspects of the above six points which bear on rural labor markets
will be subsumed under three broader headings: (1) structural adjustments,
(2) changing demographic structure, and (3) evolving conception of justice.
I Will devote mc--: of my attention to the first of these topics, structural
adjustments, and will touch only briefly on the latter two.

Structural Adjustments

A range of concerns stem from structural adjustments in the economy driven
by: (1) the internationalization of the economy, (2) technological change,
and (3) growing farm/nonfarm interdependence. Each of these forces have
altered rural labor market conditions. I will briefly call attention to the
principal iisues that I see emerging from each. In doing so, it will be
useful to draw on three interdependent factors cited by Martin and Rochin
that affect labor relationships in a dynamic economy. In this context,
structural changes may have the following effects:

1. The institutions for matching labor supply and demand may
change in concert with the structure of industry and the
composition of the labor force. These factors combine and
interact to govern labor market operations.

2. Individual propensities and institutional traditions create
"stickiness" in the functioning of the labor market.
Consequently, different labor market relationships evolve as the
power balance and bargaining position change between industry and
workers and among competing groups of industries and nrkers.

3. Public policies influence labor market structure and performance
both directly and indirectly. In addition to a legally defined
framework for specific duties, responsibilities, and permissible
activities, broader policies, such as taxing and spending, social
welfare, and immigration policies, shape the outcomes of rural
labor market performance.

Internationalization. The paradox of neomercantilism is that the U.S.
economy has become more open and, therefore, vulnerable internally while
selected protectionist policies are maintained externally. Foreign direct
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investment in the U.S. has increased over five-fold since 1974, from $25
billion to $135 billion in 1983. Foreign investment in manufacturing,
particularly in chemicals and food-related industries, makes up roughly a
third of the total. But banking and wholesale and retail trades have been
growing sectors for foreign investJrs. I have seen no information on the
rural-urban composition of these investments. Undoubtedly, these
investments are having significant influences on the rural labor markets.

The product-factor price equalization theorem_underlies comparative
advantage arguments_for the mutual benefits among countries (or regions), to
be derived from free trade. However, a number of problems may be cited that
draw into question the relative effects of a more open economy on rural
labor markets. Addressing some of these problems will give us insight into
research priorities. The social forces and/or political ideology that have
led to a realignment of the domestic economy along neomercantilist lines
place a premium on the economic efficiency of rural labor market functioning
and tend to diminish public attention given to structural features that
address broader social concerns. An example of this growing imbalance, in
my judgment, is the current attempts to provide adjustment assistance to
workers in shoe factories in the United States who are losing their jobs to
foreign competition. According to recent press reports, public welfare
programs were so dismantled that Secretary of Labor, William Brock, simply
could not find adequate financial support to address these needs of the
workers.

First, commodity and factor trade impediments may lead to serious resource
misallocation both among countries and within countries. The latter is our
principal concern, but the former has serious implications for immigration
policies and for the use of foreign laborers on U.S. farms. Wallace Huffman
(1982) makes explicit use of the product-factor price equalization theorem
to point out that uninhibited commodity trade results in a tendency toward
inter-country factor-price equalization, even with factor immobility.
Product and factor mobility are substitute sources for equalizing factor
prices, say labor. In the protectionist economic environment toward which
we appear to be moving, it is essential that the costs and benefits of
alternative protectionist policies to the rural labor market be carefully
assessed. Relatively little attention has been given to this issue.

Commodity trade impediments stimulate inter-country factor movements in
order to equalize factor prices. Floystad argues that international trade
lowers the real wage rate for trading sectors and the ratio of the real wage
rate to the rate of return on capital, if labor is the scarce factor. Given
the substantial capital inflows into the United States in recent years, the
potential for high rates of capital return as compared to the rates of real
wage growth has undoubtedly been a major attraction to foreign investors.
Relatively free commodity and capital flows have been important in this
process.

These international forces place adjustment burdens on interregional labor
markets within the United States. Their outcome depends on the sectoral
composition of each region and the relative incidence of labor supplied by
immigration. I have seen relatively little theoretical or empirical
research to guide our inquiry on this matter. The writing of Thirlwall
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provides a framework for assessing some of these issues. 3/ His emphasis
on the cumulative effects of factor movements on regional growth is
particularly appropriate. I will return to this cumulative causation"
perspective later in the paper.

A well-defined general equilibrium approach may be needed in order to
clearly specify sectoral labor demand and factor substitution. Bowles
(1984) and Psacharopoulis and Hinchcliffe (1972) developed methods for
examining elasticities of substitution that complement the work of Schuh
(1962) and Gardner (1972). These micro approaches need to be integrated
into a well-defined macro-economic model (Schuh and Orden).

A second important matter is the rate of market adjustment set in motion by
international factors. The efficiency and magnitude of international
capital flows may create economic dislocations that are more abrupt than in
the past. Nt.nee, from a policy perspective a premium is placed on the need
for increasing human capital stock that can absorb the disruptive aspects of
sudden exogenous shocks to the rural labor markets. To my knnwledge,
research has n(t yet established the sectoral and regional implications of
these capital flows, much less the role of broad educational training and
job specific skills in mitigating both personal and social cost3 of job
dislocations that stem from specific macroeconomic policies and financial
market rules that alter international capital flows.

Some creative work is needed that draws on,the contributions of Coyte and
others who have analyzed sorting mechanisms in labor markets and the role
that specific human capital plays in altering probationary contracts in
labor markets. Both formal and nonformal work arrangements may be affected
by international economic forces. For example, have quit rates been altered
by the growing uncertainties in the rural labor market? And, are training
programs appropriately matched to the laborers' needs for upward mobility?
The employer's share of earnings_may rise under conditions that create
greater risk aversion on the part of the workers in the absence of enhanced
skill training. The distributional consequences of these economic
adjustments could be quite important in the long run.

Parsons provided a general approach for studying quit and layoff behavior in
the labor force. The basic theory underlying economists' concern for quit
and layoff rate analysis should be understooa. The quit rate reflects the
voluntary departure of workers from a given job. Most likely, quit rates
will increase if workers have alternatives, new job opportunities and/or if
they have gained new skills, either on the job or through training programs.
Layoff rates reflect the managers' control over the work force and will vary
as the demand for industry's product varies, as new technologies displace
workers with inappropriate skills, and as bargaining power changes between
workers and management.

These rates are influenced by the amount of training and education gained by
the workers and by the changing composition of the job market, particularly
within commuting distance. Moreover, management is more likely to offer
training in specific and general skills to younger workers, especially when
other competitive jobs are unavailable. Clearly, the decision environment
is complex and risky. Acivah and Hushak applied the model to study quit and

3/ David Kraybill called my attention to the particular relevance of this
article by Thirlwall.
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layoff behavior among manufacturing plants in southeast Ohio. They found a
negative correlation between workers over 55 years of age an0 firm-financed
specific training in their layoff equation, supporting theoretical
expectations that specific training is most generally directed toward
younger workers. Similarly, they found a positive, significant coefficient
of education in the quit equation and a positive relationship between rate
of quits and workers over 55 years of age. The authors argue that these
relationships indicate that workers have not acquired significant
worker-financed specific training, particularly because of the unexpected
greater mobility of older workers. Within the region, firms could cut back
on employment without losing firm-specific human capital. Costs of
adjusting to alternative jobs were not large for the workers in this area.

This approach holds promise for understanding both relatively isolated rural
labor markets and those that are more open to change and becoming
intertwined with international markets. Unfortunately, such research has
not captured the imagination of most agricultural economists. I believe it
should be given greater emphasis, particularly the distributional
consequences of layoff and quit rates as we move into an era of greater
economic uncertainty.

The Southern Growth Policies Board (SGPB), a policy research arm of the
Southern Governors' Association, has called attention to research needs in
this area. A recent position paper argues that: -increasing foreign
ownership and control of Southern businesses will alter traditional
responses to import substitution...

Industries will become less unified in demands for protection, and
state governments will be faced with the prospect of exercising a
greater role in setting national trade policy or forfeit control of its
impact on their economy." (SGPB, p. 12).

The principal impacts lie in the changing opportunities for rural workers
and for public services in their communities, their tax bases, and their
bargaining power. The SGPB points out that 24 percent of the $223 billion
of foreign assets (1982) and 2.4 million employees in foreign-owned
businesses reinthe South (SGPB, p. 13). Undoubtedly, this increased
openness will place a premium on the use of resources that are relatively
cheaper in the United States.

A history of public education and extensive vocational education programs in
the United States guarantees some minimum skill level in the work force that
seems to be proving attractive to foreign capital. Higher skilled labor is
able to attract capital from the international market into these areas of
highest skill demands. In this sense, investments in human capital provide
one of the strongest incentives for industrial attraction for any region.
In the absence of restrictive policies, the process works in the
international market as well as in the domestic economy. When the next
chapter on international capital mobility is written, my hypothesis is that
human capital will be a significant factor influencing the pattern of
investments in this and other countries.

Two additional aspects of these changes hold important research
implications. First, the personnel policies, training programs, and
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incentive systems being applied in foreign-owned firms may revolutionize our
understanding of labor relations. 4/ Whether union leaderShip will be able
to effectively_involve workers und'r the changing environment must be one of
their chief concerns. Cultural differences And varying degrees of worker
involvement in management decisions will alter our understanding of property
rights in occupationa and positions (Commons). Research into this topic
would be extremely valuable in helping understand changing procuctivity and
the concept of the post-industrial worker.

A second_issue is the changing political economy of communities that are
heavily affected by international investments. The SGPB suggests that State
governments have new incentives to become involved in setting national trade
policies. The evidence on this seems overwhelmingly supportive nf this
vica. Basically, we are experiencing a new pattern of social control over
the market economy (Polanyi).

At the same time, Gruchy argues that the post-OPEC concentration of energy
and power has not been seriously analyzed. He viewa "workable competition"
arguments as perpetuation of a myth deSigned to enable large corporations to
continue to exercise economic and political power behind a competitive
facade. A similar view of the "information society" is expressed by Melody.
He argues that the oligopolistic character of most national and global
markets will be revealed more clearly under an open, internationally
oriented economy.

These views suggest that the importance of the international economy may be
in revealing the "true" nature of capital organization, decisionmaking, and
power. Oligopolistic models reveal_that relatively less labor may be
employed in the oligopolistic sector, but wage rates will still be
competitively determined and will be equal aCross sectors, ceteria paribus.
However, labor market adjustments across sectors and Space will be affected.
We do not have a clear understanding of theSe iSaueS at this time.

The changing nature of feddraliam, a concurrent if not interrelated
movement, provides an environment for a fundamental reassessment of power
and authority (Jequier). The implications for the workers' share of
earnings under changing power balances would appear to be a fruitful topic
for several disciplines and may provide insignt into the distribution of
wealth and income which were not uncovered by the neoclassical approach used
by Williamson and Lindert to study the hiStory of income to wealth
distribution in the United Statea. Their focus on employee wages as the
principal explanatory factor shaping the size distribution of income may not
be substantiated under the new economic environment. While international
capital and goods flows are as old as economic hiatory, their unfettered
impacts have never been so pronounced nor concurrent with Shifts toward
decentralized governmental authority and financial control. Local
governments have been left in a quandary about their future prospects.

The mix of rules of the workplace, government responses to decentralization,
varying approaches to human capital development, and the consequences of

4/ 1 am indebted to Bernal Green, ERS-USDA, for firat calling my attention
to the importance of this issue Several years ago. His insight was well
ahead of either broad public attention or empirical research on
worker-employer relations in foreign-owned and managed firms in the United
States.
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these changes for public infrastructure will alter worker productivity in
unseen ways. Identifying the interaction of factors that contribute to
labor productivity should be a high-priority research item. Labor
productivity is an important conceptual issue in any theoretical framework,
but takes on increased importance in the disequilibrium perspective of
Kaldor and Thirlwall, a topic to which I will devote more attention in a
later section.

Technological_Change. The impacts of technological change penetrate more
rapidly and deeply into rural labor markets today than at anytime in the
past. Enhanced comminications networks and deregulations of key economic
sectors expose rural areas to exugenous forces. The extent of this exposure
is now due principally to the Federal Government, though State governments
appear to be initiating policies to reestablish a degree of public control
over State economic affairs. Uneven application of State policies may only
further distort the resource allocation process. Rural labor markets are
likely to be the involuntary, residual claimant on the costs imposed by
these policies.

The relationships of technological change to wage rates, labor demand,
factor proportions, and sociaI/psychological aspects of labor productivity,
work intensity, and satisfaction provide unlimited research opportunitieS.5/
The nature of technical change is varied and often subtle, points that tend
to get lost in the "megatrend" nomenclature of which we are all willing
victims. Glen Johnson provides a summary of some of the important sources
of technological change currently being experienced by the agricultural
sector. These include advances in cellular molecular biology (genetic
engineering), electronic developments for sensors and managerial control of
production and marketing processes, agricultural engineering advances, and
chemical and biological innovations (Johnson, pp. 13-16).

The point being made is that applications of new knowledge are quite
pervasive. The older, traditionally low-wage industries have discovered
"high-tech" advances that lower production costs. Chemical processing
industries and textile factories have a leading-technology edge that enables
innovative plants to stay ahead of foreign competition and diminishes the
incentive to move production abroad into low-wage economies.

We have seen very rapid adjustments take place in wage expectations.
Traditionally high-wage industries such as steel and autos now face serious
adjustments in wages. Workers already dismissed from those sectors face
significantly reduced wages in the growing service and informatior sectors
of the economy. The sectoral implications of these changes for worker
attitudes, risk perceptions, job attachment, and training should be
carefully appraised.

The geographic impacts of technological change may be pronounced. Given the
psychic differentials between many urban and rural areas (Deaton, Morgan,
and Anschel; Hoch), more rapid migration away from urban centers would be
shifts of both firms and people may be realixed in more subtle and complex
moves among remote counties, interstate corridor counties, urban fringe and
expected ceteris paribus. This may be too oversimplified as the geographic

5/ An excellent exposition of the behavioral and social science research
knowledge on productivity is contained in the collection of articles
recently edited by Brief (1984).
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urban core location's of economic constellations (Rosenfeld and others).
The Loschian framework has diminishing appeal as a theoretical framework for
analysis as communication and transportation systems become more efficient.
Yet,_the findings of Rosenfeld and others point to space and/or
agglomeration economies as factors of continuing importance. While space
has been conquered to some degree, human capital and the cumulative effect
of technology and wage changes have become even greater research concerns in
my opinion.

As the labor market has become more specialized, it appears to have become
more difficult for high-wage skills to move laterally into other high-wage
industries. The potential for a very substantial drop in earnings for a
high-wr.ge worker has increased. The path up is narrow and steep; a step to
the side may result in an uncontrolled fall downward. A safety net has not
been constructed.

Research by Psacharopoulos and Hinchcliffe reveal that the elasticity of
factor substitution between labor and other inputs is greater at lower
levels of education. As the ratio of capital to other inputs increase, a
wider differential emerges between the earnings of secondary education
graduates and those of workers who have higher levels of education.
However, if lateral moves are impeded by specific job skills that match a
specific mix of specialized machinery, workers may not have the flexibility
to move into other lines of work with earnings potential near their current
levels. In other words, less flexibility and greater risk may be associated
with more specialized human capital.

Rural labor market analyses cannot and should not be divorced from
assessments of the interdependency among changes in technology,
institutions, human capacity, and biophysical capital (Johnson). All have
important bearings on labor productivity in the process of economic growth.
As Johnson observed in a different context, "it is more important to get
together packages of the four in appropriate proportions than it is to spend
time trying to estimate their separate contributions" (p. 18). Labor market
analysts can take a lesson in this regard. Identifying appropriate packages
of factors that contribute to productivity and social well-being should be
the objective of labor market researchers. In addition, analyses of
changing factor shares under significantly changing technological conditions
could yield insight into wealth and income distributions.

Farm/Nonfarm Interdependence. _Rather than being a major driving force for
labor market changes, this area represents a coming together oi diffuse
social and economic forces driven by technical change, transportation and
communication advances, and the improved social environment of many rural
communiti(3.

A_little_more_than 10_years ago, Cochrane called for_a new and enlarged
concept of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 6/ that included as one of its

_6/ Cochrane's invited address to the 1974 meeting of the American
Association of Agricultural Economics also proposed a new name for a
modified USDA to be called the Department of Food, Agriculture and Rural
Welfare. A name which appears to recognize the public role of promoting
cheap food for domestic and foreign consumers as well as strengthening the
agricultural industry and promoting the weIl-being o rural people.
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three principal objectives "the promotion of rural economic development and
the improvement of rural welfare" (Cochrane, p. 996). He was particularly
concerned about the poor_quality of primary and secondary education in rural
areas and, in the_same report, called for a coordinated human resource
policy that included programs in five areas: (1) education, (2) health care,
(3) worker benefits and protection, (4) housing, And (5) community
recreational service (p. 994).

Although his prescriptions were made on the presumption of demand pressures
and resource scarcity in agriculture, they seem even more relevant under
today's fnod surplus and the adjustment problems confronting agriculture and
rural communities. In spite of well-known adjustment processes associated
with the technological treadmillS of a competitive agricultural system, it
is only recently that the public appears to recognize the important
interrelationships linking the farm and nonfarm sectors of the rural
economy. The depression syndrome apparent in the Midwest has captured the
attention of researchers as well as entertainers. 7/

Huffman (1977) summarized_the general growth tort-6kt Within which_farm labor
flows can be described. He pointed to three Sources of adjustment:

1. Families may completely sever their farm sector ties by shifting their
labor completely to the nonfarm sector. This may or may not be
associated with a family move to another living environment.

2. As zhildren come of age they may leave agriculture while parents
continue farming until retirement.

3. Workers and families may stay on the farm and one or more family
members may take nonfarm jobs while they and others work full and
parttime on the farm. Multiple job holding may occur for one or more
family members. (Huffman, p. 1054)

These adjustments in the agricultural sector are common elements of economic
groWth. This contribution to general economic development has been well
documented. Interactions between farm and nonfarm sectors today are more
complicated than have generally been recognized and hold important
implications for rural welfare, public policy, and population settlement
patterns. The relatively rapid growth in rural manufacturing employment and
continued infrastructure development in rural areas suggest that further
analytical attentiun be given to this issue (Deavers and Brown, 1984).

One view of the interrelationship between the fa,in and nonfarm labor
markets is that the farm labor market serves as a residual catch-all when
nonfarm work is ,riavailable. Mamer cites work by Fuller and Van Vuuren to
support his argument that the farm labor market is a Salvage labor market in
which farmworkers face !ncreased competition from nonfarmworkers in cyclical
troughs. This view argues that an aSymmetry exists with more workers moving
from nonfarmwork to farmwork than vice versa.

Mamees argument_places a real burden on analysts. If agriculture
represents an open; ready-access market for labor that has egghtially zero
salvage value; then_the burdens of adjustmeht fall disproportionately on the
rural farmworker. Under these tittusiStandeS; increased welfare for rural

7/ The Farm Aid benefits held by popular entertainers in September 1985
were patterned after similar performances held for drought victims in
sub-Saharan Africa.
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worker§ in agriculture depends on a sufficient growth rate of nonfarm
employment.

Adams and_Menkhaus explored intersectoral labor market relationships by
specifying a simultaneous equation model of the regional demand and supply
of hired farm labor. Their aim was to determine the impact of growth in the
mining sector on the agricultural hired labor market. Even_in the absence
of direct Substitution between mining and agricultural employment, the
authors found relatively higher elasticities of labor supply compared with

other studies. This may be partially due to the larger regional definition
than was used in earlier studieS, particularly that of Schuh. They found a

marked increase in the response of supply of agricultural labor to changet
in the mining wage. They felt that this result was not due to direct

subatitution. Rather, their conclusion that agricultural labor is affected
by mining appears plausible based on high multiplier effects, not on its
direct influence on agricultural labor.

Sumner found a strong positive wage elasticity between farm and nonfarm

work. He found that a 10-percent increase in the wage rate offered to
farmers implied an 11-percent increase in the hours of work off the ferm.
While the labor supply could come from an increase in total hours worked, he
felt it wag moat likely due to a reduction in hours of farmwork. This
off-farm effect indicatea A high degree of flexibility in the use of
operator labor on farms. Thia flexibility suggests that human capital can
move between farming and other activities with much lower adjustment coata
than that associated with complete entry and exit of the farm family. These
factors are important social benefits of the increased interaction of farm
and nonfarm labor markets and the reduced job search costs and
transportation cost§ asSoaated with structural changes now occurring in the

economy.

Sumner also found that the education of wives is complementary with the
farmer's time at either farming or nonwork activities and that the
contribution of work hours in either sector to variance of income depends on
the underlying uncertainty of relative prices of risk reduction. The
greater the gain in expected farm earnings from specialization, especially
risky farm_enterprises, the greater the gain from using off-farm work to
reduce income variance. Thus, his analysis suggests that more onfarm
specialization implies a greater incentive for off-farm work as a form of
diversification to protect against risk.

Deaton (1985) and Deaton and Weber developed a similar argument that
sectoral interdependence wdthin a given local labor market shirts the risk
environment for rural households. Briefly stated, their argument is that
the growing proportion of farm households, which depend on nonfarm labor
earnings, creates reduced income risk for the quasi-farm household. The

lower risk may, in turn, stimulate more innovative experimentation on the
farming aide of the family's portfolio. This argument is based on an
expansion of the Just-Silberman claStification combined with contributions
by Patterson and Marshall and by Tom Johnson. Deaton (1985) hypotheSized
that greater diversity will emerge both on single_farms and among farMS in a
given geographic region as capital-intensive_onfarm technologies are adopted
dUe tO tlatively higher priced ownrnonsehold labor.

Note that this_argument runs coUnter tO SUMner'S in Oiat it poittg to the
availability of off-farm work as the principal force for greater
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diversification on the farm. We should attempt to determine which way the
causal pattern operates because it hat major policy implications. Clearly,
greater specialization on the farm cannot result in more nonfarm work,
unless that nonfarm is available. This places increased importance on
nonfarm job Oevelopment in rural areas. Hence, it is the availability of
nonfarm work that leads to greater diversification on the farm. Otherwise,
the higher risk factor of specialization would diminish the tendency toward
specialization except at extremely high rateg of return. However, it is not
clear_whether more risky enterpriSeS would emerge in more specialized
enterprise zones rather than area§ of diver§e enterprises. We could see
greater specialization on a given farm, but relatively greater
diversification within a community or within a region of the country in
areas that were formerly highly specialized.

Advances in knowledge in this area will require a much more thorough and
careful assessment of household labor allocation in rural farming areas.
Factors underlying risk perceptionb must be understood and subsequent
behavior observed for capital And labor use in f-rming. Longitudinal panel
studies are essential for understanding this dyr mic process. It is an
important issue because so much of agricultural and rural development policy
is based on assumed relationships that may not be substantiated by research.
Labor market responses are shaped by household decisions made under specific
conditions. Economic sectors do not reSpond devoid of the socioeconomic
context that is specific to given communities.

Diversification of rural job opportunities appears to hold promise for
alleviating rural poverty (West; Kraybill and others; Scott). Most likely
these results stem from broad-based changes in the socioeconomic context of
target communities and not farm-oriented price and income policies.

Holt argues, for example, that agricultural labor policy appears to have had
little impact on the welfare of farmworkers, who continue to compare
unfavorably with other occupational groups (pp. 1003-04). He argues that
the placement of agricultural labor following the Wagner-Peyser Act resulted
in literally millions_of seasonal agricultural job placements with
relatively little improvement for the conditions of rural farm workers.
U.S. agricultural labor poliry appears to have done quite well in assuring
an adequate supply of labor to agricultural employers and maintaining low
cost food for consumers, but ha-a not achieved its objective of improving the
employment earnings And working conditions of hired agricultural workers.

Research should be directed_toward examining whether or not the increased
integration of_farm and nonfarm markets stimulated by the
internationalization of the economy and structural chans observed earlier
in this paper have had any positive effects on farm labor conditions. An
intergenerational view of these istues would be useful. With the growing
specialization in agriculture, a substantial investment of resources may be
required to build the information and institutional base necessary to meet
future seasonal, agricultural labor needs (Hold, p. 1005). Diversification
of rural economies is not an adequate strategy for meeting labor needs In
many regions of the United States.

Section 303 of the CoMpteheriaiVe Etployment_Training Act (CETA) of 1973
established a netWork Of jbb=training_and worker7upgrading programs_for_
current and_forter farMWorkers. The program attempted to use vocational
training And basic education to move seasonal farmworkers into full-time
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remunerative nonfarm employment. The size of the rural labor force and the
bottomless well of new labor entrants rendered the program relatively
ineffective (Holt).

The point of these observations it that structural changes in the economy,
which are responsive to policy initiatives, may be more powerful than
training and placement programs for ensuring the well-being of the rural
labor force. Human capital programs of health and education would encourage
greater labor force participation, as would reduced racial, gender, and age
discrimination (Scott, Smith, and Rungeling).

Changing Demographic Structure

The penetration by women and minorities into the traditionally white male
job world iS a force that is transforming the labor market. By 1982, over

half (53 percent) of all women of working age were active in the labor
market, up from 38 percent two decades ago. Women made up 43 percent of the

workforce in 1982, up from 34 percent in 1962. Algot, the labor force

participation rate of women tends to be cyclical (Thurow).

The uneven incidence of business cycles is widely recognized, though the
pattern is probably changing a great deal with the structural changes

described in the previous Section. An analysis by White, Willis and Banks

reveaied the demographic consequences in the Sout14 Their analySiS of
69,00J employed persons over the 1965-70 and 1970-75 time periods revealed
that black females showed the most striking gains during_the former period,

a period of healthy national economic growth. In contrast, the 1970-75

period was marked by Sharp economic fluctuations and a general downturn in

the national economy. During this time pezIod, black females as a group
experienced little it any wage gains, whereas the wages of white male
workers continued to grow.

The poSt-1980 wage deceleration experienced in the economy is partly due to

a labor force growth rate roughly half of the expected value (Vroman). 8/
Consequently, the impact of future growth on_lowering unemployment wilf-be
considerably less than_expected due to the slack in the labor market. Real

wages are procyclical being driven by overtime hours and by job changes.

Bils found that a 1-percent reduction in unemployment was associated with a
1.5- to 2.0-percent increase in real wages (p. 684). Neither of these

observationb bodeS well for the unemployed and low-income members of _

society. The gainett in periods of economic growth are principally those
workers who manage to stay in the work force, weathering the downturns and

taking advantage of the upturns.

Both ircreaSes in female labor torce participation and increases in
Single-parent families and single households create a more fluid labor

market. The pace of entry and exit has quickened, making it more difficult
to predict the macroeconomic consequences of fiscal and monetary policies

and greatly reducing the reliability of local economic impact analyses

(Smith).

8/ VroMah hote6 that_the labor force growth_rate of_0.9 percent between
the fourth quarter, 1982, And the fourth quartet, 1983 was about half the

expected rate.
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The rural labor force is aging disproportionately compared with urban
workers due to such factors as: (1) greater life expectancy, (2) better
health, (3) greater mobility of the elderly, (4) improved amenities in rural
areas, and (5) changes in family structures, plrticularly less dependence of
the elderly on their children.

The elderly have brought additional human capital and financial flows into
rural communities. Their wisdom provides leadership and concern for
improved public services. Transfer payments from public and pri'late
retirement funds and investment incomes are both growing in rural areas.
Between 1962 and 1982; transfer payments nearly doubled as a percent of
personal income (7.7 to 14.6 percent). Investment incomes grew from 13.5 to
18.8 percent (Deaton and Weber, p. 4).

The labor force participation rate of the elderly is declining in the
post-1980_period. Whether this is by choice or design is not clear. Age
discrimination may be one factor. The need for fresh injections of human
skills may be another reason. Wolozin cites a number of corporate, union,
and Govelnmental policies as the principal problem areas of the elderly
worker. Research should be encouraged to investigate the relationships of
changes in the rural elderly's work force participation and structural
adjustments that stem from international trade, technological change, and
agricultural adjustments.

As the rates of poverty grow in both rural and urban areas, its demographic
incidence should be monitored as a potential indicator of important policy
needs. The stickiness of labor market adjustments combined with rapid human
capital depreciation are problems that have been accentuated by the current
economic climate.

Evolving Conception_ofSustice

Rural labor markets are significantly affected by changes in broader society
norms because they are small and lack the resilence of larger urban labor
markets. Thus, as norms change and become embodied in legal institutions,
markets must adjust to new rules. Neoclassical economics becomes an
essential tool principally in pointing to the incentives that are brought
into play as markets adjust to the changing rules. It does little, however,
to point toward what rules may change and even less to when rules are likely
to change.

Major legislative initiatives such as those associated with civil rights,
school finance, OSRA, EPA, and a myriad of labor relations acts have
&ignificant consequences for labor market interactions, particularly due to
their uneven spatial incidence. Unique demographic factors, job mixes, and
cultural characteristics ensure that rural areas will continue to be
unevenly affected by such changes. These observations will be extended in
the next section of this paper where alternative theories are assessed.

TheoreticalBases-And Empirical
Issues InRural Labor Market Analysis

Neoclassical theory continues to provide a principal sourcc analytical
clarity to labor market analysis. In spite of theoretical umptions,
which seem at times to be totally inappropriate, it provides a basis for
interpreting general tendencies based on individual incentives toward
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pecuniary gains. Its strengths lie, on the one hand, in its ability to
accommodate various externalities (social, pecuniary, and nonpecuniary) and
modifications of underlying assumptions. On the other hand,_its critics
have been fragmented and unable to sustain a cohesive and cummulative
alternative world view. From a scientific standpoint, a wide range of
alternative theoretical approaches and methodological stances are desirable
and should be supported and encouraged, consistent with professional
autonomy and available resources.

A recent assessment of labor market theory by Chamberlain, Cullen and Lewin
illustrates the strength of the competitive labor market approach. The
authors point out that wage rates can be interpreted to include working
conetions and other nonpecuniary benefits, as well as pay and fringe
benefits, "for competitive theory recognizes that it is not simply the
hourly rate or monthly salary that dictates a worker's choice of jobs or
movement between jobs" (p. 318). The goal is to "predict central behavorial
tendencies" not to precisely describe actual conditions in the labor market.
This approach places neoclassical theory in a very robust light.

The range of forces currently buffeting the U.S. economy create labor market
adjustments in response to synergistic stimuli. While the competitive
theory may still be applicable in some settings, its usefulness is
diminished by the discontinuous elements of change and the cumulative
interaction of factors that lead to economic disequilibrium over a
reasonably relevant_time frame. I believe this observation holds enormous
implications for the future of rural America and for labor market analysts.
The theoretical extensions that seem relevant will be discussed under three
headings: (1) human capital, within which segmented-labor-market theories
are addressed, (2) concepts of justice, and (3) cumulative causation
theories driven by wage-related factors.

Human Capital

Classical labor market assumptions include the view that workers are
relatively interchangeable and equally efficient and that all job vacancies
are filled from the market rather than through internal promotions
(Chamberlain and others). The reality of differences among workers by race,
gender, work experience, aptitude, personality, and educational attainment
must be encompassed by an appropriate theory. Many economists argue that
competitive theory handles these modifications quite well and look to human
capital theory as the avenue for dealing with such issues. Human capital
theory does not encompass discriminatory practices based on race, gender,
and age and other social factors creating inequality of opportunity.

It seems plausible to_recognize that individuals invest in themselves until
the costs of acquiring additional earnings capability just equals the
additional earnings to be derived (that is MC = MR). On the other hand,
important dimensions of this calculus are bound up in the rate human
capital depreciation, risk, and uncertainty. These factors are determined
by rates of technological change, social and political events, unexpected
natural occurrences, and the_vicissitudes of personal and family life. It

is never clear to what extent the competitive model reflects these
complexities. A number of empirical difficulties are created by these
social conditions and researchers are often not sensitive to their
importance as results are interpreted.
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The work of Becker and his followers has been impressively supportive of the
human capital approach when applied_on a fairly general scale. Migration
patterns generally respond to wage differentials and job opportunities, and
models can be adjusted to reflect the probabilities of periods of
unemployment and of alternative jobs. The relative effectiveness of
alternative types of training programs have also been analyzed using the
human capital approach.

The question before us is whether or not human capital theory and empirical
approaches based on the theory help us understand important linkages between
rural and_urban labor markets and between rural labor markets and the
national and international markets. I believe human capital theory takes on
increasing importance in helping understand both macroeconomic and
microeconomic affairs. At the macro level, Reich argues that human capital
improvement is of strategic importance to the future of the U.S. economy.
The high degree of integration among components of the world economy
requires that resilence and regenerative skills be deeply embedded in the
work force. This will enable workers to be creatively involved in "more
collaborative, participatory, and egalitarian" production systems (Reich, p.
246).

At the household level, multiple job holders are the rule. Particularly in
maLy rural a:eas, moving back and forth between and farm and the nonfarm
economy of a nearby town or city will become even more pronounced in the
future. Reich argues that "business enterprises are rapidly becoming the
central mediating structures in American society, replacing geographic
communities as the focus of social services and, indeed, social life" (p.
254). This characterization may be overstated, especially for small towns
and rural areas. There, the family and the community continue to hold sway
to a very important extent, and their influence does not appear to be
diminishing.

Some empirical research provides iesight into aspects of household behavior.
Hughes observed the positive historical association between labor force
participation rates of men and real wages_and the declining hours of work of
females in the labor force. These observations draw into question the
positive correlation that others have found between the real wage rateS o
females snd their labor force participation.

The classical work-leisure tradeoff can only be interpreted effectively
within a household economic model. The substitution effect between labor
and leisure for an individual may exceed the income effect, but the
relationships occur within a family environment wherein the marginal affort
of the individual is equated with the marginal utility gained by the
household. The latter approximates the average utility gained per person in
the household. Sen's elaborations on the applicability of such models are
relevant to analyses of labor force participation where a multisector labor
market is available to families.

Rural labor markets pose relatively greater risk elements in an open economy
experiencing_significant technological change. This is particularly true if
the farm labor market does not provide the employment cushion that it did in
earlier periods of history. Within this context, the analyses of specific
human capital and general education using quit and layoff rates appear to
hold promise. The work of Parsons, and Acquah and Hushak provide excellent
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starting points. More attention could be given to incorporating risk
factors associated with the relative openness of the labor market. Although
Weiss_found risk differentials relatively unimportant among scientists under
reasonable" degrees of risk aversion, these relationships probably do not

hold over a wide range of the work force that has a lower level of human
capital stock.

Fay and Medoff used survey data from manufacturing firms to determine that 8
percent more blue-collar labor hours were used in business cycle troughs
than were needed. Their data would be interesting to interpret by
rural-urban distinctions and by the local composition of industry and other
job options that may be available because of commuting. The extent of human
capital embodied in surveyed workers relative to potential competitors in
their labor market may explain a great deal of the reported "hoarding" of
workers over the low points of the business cycle. These relationships
deserve a great deal more research attention.

Segmented-Labor-Markets and Other Critiques

Without going into great 4etail on this issue, it is worth noting that
writers on this topic have created one of the stronger attacks on
neoclassical theories. Their focus on rigidities, fragmentations, and
discontinuities is similar to structural analysis and aspects of
institutional economics (Chamberlain and others, p. 336). However, it lacks
the fundamental concepts derived from judicial deliberations, and
interpretations of customs and legal modifications of rules (Commons, Rawls,
Sen). The arguments of theorists writing in this vein appear to have strong
roots in a Marxian tradition, which has led researchers into an evaluative
mode in contrast to descriptive and predictive uses of theory. 9/

The distinctions commonly used between primary and secondary labor markets
appear to be thrown_into_disarray_by current economic_events. For example,
primary labor markets "feature stable employment, relatively high wages,
opportunities for training and advancement, due process in the handling of
disputes arising at the workplace, and a high degree of unionization"
(Chamberlain and others, p. 336). Clearly, the steel and auto labor markets
would, in times past, have met these criteria. Today, one would be hard put
to describe them as stable. In addition, large numbers of these workers
have found themselves being thrust into lower wage, nonunionized markets,
some of which have been in the high-tech, nonunionized computer services
world.

On the other side, many secondary labor markets have been quite stable,
Albit characterized by low wages. _Generations of textile workers have
found stable employment in the South. Steady work is a very important value
of_such_industriesContrary_to_the charge_that_employers_in secondary__
Iabor_markets have little incentive_to_offer onrthe-job training programs,
empirical research suggests_that this is not the case (Acquah and Hushak;
Smith; Deaton, and Kelch; Deaton and Landes).

Segmented-labor market theories appear to ignore the fJuidity and dynamic
changes that have characterized many parts of rural labor markets. Charges
such as that of Darity that the human capital conceptualization of

9/ These terms are being used in the manner described by Sen, p. 284.
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productivity ignores the social nature of productivity do not appear to be
well founded. To the contrary, human capital theory is based on recognition
of the embedded capital that leads to the subsequent production of even
greater human capital. This recognition provides the foundation for such
arguments as those advanced by Reich.

Concepts of Justice

Labor markets distribute income, provide inputs into production processes,
and provide status and recognition to the individual and the family (Sen).
These attributes do not always create similar incentive patterns. They
certainly generate different demands by society that are not always
consistent with the production aspect. Moreover, the latter is influenced
by power relationships between employers and employees and by various
nonproduction-related discriminatory practices. Even under ideal
circumstances the labor market outcomes depend upon initial endowments of
wealth and are often not acceptable to society's sense of justice.

The recognition aspect of employment is related to the Marxian idea of
alienation and explains many sop-called "aberrations" in competitive markets.
The reluctance of workers in dualistic economies to take wage employment
unless the wages are very high is one example (Sen). The extent to which
interpersonal relationships affect rural-urban migration tendencies is
another (Deaton, Morgan, and Anschel). The failure to recognize these
different aspects of employment can lead to ohfuscated conclusions about
observed patterns of behavior. These factors are likely to become more
important in the future.

Fundamental issues in labor market analysis must contend with the wider
social debate on comparable worth as an alternative evaluative system for
determining labor's share of earnings. Sen argues that the labor theory of
value can be interpreted in descriptive, predictive, or evaluative ways. It
is the evaluative use that lends itself to social criticism using such
Marxian concepts as "exploitation." In this context, entitlements are
related to labor contributiong (in terms of 'socially necessary labor').
The concept of labor entitlements also finds expression in such social
expressions and political demands as "equal pay for equal work"
(Sen, p. 284).

Sen draws on Rawls in an attempt to derive a concept of economic justice
from utilitarianism, which he divides into three constituent parts: (1)

consequentialism, the rightness of actions can be judged by the goodness of
the resultant state of affairs; (2) welfarism, the relative goodness of
various states of affairs must be judged by the goodness of individual
utilities in each state; (3) sum-ranking, any set of individual utilitieS
must be judged entirely by their sum total (Seri, p. 278). 10/

Drawing on Rawls' difference principle, Sen posits a 'maximin' approach to
replace sum-ranking (that is, the goodness of any set of individual
utilities must be judged entirely by their sum total) by the "requirement
that the goodness of any set of individual utilities must be judged entirely
by the value of its least member," that iS, by the utility level of the

10/ These definitions are essentially quotes from Sen, p. 278.
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worstoff individual. Moreover, he argues that the maximin approach "has
claim to be considered on its own as an appealing moral approach, taking a
particular view of 'economic justice" (Sen, p. 278).

Attention is called to these issues because it appears to me that commonly
accepted notions of labor entitlements are being placed in jeopardy under
current economic trends. The continuing integration of world capital
markets, domestic deregulations of financial markets, and farm/nonfarm
integration all create an economic environment in which collective
bargaining is more difficult. Labor power erodes very rapidly under
economic_exigencies created by international competition, for example. From
this perspective, it is most likely not a coincidence that comparable worth
has become more prominent in recent years. Rather, it is a response to the
erosion of labor entitlements.

What is the basis of labor entitlements under these circumstances? Commons
stated that "the binding power of custom is its security of expectations"
(P. 301). t4arx expressed significant skepticism about the moral depth of
labor entitlements (Sen, p. 285). Adam Smith viewed human capital as the
"original foundation of all property, so it is the most sacred and
inviolable." Various entitlement theories conflict with each other and
their chosen principles are somewhat arbitrary. Yet, the principles will
evolve from custom and shape judicial decisions. Labor entitlements stem
principally, it appears to me,_from human capital and the social conditions
under which it is employed. Sen defines entitlements as "the bundles of
commodities over any of which a person can establish command, by using the
rules of acquirement that govern his circumstances" (p. 30). Under the open
economy facing rural communities, rural development can be viewed in Sen's
terms, as processes that expand people's entitlements and capabilities
enjoyed by using them (p. 30). For the laborer, attention must be given to
an "entrepreneurial" view of human capital as protection against market
uncertainty.

This may be only a partial answer, because it does not deal with the need
for cohesion at the community level. Rawls' doctrine of justice as fairness
must, by his own admissionexplain the "value of ccanunity" if it is to
succeed as_a social philosophy. He states: "The essential idea is that we
want to account for the social values, for the intrinsic good of
institutional, community and associative activities, by a conception of
justice that in its theoretical basis is individualistic" (Rawls, p. 264).
In order to be successful, he recognizes the need of theory to account for
the "primary good of selfrespect" (Rawls, p. 265). In doing so, it seems
that we have comefulL circle. Our knowledge of labor markets will expand
if entitlements are addressed in their fullest complement. That is, labor
market theory must answer Marx's concern for alienation and Rawls' concern
for the value of community in order to succeed as an individualistically
based theory.

Cumulative Causation

The_interaction of rural and urban labor markets will be better understood_
if the concept of entitlements is kept in the forefront. Recognition of the
value of rural community and family ties would seem to be principal
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components of expanded entitlements. Roback's recent analysis added
evidence that interregional wage differentials can be largely explained by
local amenities. Weber and Deaton spelled out the importance of amenities
and psychic differentials as real-wage reducing factors that, in a
competitive economy, can lead to cumulative economic growth in rural areas.
Combined with infrastructure improvements, including transportation and
communication, human capital investments become powerful factors for local
change. Relatively greater productivity in rural nodes of growth have
emerged driven regionally specific efficiency wages (that is, money wage
divided by a productivity index). These factors suggest that the rural
renaissance is not a thing of the past.

More important for this topic, the cumulative causation perspective places
the broadened view of entitlements in a growth perspective. Briefly stated,
entitlement wages would be defined to include the amenities gained by
workers from public services, which would include basic safety,_kinship and
cultural ties, human interaction, and security of expectations for
offspring. A range of disciplines should be drawn upon to strengthen our
understanding of these issues and this importance to the functioning of
labor markets.

These entitlement wages are community and region specific and explain much
of the differentials in wages and labor costs of production. While input
costs vary significantly across regions, output prices are competitively
determined in a national or international market. Starting then from any
"equilibrium" position, policies that strengthen the entitlement wage in
rural areas will shift the growth processes in favor of rural areas.
Growing social costs in urban areas, high urban unemployment, and
diseconomies in public services may be major factors that upset the original
state of affairs. Government policies that strengthen rural infrastructure
and rural human capital investments play a similar role.

A number of these processes have been at work over the past three decades or
so, resulting in the historical shifts of population and of manufacturing
and service development among regions of the United States and between rural
and urban areas. We do not, however, have either a well-developed
theoretical context for fully understanding these issues, nor perhaps an
adequate data base for pursuing the issue very effectively. A better
understanding of rural growth, wealth, and income distribution awaits such
work. My impression is that Williamson and Lindert's failure to account for
distributional shifts in the post-war period may be largely due to the need
for a broadened view of entitlement wages. Their analysis was based
strictly on an interpretation of money wages and, with that limitation,
essentially does not address many important components of distributional
issues.

Bowles, Gordon, and Weisskopf launched an attack on conventional economic
models that have failed to explain falling U.S. productivity growth. Such
models, they argue, ignore the pace of business innovation, worker
motivation, and conflict in the workplace. Their observations are
consistent with the views of growth in neomercantilism suggested by Deaton
and Weber. Either vantage point suggests that more attention be given to
the conditions of the labor force and of social organization that determine
relative well-being. The entitlements approach seems to have merit for
pursuing the issue analytically.
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Information and_Data-Needs

Since Bonnen's (1975) classifical contribution on information needs in
agricultural and rural life, more attention by some researchers has been
given to improved measurement. Overall, the profession of agriculturar
economics has apparently not been significantly moved to improve empirical
measurement according to Bonnen's recent views (1985).

Not only have political forces placed less emphasis in the public role in
data generation and maintenance, but leadership at the State and university
levels haa placed less emphasis on broader issues of rural welfare (Bonnen,
1985, p. 29). Both forces tend to diminish the potential for obtaining data
upon which labor market issues can be addressed.

Bonnen (1985) critically appraises the political climate and specific
actions of certain departments of Government. Here, I want to simply call
attention to his depth of concern for an_issue in which we all hold a stake.
The integration of the world economy places an even greater burden on
society to maintain equal access to information, to promote the equalizing
of analytical capacity, and to ensure "the public provision of analysis for
those who otherwise are disadvantaged in market contest§ or politics"
(Bonnen, p. 29).

Another excellent overview of rural labor_market data needs is provided by
MoSer and other contributors to the Conference "Labor Market Information in
Rural Areas." Rural labor market needs at the national, regional, and local
levels are addressed. Clearly, an international dimension would be added i;
the conference were held today. This conference''s proceedings also
illustrate how much data needs vary by the nature of the party expressing
the concern and implicitly illustrates the importance of the public sector
role in equalizing access to information.

A significant role emerges for the Economic Research Service of USDA to
ensure Out appropriate data is generated that enables researchers to focus
on the proper issues, some of which are identified in this paper. Some data
needs are more obvious than others. Farm labor information, for example, is
generally weak (Bonnen, p. 27). Once priorities are sorted out within a
longrun policy perspective, attention to the generation and dissemination of
information remains a central public responsibility.

Many of the important factors that determine economic productivity such as
work incentives, intensity of work effort, and job commitment, are not
easily measured by existing data series. Moreover, our ability to
manipulate exiSting data in order to develop economic outcomes based on
.heSe measures remains rather rudimentary. Some of our greater insight will
continue to be gained from primary data collection efforts that Supplement
btoader data analysis. The key to generating cohesive and cunulative stores
of knot7lodge is to utilize an agreed-upon theoretical framework for
aderegsing important problems with each level of data. Themalternative
theories can be brought to bear on the data, with a follow-up study designed
to clarify the nature of the problem (that is, the attempt being to
distinguish which theory is more appropriate). We need to undertake more
research to validate and evaluate previous findings.
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Establishing ResearchPriorities

Priorities for research should depend fundamentally on the needs of society
based_on perceptions of relative impacts of alternative forces on social
wellbeing. Expertise, financial resources, and the inclination of
researchers are other important factors. Rawls and Sen provide a moral
basis consistent with utilitarianism for directing our concern toward the
poorest segments of society, a position that Nelson recently endorsed. The
following priorities for future research are suggested as a means of
summarizing the main points raised in this paper:

Priority One: The Impacts of International Factors on the Wellbeing of
Rural Workers

This general topic could be approached from a variety of avenues. Since

almost nothing has been done on this topic, a number of alternative
approaches should be encouraged. Most literature on this topic addresses
sectoral impacts.1 D.G. Johnson provided an overview of the effects of
international trade on agricultural labor markets. His analysis provides a
general discussion of nonfarm income across the OECD countries. While
useful, it is only a starting point for more indepth attention to this area.
Some specific subtopics should include:

The costs and benefits to workers of alternative protectionist and
subsidization policies.
The effects of alternative management policies in multinational and
foreignowned firms_on_entry, exits, and internal promotion rates.
The effects of alternative labor policies in firms facing stiff
international competition. Specifically, do alternative rates of
return on capital and labor result in changing factor proportions?
The elasticities of substitution between capital and labor should
be examined. The implications of these changes should be traced
out for income and wealth distribution, including the accumulation
of human capital.
The effects of Government decentralization and financial market
deregulations on the role and posture of variots interest groups
toward protectionist policies.
The i.fluence of community and State government policies and
prevail!.ng labor conditions in localities on the international
linkages of the local economy. What attracts foreign inmestors?
Is the stock of human skills a strong selling point for states and
localities?

Priority Twot_ The_Evolution_of_Labor Entitlements

This issue is vital because it requires an assessment of the basic
foundation of our system of market economy. The highly institutional/legal
c.ientation suggested by the heading should not deter analysts from
irtcgrating microeconomicbased,_econometric analyses of factor proportions,
ana_yses of specific versus general human capital investments, and regional
grow". modeling based on different measures of the entitlement concept. The

pursuit of growth with equity through future rural/industrial development
policies will require a great deal more knowledge about this area than we
now pusf,ess. A number of specific issues raised in the above discussion
will reuire careful measurement using primary data.
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A synthesis is needed of the myriad of economic, sociological,
pSychological, and philosophical notions embedded in the concept of work.
From these ideas, interpretations of Izage adjustment And regional growth
models could be undertaken. This would provide a basis for future empirical
work on the topic of growth with equity. This work would encompass
interregional and rural/urban migration and would provide the foundations
for Aarifying aspects of economic productivity and cumulative causation
theory. This is a rich area of inquiry that is both intellectually
Stimulating and holds important policy implicationS. Some complex modeling
efforts should grow out of such an initiative.

Priority Three: The Role of Human Capital in Labor Adjustme-rits

Human capital must be integrated into each of tht above priority areas and
is_really part and parcel of each. Yet, it encompasses such a wide range of
vital issues that the topic deserves further focus. The_ability of specific
and general human capital investments to build resilience ilto the labor
market should be determined. This would enable private and public decisions
to be macle about the nature and scope of manpower policies, vocational
education, and support for various levels of public educatlon. The effects
of human capital will likely vary across types of labor markets. Horan and
Tolbert and Rnss and Green have suggested alternative ways of classifying
the economies of rural areas. The basis of classificatiol will vary by the
research quesf4, the policy as'Aumptions underlying the inquiry. These
approaches _ eful contributions.

A critical qt , , addressed is the rate of human capital
depreciation , _s affected by rates of technological change, aging,
anA sonic) _( _tors. The declining labor force participation of the
elderly is a LoIng tr-nd at a time when life expectancy and health are
both imrroving. AL A time when wisdom and experience are at a pr2mium, an
examination should oe made of the factors associated with the participation
of the elderly in the labor market.
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DISCUSSION

Molly Sizer Killian I/

Many of us have found it useful to think about rural labor markets as if
they are discrete, bounded geographic areas. While these boundaries may
somewhat arbitrarily defined, and although they may_change as a labor
market grows or declines, most of our primary concerns arc with processes
that match individuals and jobs_within a given, specified geographic area.
As was emphasized in the earlier papers, numerous characteristics of these
rural areas affect the performance of these markets. However, factors
affecting market performance are not limited to these internal
characteristics of rural markets. These geographic areas ar not isolated
from the rest of the world. Furthermore, to understand what goes on within
these areas, we must know something about how these areas fit into, or link
with, a larger social and economic system.

This discussion of Dr. Deaton's paper focuses on what I see as three of the
most critical points (out of a great wealth of ideas) in his paper. First,
Deaton begins with, and indeed places a great deal of emphasis on, the
observation that this larger social, economic, and political system into
which our rural labor markets fit is an international or world system. In
other words, just as the economic environment at the national level shapes
and is sha)ed by international patterns and events, so too are rural areas
directly and indirectly affected by these international forces.

Secondly, Deaton stresses the point that this system is dynamic in the
sense that changes in one part of this system can be associated with
fundamental charges in the relationships among the vario9s parts In other
words, the effects of changes in one part of the syst?in, such z.s monetary
policies, are not limited to simply more or less growth, higher or lower
incomes, greater or lesser efficiency, or increased or reduced inequality.
Instead, what Deaton argues is that a critical implication of these changes
can be found in alterations of the basic relationships betwecr employers
and employees, between citizens and governments, among businessec, and
between markets. For example, Deaton suggests that the alternative
management policies found in foreign-owned firms may lead to significant
changes in the labor relations (including the mechanisms governing entry,
exit, and internal promotions) within domestic firms.

And finally, the third critical point that Deaton makes is that these local
labor markets are not homogeneous, that there i tansiderable diversity to
be found among rural areas. Rural labor markets vary substantially in
terms of the compositions of industries: some markets have very diverse
industrial structures, while others are quite specialized. The labor
forces in rural areas also contain a wide range of skills_and experiences.
As Deaton points ovt, the demographic_structures (for example, age, gender,
and racial_compositions) in rural areas are undergoing some fairly
extensive changes. An additional source of heterogeneity among local areas
can be found in the types of household structures and the ways in which
these households allocate their time and labor. Thus, f or1 example, the
prevalence of single-parent households and/or dual-earner households may
vary considerably among rural market areas.

1/ Molly Killian_is a sociologist with the Human Resources Branch of the
Agriculture and Rural Economics Division, ERS
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In his paper, Dr. Deaton shows that these three basic observations
taken together have important implications for the workings of rural labor
markets in the United States today. _He states that the dramatic changes
taking place in this larger world system are affecting what goes on within
rural labor markets. In addition, the effects of these linkages between
rural labor markets and the larger social, economic, and political system
vary according to the industrial and human capital compositions of these
markets.

The problem that we run into in trying to use these ideas to identify a
research agenda or to establish some set of research priorities is that
because we are talking about a world system, because this system is
dynamic, and because of the heterogeneity within the United States, things
quickly become very complex. Everything seems to affect everything else.
We need to begin to separate the broad, macroeconomic trends from
secular/sectoral changes, and these from the particular characteristics of
the firms and households in a given area.

One way to move toward this goal is to conscientiously simplify and clarify
the questions that we are asking. Although there is always the tisk of
oversimplification, mistakes in this direction are easier to identify and
correct than are mistakes in the opposite direction. _So, taking_the risk
of oversimplifying what is an extremely complex and rapidly changing world,
I have put together a partial inventory of some of the sources and
implications of linkages between rural labor markets and the larger world
system, a system that i.. '7oth social and political, as well as economic
(fig.1).

This inventory is_organized in_the following way: On the Ieft-hand side of
the figure are listed several sources of the linkages between rural labor
markets and the rest of the world. As Deaton has illustrated, these
sources, the internationalization of the economy, technological and
organizational changes in the production process, and governmental policies
have had, and are continuing to have, potentially dramatic effects on t!
performances of rural labor markets. Possible indicators of rural labor
markets performance, including the overall stability, adaptability, and
growth of rural labor markets as well as the efficient and equitable
distribution of opportunities and incomes within these markets are listed
on the right-hand side of the figure. As stated earlier, the effects of
the broad macroeconomic and governmental trends on these peformance
indicators is not expected to be the same in all rural labor markets.
There are important structural differences between rural labor markets that
are expected to mediate the affects of these linkages 01 the performances
of the markets. Three of these mediating characteristics, the industrial
structure, the composition of human capital skills, and the structure of
and division of labor within households, are listed in the middle of the
figure.

In terms of moving toward a research agenda, this figure can be used in two
ways.The first approach involves questions about_how to_explain
differer-_Is in the performances of rural labor markets. What:factors help
explain why some labor markets,are_growing_and others:are declining? How
can we explain variations in the:distribution:of earnings_or_differences in
the unemployment rates in_rural labor markets? Deaton_argues quite_
persuw,ively that our explanations of the performance of rural labor
markes cannot be limited to the characteristics of these markets; we must
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Figure 1: A partial inventory fcc evaluating lidcages between rural labor markets and luau°, national.
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examine how the markets are linked with a larger social, economic, ard
political system. Thus, for example, in explaining wage rates in rural
labor markets (column 3), it is not sufficient to say that wage rates are
lower in one area than another because one area is dominated by the textile
industry and_the other is dominated by durable manufacturing (column 2).
Rather, as Deaton has shown, tilt- effects of these two industrial sectors on
wage rates in rural labor markets are very strongly linked to increased
foreign competition, to changes in production processes, and to
protectionist policies (column 1).

The second way_in which_this figure can be used is in evaluating the
effects of a specific macroeconomic_trend or governmental policy on the
overall performance of rural labor markets. For example, Heaton poses an
interesting research question regarding the costs and Iznefits to workers
(column 3) of alternative protectionist and subsidization policies (column
1). However, we know that policies to protect the textile industry, for
example, will affect the workers (as well as the other residents and
business enterprises) in rural labor markets differently depending on: (1)
the importance of the manufacture and trade of textiles for the local
industrial structure, (2) the generalized or specific character of the
workers' skill and work experience, and (3) the strength of the social,
economic, and kinship ties of the workers and their households to the area
(column 2). Thus, following the organization of figure 1, Deaton's
original research question would be expanded to evaluate how the
industrial structures, the human capital characteristics, and the
household/kinship structures in the rural labor market mediate the effects
of these protectionist/subsidization policies on the experiences of workers
in rural labor markets.

To summarize, in our efforts to establish a research agenda for the Rural
Labor Markets Performance project in Economic Research Service, it is
important to remember that our primary focus is: the performance of rural
labor markets. The complex, dynamic international system has many
implications for many different dimeusions of life in the United States.
2ut, by remembering what our principal concern is we can begin to limit the
types of questions wc need to ask. In addition, it is also of critical
importance to remember that discussing and evaluating the effects of this
larger system on rural labor market performance is not sufficient. We need
to explicitly recognize how these effects are mediated by the existing
industrial structure, by the existing labor force characteristics, and by
the residents' household structures and/or kinship networks.
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RURAL LABOR MARKETS: THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Vernon M. Briggs, Jr. 1/

For over s century,_governmental programs and policies have sought to
influence both the demand and the supply forces that operate in rural labor
markets. As most of these interventions were without precedents, they have
often entailed a process of trial and error. Governmental interventions
have emerged over the years as the logical response to growing and more
complex problems in an increasingly interdependent national and world
industrial order. Often economic motivations have served as the prompting
force, but it is seldom that both political and social factors have not
also been involved. Thus, the role of Government in the economic affairs
of rural America at any given time is not an ideological issue as much as
it is a pragmatic reaction of a nation seeking to build a just society. It
is not surprising, therefore, that governmental involvement in the rural
economy has been characterized by spurts of new policies and increased
support for ongoing programs followed by periods of retrenchment and
reduced commitment. So it is that in the mideighties the political cycle
has entered a phase when efforts are being made to reduce the role of the
Government in the rural and urban economy. But with many old problems
Still unresolved and a host of new challenges confronting the rural
economy, a more activist period may not be far ahead.

Thus, it is not the purpose of this paper to disuss the abstract and
irrelevant question as to whether or not there is a role for Government in
rural labor markets since this is a fact of modern industrial life.
Rather, the purpose is to look critically at the factors that have hindered
the conduct of research and sometimes handicapped the formulation of more
effective policy_interventions into_rural labor markets. It will also
examine the types of policies and programs that governmental bodies have
had available and what lessons the research on the experiences of these
efforts has to offer for the future.

With almost a quarter of the Nation's population and a third of its labor
force, the economic state of the nonmetropolitan secto is vital to the
overall wellbeing of the Nation. Yet as_will be shown, rural America is
often treated as anLafterthought in the design of labor market indicators
and is seldom the exclusive subject of serious labor market research.
Without an appreciation of its unique features, national economic policy
measures are frequently developed that treat the rural economy as if it
were a carbon1 copy of the larger urban economy. The result has sometimes
been, as is the case in the eighties, that the rural economy has been
adversely affected by policies that are intended to promote general
economic recovery. With regard to policies and programs that have been
spec!fically targeted to rural areas, ther2 has been a disproportionate
interest in the problems of the agricultwal sector despite the fact that
the vast majority of nonmetropolitan counLies in the United States are not
farm dependent. Thus, even though agriculture remains a critical concern
of public policy, it is_also the case that some issues in the
nonagricultural rural sector have not received the attention they require
and deserve. For alt of these reasons, a review of the role of Government
in nonmetropolitan labor markets should be instructive.

t/ Vernon_Briggs is Professor at the New_York State School of Industrial
and Labor Relations, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
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Definitional Variations_and_Public-Policy

Ore ci the most difficult problems that hampers the conduct of rural labor
market researe- and which limits the usefulness of research findinga to the

formulatIsn process is the lack of definitional agreement on whet
tutes the rural sector of the economy. Because it is extremely

r.c..st,y to conduct research that relies on primary data, it is not
s / n-4.sing that most of the limited amount of available rural research iS
hosed upon secondary data. But the use of secondary data sources is often
c, Insing. The Bureau of the Census has two separate data series that are
most _ommonly used to define the rural population. In its decennial count
of .11-2 population, the rural population is defined as those persons living
in open cnuntry and in small towns of less than 2,500 persons, unless the
people are inside the urban fringe of metropolitan areas. Between actual
population counts, the Bureau of the Census conducts a monthly sample
survey known as the Current Population Survey (CPS). In this survey, the
relevant data are classified on the basis of being metropolitan or
nonmetropolitan. The metropolitan population consists of all persons
living in a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) of 50,000 persons
or more; those living in the county in which an SMSA is located; and those
counties tied_to_an SMSA by_daily commuting links. The nonmetropolitan
population includes those people living in the counties that remain.
"Rural" and "nonmetropolitan" are sometimes used interchangeably. This is
misleading because the land areas classified as "nonmetropolitan" greatly
exceed the areas classified as "rural." Moreover, it is estimated that
about 30 percent of those classified as "rural" reside in open areas within
the boundaries of metropolitan areas. In this regard, it has been
amounced that the CPS will begin in 1986 to publish a new data series with
a new rural definition. Rural areas will be defined as those with a
population density of less than 1,000 persons per square mile and for
towns, t'lose with a population of less than 2,500. As Janet Norwood, the
Commissi3ner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has testified before
Congress, "these data will_be quite_different from the data...for
nonmetropolitan areas, which include large urban components" (Norwood,
1985). As this will be a new series, there will be no way to establish
past trends with this new definition.

The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), in turn, defines as rural counties
those in which a majority of the people live in places with populatioAs
less than 2,500. Because the definition includes people living in rilaces
with more than 2,500, the DOL definition is more inclusive than is the
definition of the Census Bureau.

The nonmetropolitan definition of rural is often used by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services in its rural programs. In
addition, there are other definitions used by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture:_some of at programs define rural areas the open country plus
places with popilation of 10,000 or less. All of these are "official"
definitions of one '7overnment agency or another. Until the population is
uniformly defined, it is very difficult to address the derivative labor
market data problems unambiguously from secondary data sources.
Aware of this problem, the National Commission on Employment and
Unemployment Statistics argued in 1979 in favor of a consistent definition
among Government agencies that collect and publish rural and
nonmetropolitan labor market data. To date, there is no sign that this
recommendation has been enacted.
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Data Concepts and Public Policy

The unemployment rate has become by far the most important of the Nation's
economic indt:ators. It has been referred to as "the most important single
statistic published by the Fede'c" Government" (President's Committee to
Appraise Employment and Unerir:I'. -=' 4nt Statistics, 1962:9). Not only has the
unemployment raiz: ',2come thL Jard for determining the inadequacy of the
demand for lab:1r and the s. - ,.tilization of the available labor supply,
but, especially since the early seventies, it also has evolved into a role
as a primary alloator of Federal funds for human resource development
policies (Shiskin, 1977; Norwood, 1977). Thus the "official" unemployment
rate has become more than simply a subject of academic interest. It has
become a topic of practical importance in both the formulation and the
implementation of public policy.

Yet, since the early sixties, there has been growing concern by_some labor
economists and by many public officials that the unemployment rate itself
is an inadequate indicator for understanding the actual condition of local
labor markets. Among the research community that has focused upon rural
labor markets, the verdict is overwhelming, if not unanimous, that this
standard is a very poor measure of both underutilization of the supply of
labor and job adequacy in rural areas (see Tweeten, 1978, p. 21; Hathaway,
1972, p. 43; Marshall, 1974, p. 78; Nilsen, 1979, p. 31; Martin, 1977, p.
223; and Rungeling and others, 1977, p. 146). Each has strongly
recommended that some measure of subemployment or underemployment would be
a far more appropriate descriptor. The reasons given for the need for such
measures are complex, but they are derived from the unique features that
distinguish the rural labor market from the urban labor market. Many of
these differences will be discussed in the next section of this paper.

Discerning Policy Issues

As is the case elsewhere, public policy interventions into rural labor
markets are justified on the basis of a perceived n . A decision not to
act, called by political scientists as the "power c _cdecision," ia
also . relevant choice. But in either circumstance, Lnere is a necessity
to gather reliable information and to conduct research. Any intervention
decision should be based on a careful assessment of what the problem is and
what_are the f;xpected outcomes_of the available policy options. In part,
policy options need also to_discern whether the expected benefits can be
achieved as the result cf: general economywide policies, through specific
policies that are tailormade for the rural sector, or some combination of
both.

Industrial Patterns. Historically, it was possible to argue_that the
ptonounced differences in employment and income experiences between urban
and rural workers could be explained by the overwhelming domination of
agriculture in many rural communities. But the accelerated decline in
agricultural employment that has occurred since the end of World War II has
effectively eliminated this distinction as a critical feature in most
nonmetropolitan communities. Indeed, there is strong evidence that in the
aggregate the rural economy is becoming similar to the urban ecoromy. As
of the first quarter of 1985,_nonmetropolitan areas accounted for 28
percent of total nonagricultural employment or approximately the same as
its proportion of the total population. But the growth in the importance
of the nonagricultural sector has brought new risks. Namely, the rural
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labor force has become exposed to the same major structural forces that are
buffeting the contemporary uelan economy. These include technological
change in the workplace, enhanced foreign competition in the tale of
products, the dramatic effectt of thifting consumer tastes from preferences
for goods to servi es, and the effects of deregulation of scae key
industriet.

In the same vein, the legacy of the rapid decline of agriculture both
direct source of employment and as an indirect influence on
agriculture-related enterprises in lccal communitiet has meant more than a
loss of employment opportunitiet. It has also dramatically exposed the
human resource deficiencies of many rural workers. Inadequate education
and skills and a_lack of exposure and information about alternative
vocations has often meant prolonged unemployment, labor force withdrawal of
secondary workers, and outmigration of persons who would have preferred to
remain in rural communitiet but had to leave. Many of these outmigrants
were poorly prepared to find urban jobs. Countless urbaa employment
problems of the past four decades have had rural roots.

Even_when_new industries,do relocate in some rural areato many bring their
trained workers witt themiand_only "skim off" the bett qualified ih the
local labor force,(Marshall, 1974). The detitioh of the_General_Motors
CompaTly_(GMQ) ih 1985 tO:1-Otate itt neW SatUrn automobile production
fatilitiet in Spring Hill; Tennessee; is an example_of this practice;When
GMC announced_the_site; it also stated that first choice in hiring will be
given to_its present or former employees vho agree to MOVO to Tentettee.
Only afterwards will the local labor force be tapped th fill a.v openings
that remain;

And; lastly; while it is_true that_agriculture_is_declining in its
employment_importante;_this_decline is an aggregate phenomenon; In 1982,
the_Department oflAgriculture identified 781 counties of 2,493
nonmetropoIitan counties(and of 3,140,countiP,; it the United Statet) that
were:"farmdependent;" Collectively, these_781 coUntiet t4ere sparsely
populated, accounting fa:7 Only_13 perteht ofithe.nonmetropolItan
population. Nonetheles-_:, within these counties,_ agriculture_remains_the
dominant source of 'boLhidirect_employment_and_related nonagricultural
employment_(Sinclair; 1985)a_ Many_of_these "farm dependent" counties:are
geographically clustered_in the_ Western Corn Belt, the Great Plaint Statet,
and_in the Black_Soil Belt_of_the Southeast; It thete comtUtitie§, public
policiesipertaining to agrittatural prOduction and to agricultural labor
remain of vital consequence.: LikeWite, in the rural region_of the arid_
Southwest; the use of_illegal_immigrants_as seasonal agricultural workers
has become a controversial feature of the efforts in the eighties to±refort
the_Nation's_immigration system; As an alternative to_reliante Oh illegal
immigrants; pending_immigration reform proposals and admitittratiVe actions
by the Department_of Agriculture call either for the creation of a new
large-scale foreign worker program or for the_expansion of the existing H-2
program_for agriculural_workersi _It_ would appear; therefore, that_
employers_and_public policymakers_believe that there are significant:
regional shortages of temporary agricultural workers_despite the fact that
overall economic indicators do not Supppoit such claims. The_hittOry of
the:use of foreign worker programs in agriculture, however; clearly shows
that this it a policy option that thould not be pursued (Briggs, 1984, ch.
4).
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The decline of the agricultural secs-or of the economy raises a number of
vital public policy issues. Government became deeply involved in
agricultural production (as it did in nonagriceltural sectors) during the
depth of the great depression of the thirties. Social welfare as weIl as
production concerns provided the rationale for interventions in order to
offset the depressing conditions offered by the free market. In 1935, the
number of farms reached its peak at 6.81 million separate enterprises, but
by June 1, 1985; the number of farms had decreased to 2.28 z.iUion
enterprises. The land used for agricultural purposes, howev . has_not
fallen as rapidly so the result is that average size of individual farms
has increased. But it remains the case that, in the Tords of an Algust
1985 New York Times article, the immediate future for U.S. agriculture is
"bleak" (Drabenstott and Duncan, 1985); Among the particular farm issues
cited for concern were excess capacity, slow demand growth, increased
export competition, declining asset values, and high debt-carrying costs.
Although some of these farm problems may be_the_result of earlier public
policies that over time may have become outdated, it is also clear that
most_of the factors are the result of new forces that transcend events in
the agriculture sector itself. Likewise, it is certain that if the decline
of agriculture is ignored as a public issue, the nonagricultural sector of
both rural and urban America are bound to share the adverse economic
consequences as well as the social and political tensions.

As for the nonagricultural sector of the rural economy, there are
proportionally fewer jobs in the private sector than in metropolitan areas.
Public sector employment is not only more important in its size but also in
the quality of the jobs It provides. Public sector jobs are highly sought
and, accordingly, public sector job turnover often tends to be lower than
in the private sector (Rungeling oni others, p. 27). The service
industries, which have been the fztest growing sector of the economy, have
been expanding in the nonmetropolitan areas as well. But only a quarter of
rural employment is in service industries, compared with a third in
metropolitan areas. Although manufacturing employs about a fifth of both
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan workers, manufacturing in nonmetropolitan
areas is much more likely to be in nondurable production, which tends to be
low-wage and labor intensive.

The nonmetropolitan labor market has also generated some distinctly
different occupational patterns. For example, the incidence of
Self-employment was almost twice as high in nonmetropolitan areas (12.5
percent) as in metropolitan areas (7 percent) in 1984 (Coltrane, 1985).
?arm activity in rural areas accounts for most of the difference between
metro and nonmetro areas. Self-employed persons represent an entirely
different group than those who work for wages and salaries. Income from
self-employment is subject to greater fluctuations and the earnings derived
from such work are often low. Also, "unlike wage and salary jobs,
unemployment from self-employment activities generally requires that the
enterprise fails" (Nilsen, 1979; p. 13).

Casual employment, unpaid family labor, multiple-job holders, and_ seasonal
mi.gratory work are all more common in rural areas than in nonrural areas
(Tweeteno 1978, p. 4). As a result, nonmetropolitan areas have a much
higher proportion of low-earnings occupations than do metropolitan areas
(Nilsen, 1979, 0; 2225).
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As of the first quarter of 1985, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) reported that the number of persons of labor force
age (16 years and older) who live in rural areas totaled 52.2 millio
persons (Norvood, 1985). This represented 29 percent of the total
population of the Na*ion of labor force age. With regard to the civilian
labor force, over 31: million persons (or 31 percent) reside in
nonmetropolitan areas.

BLS also noted that the key employment to population rltio of 58.4 percent
in nonmetropolitan areas was a full percentage point lower than that of
metropolitan areas. All of this difference was accounted for by the lower
employment levels by women. Although the general age distribution of rural
areas was about the same as for urban areas, there are fewer young people
than in urban areas. The proportion of the adult population that is
employed in rural areas is considerably less than in nonmetropolitan areas
(57 percent versus 61 percent).

With regard to race, about 37 percent of the white population of tabor
force age live in nonmetropolitan areas. Only about 15 percent of the
black population and 10 percent of the Hispanic population of labor force
age live in nonmetropolitan areas. Nevertheless, since the percentage of
blacks and Hispanics in_rural areas is higher than their percentages of the
labor force as R whole and since this is not the case for whites, the rural
economy is relatively more important for minorities than for whites. There
is a pronound regional distribution of minority workers in rural areas.
Almost all rural blacks are in the Southeast while almost all rural
Hispanics are in the Southwest. Hence, minority groups in rural areas are
more affected by rural geographical employment trends then are whites. In
addition, agricultural employment is disproportionately more important to
blacks and Hispanics than to whites (Moland, 1981, ch. 12; Tienda, 1981,
ch. 13).

Unemployment. As of ehe first quarter of 1985, the overall unemployment
rate in nonmetrOpoliten areas was higher than in metropolitan areas (8.0
percent versus 7.7 percent). Although historically unemployment rates in
rural areas have been officially below those in metropolitan areas,
nonmetropolitan unemployment has been higher since the late seventies.

As was discussed earlier, the officially measured_unemployment rate has
been consistently found to be an inadequate measure of rural labor force
availability. Thus, the worsening of official unemployment rates in rural
areas relative to urban rates strongly suggests that structural barriers in
the rural economy are becoming more severe and they are increasingly
dimming the prospects for rural workers to find joba.

Income. Median family incomes_in rural_areas are riing_but they remain
considerably below_those of urban families The 1980 Census showed that
median_family income in urban areas was $20,623, while it_was $17,995_in
ares defined as "rural" and $16,592 in areas efined ts "nonmetropolitan.:
The 1980_census reported,that 9.6 percent pf all families in the Nation had
poverty level incomes. The urban rate was 192 percent;_ the rural_rate_was
10.6 percent; and the nonmetroplitan rate was t24. pccent. Another way to
express the issue is to say_that about 38 pezeent of Nation's poverty
population are it nonmetropolitan areas.
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Poverty, of course, is not a new issue for rural America but, after
declining in the seventies, there is evidence that poverty is once age.r.
increasing in both absolute and relative terms in rural America. The
Southern Regional Council, for example, has issued a report that shows a
dramatic increase in_poverty (an increase of 2.5 million people from 1979
to 1983) in its 11-State region (Schmidt, 1985). The increase is largely
attributable to the sharp cutbacks in eligibility for social programs Dy
the Federal Government. It appears that it was the people in the rural
areas of the South who were the most affected by these cutbacks. The study
shows that 36 percent of the 4 million people nationwide who lost
eligibility_for_coverage were from the South. The actual sit:tation is
probably even worse since participation in_available social prograns (for
example, unemployment insurance coverage, minimum wage coverage, and
disability insurance) for needy persons, has, in the past, been found to be
lower in nonmetropolitan areas than in metropolitan areas (Tveeten, 1978,
p. 5).

Subemployment ard Economic He.rdship. For a number of reasons, policymakers
and labor_market scholars have_become_increasingly dissatisfied with the
usefulness of the official measures of employment and unemployment (Briggs,
081). The original pressure to develop an index of subempIoymert began in
response to the urban riots of the sixties. The U.S. Department of Labor
sought to construct in 1967 a measure tat, in addition to unemployment
measures, would make allowances for the working poor, the involuntary
part-time employed, aiscouraged workers, and even an estimate of
statistical undercount, which is known to be a serious problem in all
low-income areas (Manpower Report of the President, 1967, pp. 73-75). No
consideration was given at the time to the application of the concept to
rural labor markets. This conscious omission occurred despite the fact
that the presidential advisory commission on rural poverty concluded itS
comprehensive study the same year with the observation that "rural poverty
is so widespread and so acute, as to be a national disgrace" (President's
Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, p. ix). The obvious explanat4 n is
that rural workers suffer from an "audib:lity gap." They lack a pu'
voice. Their needs at the time that the subemployment index was ce ved
were as severe as those of urban workcrs), if not more so. But be
rural workers are geographically dispersed and they lack media covage
(relative to what is_available_to urban worke7 ', it is almost impossible
for their needs to be articulated ard publici; i or for their frustrations
to be manifested in ways that are avaJlable to Arban workers. Hence, no
research or policy effort was made to include rural workers in the
conceptual design of the index by the Department of Labor.

IrL1968_, DOL_anriounced_that_further surveys were_underway and suggested
that "impoverished rural areas" should also be studied in Ii.at of this
expanded definitional concept. But with the change in political leadership
and philosoplr.; at the Federal level that occurred in late 1968, the
official interest in the subject of underemployment concepts was abandoned
(Spring, 1972). It has yet to be reN.iewed by any subsequent presidential
administration.

Interestiamong academicians in the subject of an expanded definitional
concept has remained strong (see Miller; 1973, p. 10; Levitan and Taggart,
1973; atd Briggso 1981). In 1973, the passage of the Comprehensive_
Employment and:Training Act (CETA) mandated that DOL develop data that
closely resemble those needed to construct a subemployment indeX. The adt
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also required that its funds be allocated on the basis of local labor
market data of, unemployment, even though no such locP1 labor market data
existed at that time (Norwood, 1977). The Bureau o' Labor Statistics (BLS)
of DOL_was giver 'he resoonsibility to develop ch data. In 1975, the
commissioner of outlined the eXtreme difficulty encountered in the
collection and tabulation of subemployment data (Shiskin, 1975). Because
there was no consensus among policymakers, -?,ademicians, and the public,
the commissioner requested that an independent and impartial review
commission be established to examine the definitional issues involved.

Accordingly, in 1976, legislation was enacted that datablished the National.
Commission on Employment StatisticS (Public Law, 1976). This presidential
commission of nine nongovernmental persons was charged to examine the need
to develop broader labor market concepts. A specific request was made to
study the issue of economic hardship. Sar Levitan was appointed its
chairman.

In its rinal report, the Levitan Commission did find "that the present
sysryll falls short of meeting the information needs of labor market

!s' who are concerned with the uSefulness of the data for policy
dev_:ment (National Commission on Employment and Uremployment Statistics,
1979, 9. 38). The report observed that "unemployment rates in rural areas
are consistently low relative to urban areas." Taking specific note of the
inordinately high incidence of poverty in nonmetro areas and the general
srarcity of_jobs relative to metro areat, the commission also mentioned
at the problems of worker discouragement, involuntary part-time

employment, and the working poor were especially severe in many
nonmetropolitan areas, The commission stated that "the diverse
circumstances of rural workers a.' the unique characteristics of rural
labor markets" underscore the need for new measures of earaings and income
adequacy (p. 97). The commission noted that "economic hardship" may collo.
from Iow wages among employed persons, unemployment (including partial
unemployment due 'co slack work) among thoSe in %he

.. labor force, and limited
participation in che labor fc-ce by persons who desire more participation.
The commission recommehded t%e development of "multiple indicators" of
hardShip. In its final report, however, the commission rejected the idea
of a sinle composite index of labor market 11::r1Lnip (pp. 59-60 and 71-72).
The majority_of_the commission concluded that "the issues asSociated with
defining labor market hardship reveal the inhereuc cor-plexity and
multidimensional nature of the concept". The commiSSlon did recommend that
distinct indicators corresponding to variouS types of hardship be developed
and published in an annual harr'...iip report that would separately discuss
employed persons earning low wages, unemployment and nonparticipation in
the labor force (pp. 63-71). Tu_response to this specific recommendation
for a special annual hardship report, the BLS has published such reports
beginning in 1982 (Bureau of Labor StatisticA, 1982, 1983, and 1984).

It is significant that the commiSsion explicitly recognized the lack of
useful labor market indicators for meaSuring the adequacy of employment for
rural workers. It discussed the need for better indicators than simply
unemployment. It did recommend "that the rural population be ar
identifiable population group in indicators of labor market related
hardships" (National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statiatics,
1979 p. 97). Unfortunately, but not Surprisingly, the aforementioned BLS
reports on economic hardship that have been published since 1982 have not
included any data breakdown tht identifies rural or nonmetropolitan workers
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as an "identifiable_population group." It is likely that a
disproportionate number of those persons identified in these reports as
being in need are rural workers but one would never guess that this is the
case from reading thes. reports.

Underemployment. To date, no Federal effort has yet to address one
additional indicator of underutilization of labor that is1 highly pertinent

rural labor_markets. It is the case of persons who take jobs--and are
zbereby counted as being emp1oyed-7but the jobs are actually below the
sktll and educational levels that the workers already possess. Such
wqrkers are usually earning lower wages than they would earn if they could
fir..1 jobs for which they are trained. It is this meaning of the term
"undrIremployment" that most noneconomists usually have in mind when they
discuss this issue. But, because this phenomenon is not part of the
Federal labor market statistical system and because it is a concept that !.s
not easily quantifiable, this type of underemployment is simply ighored as
an 13sue. It is likely in rural areas that this problem is more common
thza in urban areas. Just because social problems cannot be easily
quantified, and, therefore, they ar not examined does not mean they are
nonexiste.:nt or unimportat1t.

Indicative of the need for such a measure is a_1985 speciaLstudy done_by_
the State of Nebraska, a predominantly rural State. It conducted a special
statewide survey:to examine the accuracy and adequacy of official measures
of employment scod unempZoyment as well as the extent Of underemployment in
tht State_(Nebraska 7ep-Irtment of Economic Development, 1985). Aside from
the fac:t that the study found the_existing dita_from the FederalGovernment
to:bc grossly inadequrt=At. the st.*dy sought to obtain a measure of

underemployment. It itir t3 percent of those,persons who were
employed reported 17'-ev .rere working in jobs below their skill levels

and had_taken the j6ts t!'e h i only because they were:all they could
find_i_ Although the_report_did not give a specffic breakdwon of rural
versus nonrural_experiencesi_it_did_-eote that_underemployAent was_more
predominant in nonmetropolitan areas. The Nebraska study was based_on a
scientifically drawn lndom sample; The answers to the underemployment
question* however, were simply:the abulated responses that the

inteiviewees gave. The:interviewees were not prCbed for details.
Nonetheless, the fact that more than one of every five employed Nebraskans
felt he_or_she_was_working(and beig_paid) at_a_job below their
capabilities is a serious social comment on job satisfaction.__If actually
valid, the phenomenon_may at least offer,a clue:as to .i,ihy,official
unemployment rates are so controversial in rural areas. , Many workers are
simply beirg down7graded to lower-skilled jobs and are just taking whatever
jobs_they can find. Also, it implies that those once employed at the
bottom may be forced out (3t ,he labor market into the ranks of the
discouraged workers.

Types of Governmental Interventions

Essentially, governmental actions to influence rural labor markets fall
into five categories: economy-wide stabilization policies, economic
development activities, human resource development policies, equal
employment opportanity polici-s, and income support programs. In most
instances, rural labor markets are affected by programs and policies
developed to meet broad national economic objectives while in some
instances the interventions are designed specifically to respond to rural
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needs. Unfortunately, to the degree that any research is involved in the
analysis of the -erceived problems or th._ deSign of the policy responses,
the research is usually based on the manipulation of secondary data
collected at the national level (which is heavily 1/eighted by the urban
sector) or findings based on primary research conducted on urban labor
market behavior. Research based exclusively on rural labor market needs
and behavior is scant.

Despite the_size and importance of the rural population and -Thor force,
the design of programs and policies for rural labor arkets has been
severely hampered by the lack of a commitment by tne Federal Government to
the conduct of exclusive, comprehensive, and ongoing research on policy
needs and policy effectiveness in rural areas. Hence, the discusSion that
followS is based on what appears to be the case, but, frankly Stated, the
research base is so thin that it is impossible to gpeak with certainty
about what la known or what can be done based on past experience. This
paucity of knowledge is its:, 'rdictment of the past and present
i-adequacies of governmenta.L _ _Lies in rural labor markets.

Stabilization Policy

Perhaps nowhere is the problem of lack of concern over the effects of
public policy measures on rural labor markets more clearly demonstrated
than when it comes to the implementation of economic stabilization
policies. These are the monetary and fiscal policy measures that are
implemented to combat inflation and unemployment. They are intended to
counter the ups and downs of the business cycle.

The effects of the tight money policies of the late seventies and early
eighties severely impacted the rural labor market, especially those areas
where agriculture was dominate. The fact that interest rates have
continued to be high in "real" terms in the mid-eighties is certainly a
major explanation for the continoi/7 financial plight of many rural
communities. But to make matters .?ol.se, the fiscal policy nf the eighties
can only be described as being disaster to the economic wc.Lfare of rural
America. The principles of these economic undertakings were set by the
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 as put forth by the fteagan Administration
and enacted by Congress. They have continued to be the basis for national
economic policy since that time.

Essentially, the policy contained three elements. The first principle_was ?
25-percent cut in Federal personal income taxes. The tax cuts, however,
were proportional to income. Hence, as there were proportionally more
people in lower-income brackets and fewer people with higher income
bracketS in most rural areas than in most urban areas, the rural economy
received substantially less stimulation than did the urban econoLy.
Secondly, on the expenditure side, there were Sharp reductions in the
expenditures for social programs. Although people in rural areas have had
greater difficulty qualifying for many social programs, the
disproportionately larger size of the low-income population of rural areas
meana that these communities were more affected by cutbacks than were most
urban areas._ Thirdly, also on the expenditure side, there has been the
massive buildup in defense expenditures. Undoubtedly Some of the
additioral defense spending will go into a few rural areas, but most of
rural America will not be touched. Consequently, the combined effects of
these major fiscal pollcy initiatives in the early eighties have, at best,
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meant that most mral communities have benefited only marginally and most
have not been helped at all. It is also likely that some rural conmunities
have actually been harmed by the combined effects of these undertakings.

One regional study was done by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) of the
impact of this economic package. TVA has a service area that includes
201 counties that are either in its watershed or that use its electric
power. These counties are located in all or parts of seven States and they
a7.3 overwhelming rural. The TVA study found that, collectively, the
counties in its vaqt service area received only 17 percent of the economic
stimulation received by the Nation from this overall package and it found
that a number of areas had actually been negatively affected (Office of
Chief Economist of TVA, 1983, pp. 57-8).

Similarly, the aforementioned study by the Southern Regional Council in
1985 also attributed the sharp increase in poverty in its 11-State area to
these cutbacks in eligibility for social programs that have occurred since
1981 (Schmidt, 1985). The study estimated that it was the people in the
South, in general, and in the rural South, in particular, who were the
worst affected by these changes.

Despite the massive scale of these fiscal policy undertakings, little
research has been conducted on the impact of these initiatives on the rural
sector as a distinct entity. It may be for this reason that the people in
many rural communities have bad difficulty understanding what all of the
talk of an "economic recovery" has been about.

Economic Development

Over the long_run, governmental policies_to stimulate_economic development
in rural areas have amassed a record of achievements that rank high on any
list of national accomplishments. They have contributed significantly to
the pre-eminent role that the United States has attained in the 20th
century in world eco-cnic affairs. The list of interventions is far too

long to discuss in this present format. But becaus:' it has become
fashionable tad iy speak only in terms of private sector accomplir,hments,
it is, unfiltnnately, essential to cite some of the crucial gorerr-
interventions. For t4.41ess this theme of joint public-prvate c, zion

is fully recognized as bPing the positive force that it ip eviously
be.o.:n, there is the real clanger .hat rural America may fa. __;im to the
false belief that unguided market forces driven by private desires and
initiative have been responsible for past achievements and tnat such a
course offers the best hope for future_accomplishments. Nothing could be
farther from the truth. It is this theme from the past, the positive role
that public policy has taken in shaping the economic development of rural
America, that needs to be reaffirmed in order that it be continued.

Examples of these major policy interventions certeinly must begin with
mention of the Homestead Act of 1862. It distributed at, no cost, more
than 80 million acres of public land to rural settlers in the 19th century.
It was followed the same year by the Morrill Act whereby the Federal
Government turned over 17 million acres of public land to State governments
to sell under the condition that the proceeds be used to endow agricultural
and mechanical arts colleges, popularly called "people's colleges" at the
time, in every State. By the eighties, there were 69 such institution.
Aside from their educational missions, these land-grant universities &lid
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colleges have provided the research crucible from which many of the new
agricultural technologies and methodologies have sprung that have created
the agricultural production revolution in this country az..1 the world since
the end of World War II. Another landmark example of public policy was the
Reclamation Act of 1902 which outlined the long-term development policy for
the arid Southwest. Through its subsequent public works authwdzatiota the
Act has made possible the use of Federal funds to construct large-Scale
irrigation and land reclamation projects. The fruits of this far-reaching
legislation can be seen in the fact that at the time of its passage the
five States of the Southwest had a combined population of about half the
Size of the city of Chicago, but by 1980 the States accounted for 21
percent of the population of the entire United States. Moreover, those
portions of the rural Southwest that have benefited from the irrigation
projects have become a veritable cornucopia of agricultural and livestock
output. Mention also must be made of the various policy initiatives that
have created the Nation's national parks system and that have sought to
designate and to protect vast areas as historic national monuments.
Beginning in 1864 with the designation of Yosemite Valley in California by
President Abraham 'incoln as a federally protected area, the establishment
of the first national park at Yellowstone in Wyoming in 077. and followed
by the passage of the Antiquities Act of 1906 (which allows the president
to proclaim certain historic areas as national monuments), more than 330
such areas, mostly in rural America, were in existence by the mid-eighti s.

These designated areas have contributed immense,y to the development of
recreational and tourist industries in many of these localities. Another
relevant piece of legislation was the Tennessee Valley Act of 1933. It
represented the greatest hydroelectric project in history up until that
time. In hatnessing the vast water resources of a mostly rural area
covering 40,000 square miles in all or parts of seven States, it has been
instrumental to the economic development and industrial diversIfication of
a region that was once one of the most impoverished and forlorn areas of
the entire Nation. _Obviously, the list could go on and it would include
the role of public policy in the areas of rural electrification, highways,
rai oad right of ways, military base locations, defense testing sites, and
public works infrastructure enhancements. It would also, of course, need
to mention the vast array of agricultural support programs that have been
enacted over the yz!ars. These have included agricultural programs to
support prices, to ;1mit imports, tn subsidize exports, to underwrite the
costs of research, and to assi n conservation measures.

The point is that public policy has served a long and positive history as
an instrument of rural economic development. By enhancing the economic
climate of rural areas, they have significantly contributed to the
opportunities for the private sector to flourish. As the demand for labor
is derived from the demand for products and services, these policies have
contributed directly and indirectly to the generation of employment and the
provision of income for rural workers.

It is true, of course, that State governments have also instituted programs
and provided infrastructure in their rural sectors that have also assisted
in the developmental process. The effectiveness of these undertakings,
however, are not well documented latgely because they have seldom been the
subject of independent research. State initiatives, however, often go
beyond merely enhancing the economic climate. They have frequently sought
to assist particular private enterprises through tax abatements, subsidized
low-interest rates on capital loans, and providing iinkages with local
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education and training institutions to prepare workers for new jobs. These
undertakings best serve the Nation when they assist new industries to be
created or to expand Lxisting enterprises. But, on the other ham, they do
not help when they are linked to attracting firms from one State to
another. Unfortunately, such "beggar-thy-neighbor" policies have bec-: fez
too common in the post-World War II era. There is probably little r -

be done to Stop such predatory practices, but these undertakings dr_s
deserve praise or support._ In the absence of national concern over
necessity to develop an extensive industrial policy for the Nation, the
bitter competition between the States to encourage relocation of privatn
enterprises i% likely to continue. But while one community and its workers
benefit, another community and its workers lose. Hence, the Nation as a
whole is no better off.

At the local level, the governmental bodies of most rural communities often
lack the resources and the expertise to conduct extensive economic
development activities. Some may designate industrial parks, build
infrastructure, and provide tax breaks, but other:a are often financially
constrained in the size and scope of such activities. In some cases,
however, local community pressures may be an obstacle to rural_economic
development. Research on southern rural labor mLe.,_ets, for instance, has
found that some rural communities are dominated by small elites who only
want "certain kinds" of development to take place (Rungeling and others,
1977, pp._243-4). They fear that local wage structures and employment
patterns may be altered, community power structures may be changed, taxes
may be increased, or that unions may come. If this is the case,_the
proSpect8 for economic development in these communities_are hindered.
Economic development, by definition, implles a commitment to change and to
diversity. Economic growth, on the other hand, implies more of what
already exists. Too often, rural communities need economic d felooment but
are actually seeking economic growth, which may or nay not be potsible
given prevailing industrial trends.

With regard to Fe4eral assistance at the community_level, the historic
foc.uS in rural areas has been on the needs of agricultural interests and
ita particular problems. Beginning in 1961, however, a series of
legislative imitiatives were undertaken by the Federal Government to
address the problems of rural areas other than those that pertain directly
to acriculture. In general, the legislation has sought to establish a
planning process between local governments and between levels of
government. In general, these efforts have adopted "a process approach"
that hag Sought to promote growth and development in local communities.
Although the details have_varied, the initiatives have generally been
designed_to enhance the access of local communities r.d local privAtd
enterprises to capital markets. Zaus, they have involved direct loana,
Ioan guarantPes, and subsidized interest rates. Alao, some of the programs
have included public works projects that have been designed to improve the
infraatructure of local communities and some have been .inked to the
provition of training. Although there were initiP1 'orts to target the
limited funds to the "worst,_first" communities in greatest need),
the policy of trying to identify "growth centeT , AS with the greateat
potential for growth) soon became the preferr- Aure. But StudieS of
actual fund allocations indicated that nonect fl:tors (of which
political considerations were one) often in -u decisions (Johnson,
1971, p. 277). Lack of local initiative, iu.
interagency coordination problems, and poo: _ng have produced mixed
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results from these efforts (Chappell, 1972, pp. 93-5). The Rural
Development Act of 1972 as well as its successor, the Rural Development Act
of 1980 have also attempted to pursue investment oriented strategies to
improve both the economy and the living conditions of rural Averica.

Federal budget reductions in the eighties have eliminated or reduced the
scale of many of these undertakings. But aside from the ideoloVcal
debates over whether the Government should assist the private: sector
directly or indirectly, the entire experience to date has ral.sed a larger
policy dilemma. Namely the number of persong in many rural a:.Eas who are
qualified for direct employment in the new industries that are attracted to
a rural area is of:ten limited. Hence, should public policy -:tempt to
attract industries whose occupational requirements exceed the skill levels
of the local lapor supply? If so, the result often is that the nevi
enterprises irnj lrt their skilled workers and only skim the local labor
force of its best workers. This leaves most of the original work force
u,...Zfected by the development strategy and it mayleave1 some of the
original enterprises worse off because they have lost their best workers.
It is precisely this fear that sometimes leads to local opposition to the
adoption of development programs unler. they are restricted to absorb
clearly existing labor surpluses. Or conversely, should public policy
advocate a human resource develoment strategy that emphasizes training and
education but which seeks to prepare people for private sector jobs that
are not yet available and which may not materialize in the foreseeable
future? More concisely, jobs alone may_not help the local labor force if
there has been no previous emphasis on education and training, but
education and training are of little benefit to the local economy if there
are no jobs. Some State governments, for example, South Carolina and
Alabama, have attempted to combine these approaches by offering customized
training to new or expanding enterprises within their States. But this
strategy does require careful planning, extensive coordination, and ongoing
funding support by the public agencies to be useful.

Human_Resource_Development

All research on . Ire' labor markets have pinpointed human resource
development as a public policy issue ('or example, see Marshall,
1974, ch. 4; Runge-t . and others,_1977, ch. 7). The decline of the
agricultural sector since the end of World War II and the growth of the
rural nonagricultural sector has accentuated the problem of matching
workers displaced in one Industry with emerging opportunities elsewhere.
When one contrasts the degree of policy interest that has been generated in
the1 past 1decade over the several hundred thousand steel and automobile
workers displaced from their_jobs with the total indifference shown to the
5 million workers dieplaced from agriculture since the late forties, the
inequities in treatment become painfully obvious.

The_problem of proving human resources development programs to rural
workers is more than simply an issue of neglect of attention. It iraolves
the ways in which most Federal programs are designed and funded.

Since the early sixties, the Federal Government has enacted a series of
employmunt and trairiingprograms1 that have been targeted especially for the
economically disadvantaged and the unemployed population Program-
matically, they have involved opportunities for classreom occupationzl
training, on-the-job training, adult basic education, work experience, and,

s. I
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until 1981, public sector job_creation. Special versions of these. programs
were created for subgroups such as youths and welfare recipients. Aside
from a small program_in the late sixties and early seventies called "Green
Thumb" for older rural workers, the only other programs designed
exclusively for workers in rural areas have bean a host of programs for
migrant farmworkers and their families. Despite_the fact that migrant
workers are only a small fraction of the Nation's agricultural work force,
their high national visibility as they move across the Nation has exposed
the often deplorable conditions under which they work and live to a large
segment of the public. Hence, their plight haS become the target of a
myriad of assistance programs. In most instances, these endeavors have
sought to reduce the hardShipS ASSociated with the low incomes they receive
for their effortS (Such as health, nutrition, and housing programs), but
Some have also sought to attack the basic problems of educational and skill
deficiencies. For the remainder of the rural labor force, they have had to
find places in the general programs that were paSsed largely in response to
urban problems and which were simply extended in toto to rural areas.

The greateSt problem associated with these policy endeavors has been ti

low scale of their activitiy relative to the universe of need. Given .
high_incidence of poverty, the large minority populations, and the
indications of massive subemployed and underemployed, it would seem tha,
th.'se programs should have been disproportionately present in rural areas.
But this has not been the cage. ASide from the fact that Federal funding
was only sufficient to offer opportunities for_a small portion of the
eligible population, the funds that were available prior tc 1982 were
generally allocated on the basis of unemployment rates. The reliance upon
this standard meant that urban areas received the lion's share of what was
provided. Ironically, as rural unemployment rates have begun to exceed
urban rates s±ace the end of the seventies, the available funding for these
endeavors has been Slashed. Moreover, in 1982, the Job Training
Partnership Act (JT?A) replaced previous legislation -- known as the
Comprehensive Employment and_Training Act_of 1973, (CETA). Under JTPA, the
formula for_the allocation of funds is composed of three equal componentS.
A third of the_money is provided according to each State's relative Share
of lowincome persons; a third according to the State's relative share of
unemployed persons above 4.5 percent of the labor force; and a third
according to the State'S relative Share of unemployed persons above 6.5
percent of the labor force. In sharp_comrast to the CETA system, under
JTPA, however, the allocated funds under the formula do not flow
automatically to the local areas of need. Rather, they go to the States
based on their unemployment and lowincome data (National Council on
Employment Policy, July 1985). ThuS, there iS no guarantee that the rural
areas of a State will receive a share proportionate to their problems.
Because the allocations to each State are based on statewide data, it is
possible that economic conditions could improve in the metropolitan areas
of the State while they do nrt (or even get worse) in rural areaS. AS a
result, the State could fira ts allocation under one or more portions of
the formula reduced or eliminated. The fact that nonmetropolitan
unemployment has e-..ceeded metropolitan unemployment throughout the eighties
and that metropoliL'a unemployment rates have_declined faster_than rural
rates since 1983 means that this has undoubtedly been the case.
Unfortunately, the U.S. Deparment of Labor has not felt obliged either to
build a national data system to collect inf.rmation on JTPA or to conduct
extensive research on program operations as was the case under CETA. The
sharp declire in the level of funding under JTPA as well as the nature of
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its allocation system strongly suggest that JTPA has little to offer rural
workers. But it is a subject that begs to be researched.

It should be noted, however, that if underemployment measures are actually
developed and if they are included in formulas that allocate funds fcr
Federal programs, there would be a considerable increase in assistance
provided under most programs to rural areas. As such increases will
probably mean_decreases elsewhere, it is_likely that there will be immense
political opposition to any effort to change the prevailing urban bias that
accentuates unemplovnlent as the key allocator (National Governor's
Association 1979, pp. 86-87). Thusart of the resistance to the wider
adoption of economic hardship measurr ,4tems not from logic or

methodological restraints but from p ical awareness of what the results
migh, be.

Aside from progrem mechanics, there have been other more fundamental
problems confronting human resource programs in rural areas. Because rural
populations are more dispersed than urban populations, it is difficult to
provide classroom training programs in ccnvenient areas. In addition,
under JTPA the private busines sector, through Private Industry Councils
(PIC's), are supposed to_play a crucial role in program desig-_. It is less
likely in rural areas that the business community is as organized, as
committed, or as capabale ^s in urban areas to perform this crucial role.
There has already been concern L. urban areas over the commitment and
dedication of PIC's, but to date no serious study has even been made
what is happening in rural areas (National Council on Employment Policy,
July 1985). Likewise, JTPA was designed to exclode the payment of training
stipends for most of its programs. _Under CETA, such_stiperds_were usually
available. As a consequence, JTPA training has tended to be of short-term
duration and it has had difficulty meeting its participation goals for
youths. Rural workers in particular need long-term training opportunities
that can overcome serious training deficiencies and to prepare them for the
better quality jobs which are often the only ones that are available.
Likewise, rural youths need quality training since many of them will
probably have to leave ;heir local , womunities to find jobs in metropolitan

areas or in growth nen cs in rura' :eas. But JTPA does not seem capable

of meeting these needs.

The resear.-..n_on other forls_uf publicly supported training in rural areas

is also scant. What is available indicates that formal aprrenticeship
training is virtually nonexistent and that vocational education in rural
communities is also limited in both its size and scope. The vocational
education that is offered is too often only vocational agriculture and home

economics. Many rural communities are reluctant to establish vocational
training programs for occupations that do not exist in their localities.
They fear it will only contribute to the outmigration of their youth. A§ a

consequence, the youth tend to leave anyway because_there are so few
quality jobs locally available, but the gout') then find themselves
unprepared to compete for better jobs in tae areas to which they go. Much

more needs to be known about the potential and the reality of vocational
education in rural areas before firm policy conclusions can be drawn.

Tragically, the human resource program of the pas, decade that appears to
have been the most successful for rural workers and rura communities is

the one that JTPA was designed to eliminate: public serv ce employment
(Briggg and others, 1984; Nathan ard others, 1981). The job creation
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programs of the seventies in rural areas were able to provide needed public
aervicet that were often nonexistent or insufficiently available, for
example, emergency service, teacher aids, senior citizen care, and
conservation work. As the jobs were in the public sector, they often
provided better wages a.1' more regular employment than thote in much of the
private sector. Job opportunities were actually created in many rural
areas where the shortage of jobs ia a notorioua problem. Also, these_jobs_
provided an alternative to outm'gration for adults who often do not want to
leave where they are, and,_if they do go, they are often unprepared to find
similarly skilled job opportunities. In the meantime, the public service
jobs often enhanced_the quality of life in rural areas, which improved the
possibilities that_economic development could subsequently oLcur. There
were also special job creation programs that Were available for rural
youths (under the Youth Employment and Demonatration Projects Act of i977)
that were especially beneficial. But despite the fact that research on the
demonatrated benefits of public service_employment was consistently
poaitive, this program tactic fell victim to political rhetoric that was
looking for ways to reduce social expenditures (Briggs, 1982). Hence, JTPA
is conspicuous by its absence of any direct public sector job creation
programs. In many rural areas, the ava:lable work force needa joba more
than it does training. Given the typea of jobs that presently exist in
their localities, training ia often not going to help the participants find
immediate employment. Job creation programs, however, provide job
opportunities, and, in_the process, they often serve as a form of
on-the7job training from which the participants gain work experience that
prepares them for other jobs in either the public or private sector should
they later materialize. In the meantime, the worker hag a job and the
local community benefits from the availability of the work thar is
provided.

One type of publicly supported trai,linz that was initiated in the s4xties
and which JTPA has continued to support is compatible With rural labor
market needs. It is onr.the-job trainiag programa (OJT). Linked directly
to employment, it is a program whet2h7 the Federal Government subsidizes
the costs of a private employer wh. Atrwres to hire ,An unqualified worker.
The intLntion it that the worker will nnourh the position so that
he or she may, within a set period of tecco, 5,officiently
knowledgeable to be retained as a perman a. tmployee without a aubsidy.
OJT, however, does require careful administration to ensure that the people
hired really would only be hired with the subsidy and it does take time to
develop the interest of employers. Also, OJT hiring is generally
;rocyclical (that is, employers are willing to participate when times are
good but are reluctant to take on and to keep A4:ional workers when times
are bad). Nonetheless, since many private emplyyers in rural ar -s are
small businesses, it is believed that OJT offers more potential for
successful placements in actual jobs Lhan dota classroom training programs
which train first and hope that jobs will be available when trainees are.

An-Other_ Contribution that Government can_make to_human_resource development
iS the_provision_of up7to7.7date labor market information. What_types of
jobs_are_increasing_and_which_are not? What does one have_tndeito prepare
for the types of_jobs_that are growing? And where are beth the jeba and
the job seekers bOth in the community and elaewhere? In rural_areasi
however,_these public services are often Unavailable_or_provided only a
Minimal badia. Budgetary cutbaCks in the eighties in the Federal funds
that finance the Statn public employment services (often called the "job
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service" in many States) have curtailed this mission (National Com, eil on
Employment Policy, May 1985).__Although the job service in many States has
often failed to meet the expectatiols of it :?. supporters, criticilm in the
past has usually sought only to impt.ove its operations, not to eliminate or
reduce its vital activities. It is true that mo, job seekers O most
employers can find each other without a public intermediary, b, not all
workers or employers can. Such is especially the case for low-vego
industries and low-wage workers or where casual and seasonal work :s
frequent as_is the case_in_rural areas. A public agency can greatly
facilitate the labor market exchange function at the county (or
multi-county) level. The public job service also in the past provided a
number of other useful labor market functions (recruiting and screening for
publicly supported training programs and the provision of labor market
information on a local, State, regional and national basis). It seems
certain that the reductions in the availability of these public services,
if continued, can only hinder rural le,or market efficiency in the coming
years.

Equal_Employment_Opportunity

There is one area of hunan resource policy that has escentially been
ignored in rural areas. It is the subject of equal employment opp
Removal of the artifical barriers to employment in the wo:kplac *. and in t,
practices of institutions_that prepare workers for the labor market has
been a subject of governmental concern since the eariy sixties. But the
enforcement and monitoring of the associated policies has been essentially
an urban phenomenon. As noted earlier, there is a disportionately large
minority population in the 'I.-al work forces of both the Southeast (of
blackt) and the Southwest (o Chicanos). In both regions, overt employment
discrimination was a fact of life until governmental policies in the
sixties outlawed such practices_(Briggs, 1973; Rongeling and others, 1977,
pp. 130-5). Likewise, the occupational scgregatIon of women in rural labor
is likely to be at least as extensive as In urban areas but the subject of
rural employment discrimination has seldom been explicitly studied. In one
study using primary data of soutaern rural labor markets, gender
discrimination was found to be a more perqasive and serious problem than
was racial discrimination (Rungeling and others, 1977, p. 133).
Discrimination was most_severe in the_case of black women but wh4te women
were_also seriously affected._ Given the lower employment-to-population
ratio of women throughout rural America, it is likely Oat gender
discrimination is one explanation for the lower labor force participation
rates and high unemployment rates of rural women.

Admittedly, the research on labor market discrimination in rural areac is
scant, but this is no reason to believe that the issue is_unimportant.
With_almost a_third of the Nation's_labor force largely residing in
nonmetropolitan areas, it is a subject that demands both more research and
at least proportional attention by governmental enforcement agencies. The
obligation to reduce discriminatory practices and patterns in employment is
one of the most important duties that governmental agencies have- For
discrimination nas been consistently found to be a disease that the free
market system is willing to tolerate. Despite theoretical_beliefs that
only productivity considerations_govern_hiring and promotion decisions,
this premise was long ago found to be faulty. In urban areas,
antidiscrimination enforcement has become an important aspect of public
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policy. But in rural areas there is no indication that the subject has
passed the rhetorical stage.

Income Support Programs

Poverty has lcrg been a disproportionate problem in rural America.
Although there has been a long history of public inmolvement to combat this
problem, most of the efforts prior to the sixties dealt with ways to
subsidize those in need and those who cannot work. Since the sixties,
attempts have been made to find ways to assist the disproportionately large
number of the pool. who can and do work.

Many, perhaps the ma.;ority, of the rural poor are not in the labor force
ari, therefore, are beyond the purview of this paper. Yet, the few
specific studies of rural markets have found a significant number of
"working poor" and "near poor" (that is, families with working members but
whose total income is within 125 percent of existing poverty levels) who
are in the labor force (Rungeling, 1977; ch. 6). This happens because
wages are low and because employment opportunities are often irregular in
terms of number of weeks worked in a given year. It is also due to such
labor market issues as the presence of discouraged workers ard iuvoluntary
part-time employment, which as previously noted, also appear to be more
serious problems iu rural than in urban areas.

During the seventies efforts were made by two different presidential
administrations to rerrsrm the Nation's outmoded weltaze system (Moynihan,
1973; Burke and Burke, 1974; Lynn and Whitman, 1981). President Nixon was
abl, to secure passage of a part of his reform proposal. Namely, the
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program was enacted on January 1, 1974.
SST created a uniform Federal income guarantee that applied nationwide for
the aged, blind, and ,Msabled. S.f.1 replaced a patch-work of contradictory
and inconsistent State-administered programs tor these target populations.
The SSI program is the first national cash-i.ome guarantee program to
exist in the United States. But, the largest and most important part of
the reform movement was a nection that would have also federalized the Aid
for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Unfortunately, this companion
.eform measure was deleted at the last moment when it became involved in a
,irotracted series of political maneuvers in the U.S. Senate. Had it
passed, the existing AFDC system would have also been federalized and the
Nation would have had a federally guaranteed system of uniform benefits and
cover-:ge for poor families. It would have replaced, just as SSI did, the
prevailing patch-work pattern of cortradictory and unequal benefits that
still exist in the Nation's 54 different political jurisdictions
responsible for relfare administration._ Eligibility would have been based
solely on the need for income and the same standards would have applied
nationwide. The working poor (working fathers ard nonwelfare mothers)
would have been included as would many of the families of the "near poor"
who work. In over half of the States, unemployed fathers would also have
become el'gible, for the first time, for a cash supplemen' to support their
families. I:a all likelihood, it would have been families_in the rural
sector of the economy who would have disproportionately benefited from the
federalization of this program. Later President Jimmy Carter in 1977 tried
to complete this reform drive by doing the same thing; to federalize AFDC
und to create a uniform family assistance program, but his efforts also
prove, unsuccessful when they, too, encountered stiff legislativ..
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resistance. As a consequence, this gaping hole in the Nation's social
insurance system remains to he closed.

The absence of welfare reform is undoUbtly one factor that continues to
explain the high incidence of working poor and near poor in rural areas.
Welfare reform will not eliminate either of these problems, but it could
reduce the Incidence of poverty s well as the magnitude of hardship that
continues to envelop the lives of many rural workers and their families.
It is a role that governmental policies and programs urgently teed to
address once more.

Cotzluding Observations

The aforementioned discus-ion has sought to show that governmental programs
and_policies have long been an instrumental factor in rural labor market
operations. But this involvement has been spGradic and incomplete.
Rural labor market problems, with the exception of agriculture issues, have
tended to be viewed as simply extensions of urban problems. In some
instances, the same problems in urban and rural areas have been amenable to
the same policy solutions. But this is not always the case. S1mi3erly,
some uniquely rural labor market issues do not receive appropri.tte

.7.ttention because they are relatively less consequential to the lar-er
urban sector of the economy. Yet, despite the fact that the labor force

and the populatiot. of the United States have become increasingly
urban-oriented throughout the 20th Century, it is still the case that rural
America is a sizeable and critical part of the overall economy.

Thus,_the_overarching question of the mideighties that confronts the rural
economy is who will_take_responsibility for defining, Treasuring, and
monitoring the affairs as well as for initiating toe needed policies and
programs for the rural sector? Most of the economic issues raised in tl-is
paper have c:aditionally been seen as responsibilities of the Federal

Government, although State and local governments sometimes can play a
strong_supporting role. But at the Federal level, the overall
responsibility for policy guidance of rural economic affairs is difficult
to place. In fact, with the exception of agricultural issues, there really
is no effective voice or advocate. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has at times taken some initiative to address rural nonfarm issues
but these instances too oftcn the exception rather than the rule. Even
in_agricultural matters, USDA seems to be consistently on the side of

employers' interests. USDA-sponsored research tends to be almost
exclusively oriented toward agriculture and tmard production goals.
Little in the way of ongoing research efforts seem to be devoted to the
rural nonfarm sector even though this sector dwarfs the farm sector.
Obviously, agricultural interests should continue to be a high priority of
the U.S. Department of_Agriculture, but, if it does truly have
responsibility for overall rural economic development, then it should put
its overall responsibilities in proper perspective. During the seventies,

the Office of Research and Development in the Employment and Training
Administrati'm of the U.S. Department of Agriculture sponsored much of the
research that identified many of the critical needs of rural workers and
assessed the impact of various public policy initiatives on rural labor
markets (Robson, 1984). Since 1981, however, this office has been
decimated by "penny-wise, pound7foolish" budget cuts. The uncertainty

about what is happening to the rural labor force in the eighties only
serves again to emphasize the chronic need for the development of an
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ongoing research strategy to monitor labor market developments in rural
America. Some agency in the Federal Government needs again to assume this
mantle of reponsibility.

Research alone, of course, is_no_answer to contemporary rural labor market
problems. It can identify_issues and, if--as was the case with the U.S.
Department of Lebo/ research programs in the seventiesthere is an
absolute insistence that the research be policy-oriented and not merely
"numbers crunching," rusearch should be able to suggest policy options
(Robson, 198A). Research need§ to be clearly attached to programmatic
actions and commitments. Government alone cannot "save" aII the problems
of the rural economy but neither can the private sector.

Ultimately, the_degree of Government involvement in rural labor markets
requires_a_normative judgment of what makes a "good" society (Clark, 1983).
In economic theory, it is easy to Say that the efficiency considerations
alone would D.ide the economy and that the free market should be allowed to
make the decisions without interference from Government. But in practice,
decisions must be made in a social as weII as a political climate with
economic principles_representing only one dimension of human affairS.
Reliance on_market decisions alone can be cruel, hargh, coercive, and
unfair imits outcomes. It has effectively been argued that "justice is
the primary virtue of social inStitutione (Rawls, 1971, p. 3). _

Government programs and policieS are designed to mitigate_the human
suffering that would otherwise result from these_labor_market adjustment
pressures. Such interventions are_a vital feature of the evolution of
American economic history. The legitimacy of Government itSelf must
ultimately be based on its .!biIity to satisfy the aspirations of iis
citizens over what is considered to be just. Government interventions are
not required only in circumstances where the market failsRather, the
primary role of government in A just society is to be an_active agent of
social change. The purpose is not to preserve the status quo but, rather,
to provide options to citizens with regard tn where they live and how they
earn their livings. This is the essence of the meaning of the "freedom to
choose." It is the philosophy that should ultimately determine the role of
government in rural labor markets.
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DISCUSSION

Leonard E. Bloomquist 1/

Dr. Briggs makes a convinring argument that G"overnment has always
played an important role in rural labor_markets. There have been
government programs throughout this country's history designed to
achieve rural economic development. Dr. Briggs reviews a long list of
these programs, dating back to the Homestead Act of 1862. He also
discusses how the monetary and fiscal policies of the national
Government have important consequences for rural labor markets. His
basic point is that it is not a question of whether Government should
play a role in rural labor markets, but of what is the most effective
role for Government to play and for what purpose. He goes on to argue
that the_overarching question in a Federal system of government is:
What level of government should take responsibility for programs that
affect rural labor markets? Should it be the National (Federal)
Government or State and local governments?

I contend that the answer to this question depends on the policy goal
of government programs. Different levels of goVernment are better
suited_for certain policies than other levels. My comments are
organized into two parts. In the first part, I develop a conceptual
framework for addressing Dr. griggs's question. The framework proves
useful for suggesting the level of government at which different
policies should be formulated and/or administered. In the second
part, I discuss some research issues concerning the role of government
in rural_labor markets. The focus throughout is on the twin concerns
of this symposium: efficiency and equity in the performance of rural
labor markets.

Government Policies In a Federal System

Paul Peterson (1981) distinguishes government programs by whether they
have developmental or redistributive goals. 2/ Developmental programs
are designed to make an area more attractive to capital and labor to
develop the productive potential of land and other local resources.
By contrast, redistributive programs are designed to ensure greater
equality in the distribution of rewards and opportunities than that
afforded by the local economy without Government intervention. The
programs discussed_by Briggs can be contrasted according to this
scheme. Rural development and human resource programs are examples of

-1-/ Leonard Bloomquist is a sociologist with the Human, Resources
%ranch of the Agriculture and Rural Economics Division, ERS.
2/ Peterson (1981: 44) distinguishes Government programs with

"allocational" policy goals as a third type. This type of program
allocates resources within a local economy without affecting their
relative distribution. Examples include police and fire protect:on
and street maintenance. Peterson characterizes these_programs as
"housekeeping services." In his scheme they make_up a residual
category, in that these programs are "neither developmental nor
redistributive." Since the purpose here is to highlight the
contrasting effects of different types of Government programs on rural
labor makets, the focus will be on developmental and redistributive
programs.
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developmental programs. On the other hand, equal opportunity and
income support programs or (welfare programs in general) are examples
of redistributive programs.

According to Peterson, local governments should not pursue
redistributive_polfties.___He_claims that doing so would undermine the
futura_developmental_potential_of a local_area,_sinceifinancing such
programs would require higher taxes-and thus make a place less
attractive to capital and labor, other things being equal.: Peterson
does believe that redistributive policies should be pursued; however,
they are better formulated and funded at the national level._ In_this
wayi_redistributive goals can_be_realized without undermining the
future vitality of local labor markets.

Peterson's scheme can also be related to the concerns of efficiency
and equity in local labor market performance. Developmental policies
are primarily concerned with efficiency issues, whereas redistributive
poles are concerned with_equity issues._ The_implication of
Peterson's scheme is that programs designed to enhance the efficiency
of local labor markets should be the primary responsibility of local
and State governments. Why? Because of local policymakers' direct
involvement in their area. This gives them, on the one hand, dire'm
knowledge of local needs and resources. With regard to rural areas,
local policymakers should be_less_likely_to have the "urban bias" that
Briggs contends_has been a problem with most national intervention
policies to date. On the other hand, local policymakers also have a
direct interest in enhancing the efficiency of their local labor
market, given that their own well-being is tied to its performance.

It seems, however, that local policymakers are not as_well equipped to
pursue_equity_goalsFor one, there_is Peterson's claim_that local
redistributive programs, which essentially are designed to pursue
equity goals, undermine a local area's developmental potential.
Moreover, there is Briggs' point that State and local development
strategies have unfortunately taken on a "beggar-thy-neighbor"
character. Often the effect has been to attract firms from other
local areas without really creating new jobs. One area's gain is
another area's loss. Finally, it is possible that local policymakers
will be tied to "vested interests" within,the local status quo.
Briggs points out that, in the rural South, local vested interests
often encouraged development in industries that would most benefit
then without taking into consideration the interests of poor blacks
and other disadvantaged groups. In short, they pursued development
strategies without giving much weight to equity goals.

There are three major policy implications that can be drawn from this
discussion. First, the national Government should be responsible for
social wElfare and other redistributive programs. Second,
developmental programs should be the primary responsibility of local
and State government, where efficiency would be more of an immediate
concern. Third, the national Government needs to be involved in the
formulation of developmental polices_as_well, to ensure a greater
degree of equity in developmental programs. Not only is there the
problem of unequal access to resources within local areas, but there
also is considerable inequity in the distribution of resources among
local areas. Specifically, many local areas are "resource poor"
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relative to others. This might call for some assistance from the
national Government to enhance the developmental potential of these
areas in the interest of equity.

Returning to Briggs question, it is not so much a question of which
level of government should take responsibility for rural labor market
performance, but what kinds of goals the different levels_can pursue
most effectively. _The key, therefore, is not in assigning primary
responsibility to a particular level of government, but in effective
coordination of the actions of different levels of government.

Effective coordiration in turn requires reliable irformation. As
Briggs points out, however, the information available on rural labor
markets is woefully inadequate for this task. To remedy this
situation there needs to be more research on the performance of rural
labor markets. Of course, a major purpose of this symposium has been
the identification of research issues for the Economic Research
Service to investigate. I would therefore like to close my comments
by suggesting some research issues that can be inferred from Briggs'
paper and the general discussion.

Research Issues

I have identified four broad sets of research issues conce,ming the
role of Government: (1) How can policymakers, especially national
policymakers, be better informed about developmental needs of rural
areas? (2) What effects have Government programs had vn rural labor
markets in the past? (3) To what extent have_equal opportunity_goals
been realized in rural labor_markets? (4) What are some developmental
strategies that local policymakers have taken? Following are some
specific issues that could be addressed within each set.

Information Needs

A clear implication of Briggs' paper as well as of the general
discussion, is that national policymakers need more complete
information on rural areas. First, better measures of economic
hardship in rural areas are needed. Briggs points out that the most
commonly used measure of economic hardship, the unemployment rate, Is
not as reliable for rural areas as for urban areas. A major reason_
for this is the greater degree of seasonal employmert in_rural areas,
due to the seasonal demand for labor among many rural industries (with
agriculture being a prime example). The number of weeks unemployed in
a year rather than just the percentage unemployed at a given point in
time would seem a more reliable measure of economic hardship in rural
areas. Briggs calls for an even broader measure, a measure of
underemployment. The latter would include not only the number of
weeks employed (or conversely, unemployed) in a year, but also whether
area residents' jobs are below the skill levels that they possess. He
further contends_that underemployment is much more prevalent in rural
areas than in urban areas. To investigate this contention it is
necessary to obtain the best information possible on underemployment
in local labor markets.

Second, policymakers need to know more about variance in rural
employment structures. Briggs notes considerable variance in the
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employment_structures of-rural areas. He argues that rural-
developmental pollcies-should be sensitive to this, and rightfullyso.
Previous-research has-developed typologies-Of rural labor markets (see
Horan and Tolbert, 1984; Ross and Green, 1965)._ It would_be useful_to
Incorporate these_and_perhaps_other_typologies_into_research_on_rural
labor_market_performance._:The purpose would_be to_investigate how
different types of rural labor markets differ in terms of
underemployment, labor force participation,_income inequality and $6
on. This would enable policymakers to target programs for partithlar
areas, depending on characteristics of the local employment structure.

Effects of Government Policies

Another_set_of research issues is the_effects_of Government policies
on_rural labor_markets. -One important issue in this regard is the
effects of national and tIscal monetary policies on rural areas.
Briggs and others participating in the symposium claim that current
policies have been a "disaster" for most rural areas. They epress
the belief that areas_dependent_on agriculture and export
manufacturing_have_been_especially_hard_hit by the nationai_economic
policies_of__the_Iast few_years._ Then there_is_the_other side of the
coim_ Are there any rural areas_that have been_fsvorablyiimpacted by
recent fiscal and monetary policiee- This would seem to be-the case
for those dependent on defense industry employment, although Briggs
notes that most:of this:type of:employment:is concentrated:in urban
areas. There also is the question of the importance of industrial
diversity as a "buffer" for local areas when national economic
policies change.

Better information on specific development programs is needed as well.
For instance, Briggs contends that public employment programs have
been quite successful in rural areas. Assuming this is true, research
on the kinds of activities that would be good for public employment
would seem to be in order. One important question in this regard is
whether these_programs should be modeled after the New Deal's Work
Progress Administration (WPA) and the Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC)
with their goal of refurbishing an area's infrastructure. Perhaps a
more appropriate goal in the present context would be provision of
certain services, like ambulance service and other emergency medical
care. Many rural areas do not have the population density to support
such services through their private sector, although they would most
likely benefit from them. _It would be useful to evaluate programs
that provide these services more closely. However, public employment
has been all but eliminated in recent years, so it may be difficult to
collect this information.

Finally, there is the issue of what kinds of governmeaL programs would
be most effective at gererating employment in the private sector.
Briggs claims the Job Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS) _

program has been effective in this regard, although he stresses it is
"procyclical," meaning that businesses tend to participate in it only
during expanding periods of the business cycle. It also is important
to consider what kinds of programs might facilitate job creation under
less favorable economic conditions.
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Equal Opportunity In Rural Labor_ Markets

The basic issue regarding equal opportunity programs is the extent to
which equal opportunity for women and minorities has been realized in
rural areas. There are two points of comparison that could be
incorporated into an investigation of this issue. For one, we need to
know how_rural and urban labor markets compare in the realization of
these goals. Briggs and Tienda both suggest that rural labor markets
have lagged behind urban labor markets in this regard. It is
important to document the extent t) which this is true and to
investigate possible explanations of the difference. The issue of
regional variation in the degree of equal opportunity also needs to be
addressed. Most believe that equal opportunity goals have Aot been
realized in the South as much as in other regions, but we should
examine this issue carefully, and not 4ust assume that the South lags
behind the rest of the country in the extent of equal opportunity
afforded to women and minorities.

Local Development Strategies

The final set of research issues concerns the development strategies
pursued by local and State policymakers. The first task is to
document the different kinds of local development strategies that have
been pursued. The next question to be addressed is how effective have
these strategies been at realizing their goals? Can it be established
that some strategies are clearly more effective than others? A
related issue is whether there are strategies that have not ended up
being "beggar-thy-neighbor" programs. If so, it would be important to
document their existence and analyze the conditions under which they
have been implemented. There also_is the question of whether local
strategies vary by region. Do Southern policymakers pursue strategies
that are different from those pursued in the Northeast and North
Central States?. Are the strategies of Western policymakers distinctive
as well? And, assuming that regional differences are found, how
responsive are these strategies to local labor market needs?

_Conclusion

Let me conclude by returning to the twin themes of the symposium:
efficiency and equity in the performance of local labor markets. Just
as these themes have been underlying concerns of the symposium,_they
also should be underlying concerns of research on Government's role in
local labor markets. On the one hand, research on government programs
should be concerned_with the_efficiency of a program at meeting its
goals, however defined. On the other hand, research should also be
concerned with who benefits from a program. The latter should address
not only whose needs the program was designed to meet, but also whose
interests are served by the unintended consequences. For example, a
rural development program could be associated with a housing shortage
in an area, due to rapid population growth._ Similarly, it could lead
to greater demand for day care facilities if a consequence was
increased labor force participation of women. By identifying
unintended consequences of Government programs, we can assess not only
how effective a program is at enchancing efficiency and/or equity in
rural labor markets but also begin to understand how Government can
play a more decisive role in achieving these goals.
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CONCLUSION

The symposium provided a forum for the exchange of ideas and knowledge
about rural labor_markets from a variety of perspectives. Its purpose was
to help researchers at the Agriculture and Rural Economics Division (ARED)
of the Economic Research Service develop a research agenda for studying
rural labor markets. The discussions in each of the four sessions raised
numerous interesting and timely research questions;_ many of which ARED will
certainly want to incorporate into its investigations of rural labor market
performance. What follows is a synopsis of the recurring themes of the
symposium.

Dtversit)r- in Local Labor Markets

Perhaps the most frequently ezpressed_idea in the symposium is the
tremendous diversity that exists among local labor markets. The authors of
the papers have_focused on differences between rural aad urban labor
markets, (or between nonmetro and metro markets). The discussion also
highlighted how, in the aggregate, rural areas are becoming more similar to
metropolitan areas on such variables as earnings and the industrial and
occupational structure. However, researchers must_guard against using this
information to conclude that_a_convergence of the rural and urban areas is
occurring._ For there_is considerable diversity among rural areas on these
same_variabIes. Recognizing the diversity that exists among the rural
labor market areas would increase the information available to policymakers
and planners. The implication is that labor market performance should be
analyzed within a local context, that is, within the geographical area that
people live and work.

Measurement Issues

Recognition of this diversity further implies a greater sensitivity toward
measurement issues than is often true for analyses_of_labor market
performance. For example, the most commonly used measure of economic
hardship in local areas is the_unemployment rate. However, Tweeten and
Briggs_both_argue in their papers that the unemployment measure was less
adequate for rural than urban settings. Rural workers, relative to urban
workers, tend to be underemployed rather than unemployed. Since official
unemployment statistics do not reflect the 1degree of underemployment in a
local labor market area, the extent of hardship in rural areas is
underestimated. It is_important to devise reliable measures of
underemployment that can be incorporated into research on rural labor
market_performance. Researchers should also investigate how
underemployment varies among rural labor markets and seek to understand the
causes of this variance.

Another measurement issue implied by the theme of diversity is how to
identify local labor market_areas._ The general consensus of symposium
participants was that Wilbur Thompson's (1965, p.67) definition of a local
labor market as "the area bounded by the commuting radius around a district
of concentrated employment opportunities" is a useful starting point. An
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important first step, therefore, is to decide upon an appropriate
methodology for delineating commuting radii of local labor market areas. 4/

Sources of Diversity

Onte local market areas have been delineated the next step is to
investigate sources of diversity among local labor markets, with particular
emphasis on rural labor markets. A frequently mentioned_source of
diversity was the geographically uneven distribution,of industries.
Industrial sectors differ by past growth and futu..e potential and, as Kale
points out in his paper, rural labor markets are ofter characterized by
dependence on slow-growth or even declin.ng industrial sectrrs.
Agriculture is an obvious example, but it was also pointed out
discussion that many of the manufacturing industries that have located in
rural area§ are increasingly subject to foreign competition.

In addition, there is the issue of what the emerging service economy
implies for rural labor markets. Many rural areas have experienced
employment growth in service industries. Kale argues that mord detail is
needed on the importance of services to growth and stability in rural labor
markets. He note§ that the conventional view of service jobs_as part of
the "nonbaSic" sector needs to be revised._ Many service industries can be
considered "basic,"_in that the services they provide bring income into a
local economy._ Tourist industries and those that serve retirees (with
their social security and pension funds) would be good examples of "basic"
service industries. Little is known about the Short-term and long=term
effects of dependence On this type of service employment on rural labor
market performance. Researchers, policymakers, and planners need to be
more aware of the types of service employment_availabie in rural areas and
how service jobs compare with other types of employment.

Kale_discusses other sources of diversity as well. In particular, rural
labor markets vary by regional location in addition to metropolitan
proximity. As a rule, rural labor markets in the South and West have
experienced greater job growth than those in the Northeast and_North
Central regions. He also notes considerable diversity among local markets
within each region. As_for metropolitan proximity, except for a brief
period_in the early seventies, most of the rural job growth has occurred in
areas relatively close to a metropolitan areas. Yet another Source of
diversity is the demographic structure of rural labor markets. Briggs
points out that racial minorities make up a sizeable proportionof the
rural labor force in the South and Southwest. Thus, analysis of labor
market performance in these regions_must be sensitive to the presence of an
ethnically diverse labor force. There also is consilerable variance in the
relative_proportions of elderly in local labor market areaS. It is
important to investigate the possible effects of a high proportion of
elderly residing in a local labor market area on labor market performance.

1/ Actually, As of this writing, the decision has already been made._ _

Charlet M. Tolbert_II of Florida State University has used the method of
cluster analysis_to delineate local labor market areas for the entire
United States based on 1980 journey-to-work data. The delineation in turn
has served as a sampling frame for a special Public USE MicrirSample
(PUMS-D) of the 1980 Census of Population and Housing. This research was
funded in part by ABED, in conjunction with the Cooperative Regional
Project S-184.
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A final research_issue that grew out_of the discussion_of diversity_is_the
extent of_industrial diversity within_local labor_markets. The presumption
is that dependence on a single industry can be detrimental to labor market
performance, at least in the long run. As Deaton points out in his paper,
dependence on a single industry, let alone a single firm, implies high
riSk. A frequent discussion topic was the current plight of agriculture-
dependent areas, given the severe farm crisis. The similar problems faced
by small_mannfacturing towns that have had plant_shutdowns_was also noted.
Most agreed that rural policymakers should encourage development of a
diverse economic base for their labor market area. However, some pointed
out that little research has actually been done on the relationship between
industrial diversity and labor market performance. ARED was urged to
investigate this relationship systematically.

Complexity of Effects

Another recurring theme f the symposium discussions was the complexity of
the forces that affect local labor market performance. For example, Deaton
and Kale stressed the increasing sensitivity of rural labor market
performance to changes in the world economy. Briggs discussed how national
macroeconomic policy have significant effects on rural labor markets, while
Tienda analyzed the effects of sectoral trends on labor market performance.
Finally, Tweeten and Briggs both evaluated the effects of Government
market-related institutions like job-placement agencies and training
programs.

At one point in the general discussion it was suggested that the myriad of
possible effects can be organized into five levels: (1) effects of
macroeconomic forces, like interest-rates or foreign competition; (2)
effects of national sectoral trends, like declining agricultural prices or
growth in high-tech and service industries;_(3) impacts of_labor
market-related institutions, like_Government or private employment service
agencies; (4) the influence cd firm-specific characteristics, like
organizational size or management techniques; and, (5) the role played by
household characteristics, like the number of family wage earners or
strength of kinship ties to the local area.

It is doubtful that labor market reseachers can investigate the role that
all of these factors play in affecting the performance of local labor
markets. They need, however, to be sensitive to this complexity when
interpreting their research findings. For example, before concluding that
the current farm crisis, with the large number of farm foreclosures, is the
result of declining agricultural prices (level 2) or foreign competition
(level 1), researchers and policymakers should be careful not to rule out
the possibility that some failure is simply the result of poor judgment or
mistakes on the part of enterprise management (level 4). Similarly, Deaton
contends that the growth_of_off-farm employment among farm households
(level 5) has enabled some farm families to maintain their farms during a
period of rapidly declining agricultural prices (level 2). In other words,
this framework should aid ARED researchers to sort through what may at
first seem like contradictory findings ta provide policymakers with
coherent analyses of the factors that influence the performance of local
labor markets.
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Efficiency_and-E4ulty-Concerns

Efficiency and equity are fundamental issues in labor market analysis. The
idealof courge, is for a labor market to be both efficient and equitable,
although the contradictory relationship between these two goals seems to
require a tradeoff, or compromise, between them. Tweeten notes that an
efficient labor market is not necessarily equitable in providing justice or
fairness to evetyone. Workers who bring little or no human resources to
the labor market would bring little or no earnings home. By contrast, an
equitable labor market would provide a decent job at_a decent wage to
anyone who Wants one. This implies that workers have little incentive to
be productive in such a market_because they are assured of a job regardless
of performance. Tweeten_argues that no Government can pursue for long
either pure efficiency or pure equity goals, for a singular pursuit of one
will ultimately create social problems viewed from the other. The problem
with policies concerned only with efficiency goals is that they_tend to
overlook the well-being of some citizens. By contrast,_sole pursuit of
equity goals tends to remove incentives for efficient use of resources.

While the tradeoff_between efficiency and equity goals seems fairly clear
in_the abstract, empirically it often is difficult to distinguish between
the efficiency and equity implications of a particular aspect of labor
market performance. For instance, discrimination in a_labor market can be
interpreted as evidence of inefficiency_as well as inequity. Most
researchers and policymakers regard_discrimination as an equity issue,
implying that the lower earnings that women and minorities receive relative
to white men is unfair. But discrimination can also be regarded as an
efficiency issue, particularly if the focus is on differential returns to
human capital investment. If women and/or minorities receive lower returns
to their investments in human capital than white men, then this would
indicate the existence of arbitrary restraints on labor market
transactions. According to Tweeten, the existence of such arbitrary
restraints implies inefficiencies in labor market performance. 2/

There is a similar ambivalence in other indicators of labor market
performance. For example, a high level of unemployment (or under-
employment) in a labor market implies inefficiency, in that the market is
unable to provide enough jobs to match the labor supply. This would be
especially true if the high level of unemployment persisted over a long
period of time, and thus could not be viewed as the market making an
adjustment to a temporary disequilibrium in the intersection of demand and
supply factors. On the other hand, a high level of unemployment could be
interpreted as evidence of inequity, since it would imply that a sizeable
proportion of those seeking employment are denied the opportunity.

Other examples could be_discussed, but by now the point should be clear.
Issues of labor market performance cannot be neatly classified as either
efficiency or_equity issues. What this implies is that the appropriate
"mix" of efficiency and equity goals is essentially a moral, or
philosophical, issue. As Briggs puts it in his paper, resolution of

2/ Tweeten does not explicitly state that an efficient labor market is
free of discrimination_by sex and race. He does, however, state that an
"efficient market is free of arbitrary restraints such as sex, race and
religious bias An efficient labor market would be apparent in equal
pay for equal work" (p. 6).
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this issue requires a normative judgment about what makes a "good society.

Research can, therefore, provide information only on the extent to which a
given goal has been met, and not on whether one goal is more appropriate
tian another. Briggs insists there still is an important role for research
to play; it is just that research cannot provide definitive answers to some
basic questions about labor market performance. What, then, are some
questions that research can address, and lica7 could it aid the formulation
of policy on labor market performance? That is the subject of the next
section.

Research and Policy

Research can aid the formulation of policy in two ways. First, it can
provide basic information on the nature of local labor markets and the
factors determining their performance. A useful starting point would be
documentation of the different sources of diversity among local labor
markets, as discussed above. In addition, research should seek to specify
the complexity of effects that determine local labor market performance.
Some specific research issues underlying these themes have already been
discussed, and thus they will not be repeated here. It should be noted,
though, that these issues essentially constitute basic research: the
research focus is on producing information on the nature of local labol
markets that may not be directly relevant to specific policies or programs.
The purpose would be to develop a more complete understanding of local
labor market performance, an understanding that policymakers may or may not
incorporate into their decisions. That will depend on the relevance of
this information to their normative judgments about what constitutes "good"
labor market performance.

Second, research can provide information on the effect_veness of particular
programs at meeting their policy goals. Although none of the papers placed
great emphasis on the need for evaluation research, this was a major theme
of the general discussion. Moreover, this research should be sensitive to
both efficiency and equity concerns, even (or perhaps especially) if a
program is designed to meet only one of these goals. For example, research
evaluating programs designed to achieve local economic growth should
analyze whether the benefits of growth are equitably distributed. Indeed,
Deaton argues that the issue of whether there can be "growth with equity"
shoulu be a major focus of research on local labor market performance.
Conversely, evaluations of "comparable worth" programs should audress the
issue of the effects of these programs on economic incentives for the
different groups affected.

The primary role of research in policy formulation, therefore, is not to
provide definitive answers to complex and value-laden questions about labor
market performance. It can, however, serve an invaluable service to
policymakers by enhancing their ability to make informed decisions about
how to enhance labor market performance. There is an especially pressing
need for research on performance of rural labor markets, since a recurrent
theme of this symposium hab been how little we know about rural labor
markets and their performance. The mark of the symposium's success will be
the extent to which it inspires research on rural labor market performance
amogg ARED staff as well as others. It was the judgment of symposium
participants and hopefully of readers of these proceedings that the
symposium has accomplished just that.
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